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INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes policy-related materials and input from local jurisdictions that will drive the development of
the City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County (C/CAG) Comprehensive Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan Update (CBPP). As one of the first steps of the CBPP Update, C/CAG has engaged with its
member jurisdictions to lay out a coherent countywide policy framework for supporting active transportation.
C/CAG will use this policy framework to evaluate how potential projects and programs align with countywide goals
when considering funding allocations. Local jurisdictions may use the CBPP policy framework to further local
initiatives and show consistency with regional efforts.
The following tasks were completed in order to produce the draft recommended goals and objectives that will
ultimately be included in the Final CBPP. The draft goals and objectives are included at the end of this report.
»
»
»
»

Existing Plans and Policy Review
Goals and Policies Benchmarking
Jurisdiction Policies and Practices Survey
Jurisdiction Infrastructure and Implementation Interviews

A subsequent version of this document is intended to be an appendix of the Final CBPP. The final goals and
objectives will be showcased in the body of the Final CBPP itself once reviewed and approved by C/CAG staff,
the CBPP Update Technical Advisory Committee, and the C/CAG Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee.
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CHAPTER 1
EXISTING PLANS AND
POLICIES REVIEW

s
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The existing goals and policies from the City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County (C/CAG)
and each local jurisdiction are presented in this section. These goals and policies provide the baseline for future
recommendations that are included at the end of this report.

SAN MATEO COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE BICYCLE
AND PEDESTRIAN PLAN (2011)
This current effort is an update to the 2011 San Mateo County Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. This
plan has laid the groundwork for bicycle and pedestrian planning in the San Mateo County area for nearly a
decade by identifying a vision, goals, objectives, policies, and actions that guide bicycle and pedestrian planning
region-wide. The 2011 Plan also prioritizes bikeway projects needed to complete the Countywide Bikeway
Network and prioritizes pedestrian projects in identified Focus Areas.
The following vision statement expresses what bicycling and walking will be like in San Mateo County when the
projects identified in the Plan are complete.
San Mateo County has an interconnected system of safe, convenient and universally accessible bicycle and
pedestrian facilities, for both transportation and recreation. These facilities provide access to jobs, homes,
schools, transit, shopping, community facilities, parks and regional trails throughout the county. At the same time,
the county has strengthened its network of vibrant, higher-density, mixed-use and transit-accessible communities,
that enable people to meet their daily needs without access to a car. As a result, many more people in San Mateo
County ride bicycles and walk, making our transportation system more balanced, equitable and sustainable. More
bicycling and walking have reduced automobile dependence, traffic congestion, pollution and the county’s carbon
footprint while increasing mobility options, promoting healthy lifestyles, saving residents money and fostering
social interaction.
Goal 1: A Comprehensive Countywide System of Facilities for Bicyclists and Pedestrians
•
•
•

•

•

•

Policy 1.1: Program funds for bicycle, pedestrian and accessibility improvements to local jurisdictions for
the planning, design, construction and maintenance of facilities of countywide priority.
Policy 1.2: In developing a countywide system of facilities, place special attention on implementing or
improving north–south routes (particularly for bicyclists) and reducing barriers to east–west access.
Policy 1.3: Encourage and collaborate with Caltrans and local agencies to implement countywide priority
facilities within their jurisdiction. In particular, encourage Caltrans to provide safe bicycle and pedestrian
crossings of state highways in San Mateo County and local agencies to include bicycle and pedestrian
projects in their capital improvement programs.
Policy 1.4: Promote cooperation among local agencies and with San Francisco and Santa Clara counties
to pursue funding for multi-jurisdictional projects and implement bicycle and pedestrian facilities across
jurisdictional lines.
Policy 1.5: Provide funding for support facilities, including short- and long-term bicycle parking; a
countywide bikeway signage scheme; locker rooms, showers and other amenities in public facilities for
changing and for storing clothes and equipment; and devices for improving accessibility for people with
disabilities.
Policy 1.6: Update this plan every five years, particularly to incorporate needed changes to the list of
proposed countywide projects.

Goal 2: More People Riding and Walking for Transportation and Recreation
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•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Policy 2.1: Work with local, county and regional agencies and organizations—including those with a focus
on public health—to develop effective encouragement programs that promote bicycling and walking as
safe, convenient and healthy modes of transportation.
Policy 2.2: Provide funding for effective support programs and events that encourage bicycling and
walking among a broad range of potential users, including people with disabilities.
Policy 2.3: Encourage local school districts to implement projects and activities that promote bicycling and
walking to school among students and staff.
Policy 2.4: Encourage local agencies and transit operators, such as SamTrans, Caltrain and BART, to
work cooperatively to promote bicycling and walking to transit by improving access to and through
stations and stops, installing bicycle parking and maximizing opportunities for on-board bicycle access.
Policy 2.5: Promote integration of bicycle-related and walking-related services and activities into broader
countywide transportation demand management and commute alternatives programs.
Policy 2.6: Serve as a resource to county employers on promotional information and resources related to
bicycling and walking.
Policy2.7: Encourage local agencies to provide safe and convenient bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure
for underserved communities.

Goal 3: Improved Safety for Bicyclists and Pedestrians
•
•

•

Policy 3.1: When allocating funds, place an emphasis on projects that address safety deficiencies,
especially conflicts with motor vehicles, for bicyclists, pedestrians and people with disabilities.
Policy 3.2: Promote collaboration among the Sheriff‘s Office, local police departments and other county
and local agencies to develop and administer effective safety, education and enforcement strategies
related to non-motorized transportation.
Policy 3.3: Provide support for programs that educate drivers, bicyclists and pedestrians about their rights
and responsibilities, as well as traffic education and safety programs for adults and youth.

Goal 4: Complete Streets and Routine Accommodation of Bicyclists and Pedestrians
•

•

•

•
•

•

Policy 4.1: Comply with the Complete Streets policy requirements of Caltrans and the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission concerning safe and convenient access for bicyclists and pedestrians, and
assist local implementing agencies in meeting their responsibilities under the policy.
Policy 4.2: For local transportation projects funded by county or regional agencies, encourage that local
implementing agencies incorporate Complete Street principles as appropriate; that they provide at least
equally safe and convenient alternatives if they result in the degradation of bicycle or pedestrian access;
and that they provide temporary accommodations for pedestrians and bicyclists during construction.
Policy 4.3: Monitor countywide transportation projects to ensure that the needs of bicyclists and
pedestrians are considered in programming, planning, design, construction, operation and maintenance,
and encourage local agencies to do the same for their projects.
Policy 4.4: Provide support to local agencies in adopting policies, guidelines and standards for Complete
Streets and for routine accommodation of bicyclists and pedestrians in all new transportation projects.
Policy 4.5: Encourage local agencies to adopt policies, guidelines, standards and regulations that result in
truly bicycle-friendly and pedestrian-friendly land use developments, and provide them technical
assistance and support in this area.
Policy 4.6: Discourage local agencies from removing, degrading or blocking access to bicycle and
pedestrian facilities without providing a safe and convenient alternative.

Goal 5: Strong Local Support for Non-Motorized Transportation
•

Policy 5.1: Encourage all local jurisdictions to develop comprehensive bicycle and pedestrian plans, and
provide assistance and support in this area as appropriate.
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•

•

•

Policy 5.2: Encourage all local jurisdictions to designate bicycle and pedestrian coordinators and to
establish local bicycle and pedestrian advisory committees or provide other meaningful opportunities for
public input on issues related to non-motorized transportation.
Policy 5.3: Involve the public and local agencies meaningfully in making decisions about the planning,
design and funding of bicycle and pedestrian projects, and maintain an open and accessible process for
providing input and influencing decisions.
Policy 5.4: Provide timely information to local jurisdictions on funding programs and sources not
administered by C/CAG that may be used to implement bicycle and pedestrian facilities, and encourage
them to submit applications for project funding.

SAN MATEO COUNTYWIDE TRANSPORTATION
PLAN (2017)
The San Mateo Countywide Transportation Plan for 2040 (SMCTP 2040) was conceived by San Mateo County
leaders as a way to provide the county with a long-range, comprehensive transportation planning document that
sets forth a coordinated planning framework and establishes a systematic transportation planning process for
identifying and resolving transportation issues. SMCTP 2040 is intended to articulate clear transportation planning
objectives and policies and to promote consistency and compatibility among all transportation plans and programs
within the county. The central vision statement for the SMCTP 2040 is the following:
Provide an economically, environmentally, and socially sustainable transportation system that offers practical
travel choices, enhances public health through changes in the built environment, and fosters inter-jurisdictional
cooperation.
The central vision is supported by more specific vision statements and goals for each element of the plan. Those
which pertain to this Plan include;

BICYCLES
Vision: A San Mateo County in which bicycling for both transportation and recreation is safe, comfortable, and
convenient.
Goal: Provide people with viable travel choices and encourage use of healthy, active transportation through a
safe, continuous, convenient and comprehensive bicycling network that reduces reliance on the automobile for
short trips.

Policies
A Convenient Travel Option
•

Continue to develop a safe, reliable, comprehensive, and convenient bikeway system competitive in doorto-door with the automobile for many short distance trips.

Integration with Public Transit
•

Encourage local agencies and transit operators, such as SamTrans, Caltrain and BART, to work
cooperatively to encourage bicycling over transit by improving access to and through stations and stops,
installing bicycle parking and maximizing opportunities for on-board bicycle access.

Encouragement, Education, and Incentives
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•

•
•
•
•

Work with local, county and regional agencies and organizations – including those with a focus on public
health – to develop effective encouragement programs that promote bicycling as a safe, convenient and
healthy mode of transportation.
Provide funding for effective support programs and events that encourage bicycling among a broad range
of potential users.
Encourage local school districts to implement projects and activities that promote bicycling to school
among students and staff, such as Safe Routes to School initiatives.
Promote integration of bicycle-related services and activities into broader countywide transportation
demand management and commute alternative programs.
Provide support for programs that educate drivers and bicyclists about their rights and responsibilities, as
well as traffic education and safety programs for adults and youth.

Safety
•

•

Promote collaboration among the Sheriff’s Office, local police departments and other county and local
agencies to develop and administer effective safety, education and enforcement strategies related to
bicycling.
Provide support for programs that educate drivers and bicyclists about their rights and responsibilities, as
well as traffic education and safety programs for adults and youth.

Complete Streets
•

•

•

•
•

Comply with the Complete Streets policy requirements of Caltrans and the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission concerning safe and convenient access for bicyclists, and assist local implementing
agencies in meeting their responsibilities under the policy.
For transportation projects funded by county or regional agencies, require that local implementing
agencies incorporate “Complete Streets” principles as appropriate, provide at least equivalently safe and
convenient alternatives if projects result in changes to bicycle access, and provide temporary
accommodations for bicyclists during construction, if such accommodations can be reasonably made.
Monitor countywide transportation projects to ensure that the needs of bicyclists are considered in
programming, planning, design, construction, operation and maintenance, and encourage local agencies
to do the same for their projects.
Provide support to local agencies in adopting policies, guidelines and standards for Complete Streets and
routine accommodation of bicyclists in all new transportation projects.
Strongly encourage local agencies to adopt policies, guidelines, standards and regulations that result in
truly bicycle-friendly land use developments, and provide them technical assistance and support in this
area.

Traffic Calming
•

Support efforts to calm motor vehicle traffic to enhance travel conditions for bicyclists.

Barriers to Bicycle Access and Circulation
•

Reduce barriers to bicycle access and circulation, including those caused by gaps in the bicycle facilities
network and the severance effect on bicycle travel due to rail lines, freeways, and major arterial streets.

Bike Sharing
•

Encourage efforts to establish bike-sharing programs in communities throughout the county.
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P E D E S T R I AN S
Vision: A San Mateo County in which walking for both active transportation and recreation is safe, comfortable,
and convenient.
Goal: Promote safe, convenient, and attractive pedestrian travel that promotes healthy, active communities while
reducing reliance on the automobile for short trips.

Policies
Integration with Public Transit
•

Encourage local agencies and transit operators, such as SamTrans, Caltrain and BART, to work
cooperatively to promote walking to transit by improving access to and through stations and stops,
installing adequate pedestrian seating, and ensuring opportunities for access by people with disabilities.

Encouragement, Education, and Incentives
•

•
•
•
•

Work with local, county and regional agencies and organizations – including those with a focus on public
health – to develop effective encouragement programs that promote walking as a safe, convenient and
healthy mode of transportation.
Provide funding for effective support programs and events that facilitate mobility among a broad range of
potential users, including pedestrians and people with disabilities.
Encourage local school districts to implement projects and activities that promote walking to school
among students and staff, such as Safe Routes to School initiatives.
Promote integration of pedestrian-related services and activities into broader countywide transportation
demand management and commute alternatives programs.
Provide support for programs that educate drivers and pedestrians about their rights and responsibilities,
as well as traffic education and safety programs for adults and youth.

Safety
•

Promote collaboration among the Sheriff’s Office, local police departments and other county and local
agencies to develop and administer effective safety, education and enforcement strategies related to
pedestrians.

Complete Streets
•

•

•

•
•

Comply with the Complete Streets policy requirements of Caltrans and the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission concerning safe and convenient access for pedestrians, and assist local implementing
agencies in meeting their responsibilities under the policy.
For transportation projects funded by county or regional agencies, require that local implementing
agencies incorporate “Complete Streets” principles as appropriate, provide at least equivalently safe and
convenient alternatives if projects result in changes to pedestrian access, and provide temporary
accommodations for pedestrians during construction, if such accommodations can be reasonably made.
Monitor countywide transportation projects to ensure that the needs of pedestrians are considered in
programming, planning, design, construction, operation and maintenance, and encourage local agencies
to do the same for their projects.
Provide support to local agencies in adopting policies, guidelines and standards for Complete Streets and
routine accommodation of pedestrians in all new transportation projects.
Strongly encourage local agencies to adopt policies, guidelines, standards and regulations that result in
truly pedestrian-friendly land use developments, and provide them technical assistance and support in
this area.
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Traffic Calming
•

In areas with high levels of pedestrian traffic, encourage cities to implement appropriate traffic calming
measures to slow approaching car speeds and thus lengthen reaction time available to both drivers and
pedestrians in the event of a potential conflict.

Barriers to Pedestrian Access and Circulation
•

Reduce barriers to pedestrian access and circulation, including those caused by gaps in the pedestrian
facilities network and the severance effect on pedestrian travel due to rail lines, freeways, and major
arterial streets.

Each goal is supplemented with several objectives, which are the actions by which the achievement of the goals
is measured.

COUNTY OF SAN MATEO GENERAL PLAN (2013)
The County of San Mateo General Plan includes a Transportation chapter, which outlines county-wide goals and
policies related to transportation. The relevant goals to this effort include;
•
•

•

Plan for a transportation system that provides for the safe, efficient, and convenient movement of people
and goods in and through San Mateo County.
Create and maintain Complete Streets that serve all categories of transportation users and goods,
providing safe, efficient, comfortable, and convenient travel along all streets through an integrated,
balanced, multimodal transportation network that meets the needs of all users of streets, roads, and
highways for safe and convenient travel in a manner that is suitable to the rural, suburban, or urban
context of the General Plan.
Provide for a balanced and integrated transportation system in the County which allows for travel by
various modes and easy transfer between modes.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Travel Policies include;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12.43 Bicycle Routes Encourage the cities to develop local bikeway plans, obtain funding, and construct
and maintain a system of local bikeways that is consistent with the County Bikeways Plan.
12.44 Bicycle Trails in Rural Areas Support the development of bicycle trails in rural and Coastal areas.
12.45 Bicycle Storage Facilities Promote the provision of bicycle lockers and other storage facilities at
transit stops, schools, shopping areas and other activity centers.
12.46 Bicycles on Transit Encourage SamTrans and CalTrans to make provision for bicycles on transit
vehicles at a minimum during off peak periods and in off-peak directions.
12.47 Facilities for Bicyclists Encourage large employers to provide shower and locker facilities for their
employees who bike to work as part of a commute alternative program.
12.48 Pedestrian Paths Encourage the provision of safe and adequate pedestrian paths in new
development connecting to activity centers, schools, transit stops, and shopping centers.
12.49 Pedestrian Bridges Encourage CalTrans to provide pedestrian bridges and connections in areas
where State highways have divided communities.
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UNINCORPORATED SAN MATEO COUNTY ACTIVE
TRANSPORTATION PLAN
The County is working to develop an Active Transportation Plan to help determine priorities for walking and biking
improvements in unincorporated San Mateo County. The plan, which is the first of its kind for unincorporated San
Mateo County, will also give planners, engineers, advocates, and decision-makers the tools they need to build
safe, comfortable, and convenient facilities for walking and biking. Work on this plan is scheduled to be completed
in Winter 2021.

SAN MATEO COUNTY TRAILS PLAN (2001)
The San Mateo County Trails Plan simply points to relevant trail policies from the San Mateo County General
Plan. The San Mateo General Plan has since been updated. See above for goals and policies from the General
Plan that are relevant to this effort.

TOWN OF ATHERTON GENERAL PLAN (2019)
The June 2019 update to the Town of Atherton General Plan includes several goals, objectives and policies
related to active transportation, including;
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Policy CIR-1.1: No street under the jurisdiction of the Town shall be more than two lanes in width
(excluding turn lanes and bike lanes).
Policy CIR-1.5: Suitable pedestrian paths along existing minor arterials shall be maintained.
Policy CIR-3.1: Further study and evaluate providing dedicated bicycle and pedestrian facilities, green
infrastructure, and transit access improvements, along the length of El Camino Real within Atherton by
repurposing a vehicle travel lane in one or both directions.
Goal CIR-4: To achieve a balanced, multimodal transportation network that meets the needs of all users
of Atherton streets and highways for safe and convenient travel in a manner that is suitable to the rural
and suburban context of the general plan.
Objective CIR-4.1: To incorporate, over time, the principles of Complete Streets in future roadway
projects.
Policy CIR-4.1: The Town commits to creating and maintaining Complete Streets serving all users.
Policy CIR-4.2: When implementing roadway improvements, the Town will maintain a context of
sensitivity to a strong sense of place and preservation of the Town’s rural character.
Policy CIR-4.3 The Town will assure that Complete Streets are routinely addressed by all Town
departments.
Policy CIR-4.4 The Town will consider incorporating Complete Streets infrastructure in all appropriate
projects and phases.
Objective CIR-4.2: To implement the concepts and proposals contained in the adopted Bicycle and
Pedestrian Master Plan and Safe Routes to School legislation.
Policy CIR-4.5: Standards for designation and construction of bike routes in Atherton shall be those
adopted by the California Department of Transportation and as described in the adopted Bicycle and
Pedestrian Master Plan.
Policy CIR-4.6: Wherever possible suitable bikeways should be developed and maintained in accordance
with the adopted Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan.
Policy CIR-4.7: Bicycle paths separating bicycles from vehicular traffic are considered desirable.
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•
•

Goal CIR-8: Allow for changes in the traditional transportation system to reduce vehicle miles traveled
and the modes of transportation types to meet AB 32 emission reduction target.
Policy CIR-8.1: Implement the Greenhouse Gas programs in the Atherton Climate Action Plan related to
reduction of vehicle miles traveled and alternative modes of transportation.

TOWN OF ATHERTON BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN
MASTER PLAN (2014)
The primary goal of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan is to provide a comprehensive resource for identifying
and advancing projects that promote increased safety and levels of nonmotorized activity throughout the Town.
Specific Plan objectives include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify priorities and strategies for meeting the Town’s Complete Streets policy while maintaining the
community’s rural character
Improve pedestrian and bicycle safety by reducing the number and severity of collisions, and improving
overall accommodation
Remove barriers for accessing key destinations, including major transit facilities
Improve connectivity to/with adjacent communities
Help reduce traffic congestion and other issues associated with school-related travel
Improve walking and biking opportunities for social and recreational trip-making, and as a civic
engagement strategy
Become more strategic and successful in competing for grant funding

CITY OF BELMONT GENERAL PLAN (2017)
The City of Belmont General Plan’s Circulation Element contains goals and policies related to bicycle and
pedestrian travel. They include;
Goal 3.1 Provide for the safe and efficient movement of people and vehicles within and through the community
that fosters accessibility and connectivity; accommodates a mixture of automobiles, transit, bicyclists, and
pedestrians; and encourages higher transit ridership.
•

•
•

•
•

Policy 3.1-2 Make Complete Streets practices a part of Belmont’s planning, design, and operation of its
circulation network, acknowledging that a flexible and context-sensitive approach to design will result in
each roadway serving most users and the roadway network as a whole serving all users.
Policy 3.1-3 Understand the unique needs for connectivity between neighborhoods and implement
various strategies to promote Complete Streets in and between all neighborhoods.
Policy 3.1-5 Require new development and redevelopment projects to construct or pay their fair share
toward improvements for all travel modes to provide and enhance connectivity to existing transportation
facilities.
Policy 3.1-6 Provide a transportation system that is equitable, safe, affordable, and convenient, consistent
with the residential, small-city character and physical setting of Belmont.
Policy 3.1-7 Create an accessible circulation network that is consistent with guidelines established by the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), allowing mobility-impaired users, such as the disabled and seniors,
to safely and effectively travel within and beyond the city
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Goal 3.2 Reduce dependence on the private automobile for travel and achieve a reduction in vehicle-miles
traveled (VMT) per capita of 15 percent by year 2035, consistent with ABAG’s Plan Bay Area VMT reduction
targets.
•
•
•

Policy 3.2-3 Maintain and expand transit and active transportation networks that connect neighborhoods
with key destinations to encourage travel by non-automobile modes while also improving public health.
Policy 3.2-5 Comply with the adopted Complete Streets Policy of the City of Belmont
Policy 3.4-9 Provide safe crossings for pedestrians and bicyclists across boulevards such as El Camino
Real and Ralston Avenue.

Goal 3.5 Promote, provide, and maintain a safe and convenient pedestrian and bicycle system of hiking and riding
trails, pedestrian paths, bicycle paths and lanes to: promote active transportation; reduce dependence on
automobiles; provide recreation; furnish easy access to trails; permit safe, pleasant travel among parts of the
community; connect local areas and destinations within the city through trails and paths and regional trail and
path systems; and create opportunities for nature and conservation education.
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Policy 3.5-1 Preserve and maintain Belmont’s existing sidewalks and pedestrian paths.
Policy 3.5-2 Require public sidewalks in conjunction with all new non-residential development.
Policy 3.5-3 Require public sidewalks in all new residential developments except in areas where
construction of sidewalks would be incompatible with existing development and/or require excessive
grading or tree removal. In such cases, adequate roadway shoulders, or alternative trails and pathways
shall be provided to ensure the safety of pedestrians and cyclists.
Policy 3.5-4 Design sidewalks to comply with requirements set in the Belmont Village Specific Plan within
the plan area.
Policy 3.5-5 Maintain and encourage use of the existing system of main and neighborhood bike routes.
Incorporate bike lanes or pathways into the circulation system of any new subdivision, consistent with the
citywide bike and trails network.
Policy 3.5-6 Preserve and maintain the system of pathways providing access to the open space areas in
the Western Hills and the San Francisco Watershed, and develop the pathway network to provide access
to the Bay.
Policy 3.5-7 Provide bicycle and pedestrian paths within scenic corridors wherever possible.
Policy 3.5-8 Support and provide bicycle and pedestrian connections to commercial and employment
areas to enhance accessibility.
Policy 3.5-9 Prepare the Comprehensive Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan for on-street and off-street bicycle
and pedestrian facilities in the city.
Policy 3.5-10 Support a comprehensive trail system as established in the Parks, Recreation, and Open
Space Master Plan.
Policy 3.5-11 Support and improve connections to regional trails, including the San Francisco Bay Trail
and Bay Area Ridge Trail.
Policy 3.5-12 Designate pedestrian and bicycle crossings at appropriate locations with adequate sight
distance and clearly distinguished signs and lane markings, especially across major streets such as
Ralston Avenue and El Camino Real.
Policy 3.5-13 Support additional pedestrian and bicycle crossings across the railroad tracks in Belmont to
enhance connectivity.
Policy 3.5-14 Prioritize transportation improvements that improve pedestrian and bicycle safety for
students traveling to and from schools.
Policy 3.5-15 Ensure that new development projects provide bicycle and pedestrian improvements to
facilitate the implementation of adopted Safe Routes to School plans.
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•

•

Policy 3.5-16 Locate sidewalks, pedestrian paths, and appropriate crosswalks to facilitate access to all
schools and other areas with significant pedestrian traffic. Whenever feasible, pedestrian paths shall be
developed to allow for unobstructed pedestrian flow within a neighborhood.
Policy 3.5-17 Provide pedestrian facilities that are accessible to persons with disabilities and ensure that
roadway improvement projects address accessibility and use universal design concepts.

CITY OF BELMONT COMPREHENSIVE
PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE PLAN (2016)
The identified goals of the CPBP are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

GOAL 1: Create a safe and comfortable pedestrian and bicycle friendly environment that will encourage
people of all ages to bike or walk.
GOAL 2: Increase the rate of walking and bicycling in Belmont.
GOAL 3: Promote multimodal transportation infrastructure that accommodates all users.
GOAL 4: Support adopted citywide, regional, and State goals related to the provision of complete streets.
GOAL 5: Provide a continuous network of pedestrian facilities that connects neighborhoods with key
destinations and transit stops.
GOAL 6: Support the development of a citywide bicycle network

The objectives that support the above goals are;
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

OBJECTIVE 1: Double the rate of walking and bicycling in Belmont by 2030.
OBJECTIVE 2: Reduce pedestrian network gaps by providing continuous sidewalks on (1) at least one
side of most arterial and collector streets by 2030; and (2) at least one side of local streets that provide
access to schools, parks, employment locations, and transit stops by 2030.
OBJECTIVE 3: Provide bicycle facilities on most segments of Belmont’s 21-mile network of arterial and
collector streets by 2030, including Class II bicycle lanes on at least half of the City’s 11-mile arterial
street network.
OBJECTIVE 4: Provide site-specific pedestrian and bicycle crossing enhancements wherever feasible at
locations where pedestrian priority routes and bikeway corridors intersect arterial and collector streets,
and at locations where such enhancements would reduce walking distance to adjacent school and transit
stops.
OBJECTIVE 5: Increase the provision of secure bicycle parking, particularly within Downtown, at major
parks and civic facilities, and consider updating zoning ordinance parking requirements to include bicycleparking standards for non-residential development by 2021.
OBJECTIVE 6: Reduce the number of pedestrian and bicycle collisions by 50% by 2025.
OBJECTIVE 7: Incorporate Complete Streets performance measures when evaluating transportation
impacts and/or considering changes to the transportation network.

CITY OF BRISBANE GENERAL PLAN (2015)
The circulation element of the Brisbane General Plan contains the following goals and policies related to bicycle
and pedestrian travel. The relevant Goals are
The City of Brisbane will be a place…
•

Where all users of the transportation network can travel safely and comfortably throughout Brisbane;
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•
•

Where Complete Streets are integrated into the transportation network to provide for a balanced,
connected, safe and convenient multi-modal network;
Where parking needs have been reasonably balanced to encourage walkable neighborhoods,
economic vitality, safety and convenience

Relevant policies include;
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy C.20 The City shall provide for the development of Complete Streets consistent with Government
Code Sections 65040.2 and 65302 and subsequent applicable Complete Streets legislation) to meet the
needs of all users of “streets, roads and highways”. Such users include bicyclists, children, youth,
families, persons with disabilities, motorists, movers of commercial goods, pedestrians, users of public
transportation, seniors, and first responders.
Policy C.21 Integrate Complete Streets infrastructure and design features, such as sidewalks, bikeways
and transit stops, into street design and construction to create safe and inviting environments for people
to walk, bicycle and use public transportation.
Policy C.22 Seek to retrofit existing roadways to create Complete Streets.
Policy C.23 For new multifamily, mixed use or commercial development projects subject to discretionary
review that would affect the public right-of-way, incorporate and implement Complete Streets elements at
each stage of the development process as determined reasonable and practicable by the City.
Policy C.24 Provide input to the City and County of San Francisco and San Mateo County in regional
planning efforts to enhance and expand the regional bicycle and pedestrian networks, including, where
appropriate, amendments to regional bicycle and pedestrian plans.
Policy C.25 Continue to Connect Brisbane’s bikeway and pedestrian system to the County and regional
networks.
Policy C.26 Work with the County Congestion Management Agency, C/CAG, and local schools to develop
priorities and implement Safe Routes to School projects consistent with state and federal legislation.
Policy C.27 Maximize bicycle access to all areas of the City, as practicable.
Policy C.28 Provide for the safety of bicyclists by dedicating bikeways where practicable, by installing
appropriate signing and striping, and by maintaining the pavement.
Policy C.29 Require new development and redevelopment to plan for and construct bikeways and/or
bicycle parking facilities, as determined reasonable and practicable by the City.
Policy C.30 All new arterial streets and any existing arterials that are improved should provide for bicycle
transportation.
Policy C.31 Provide or require bicycle parking facilities at major destination points.
Policy C.32 Provide public information on bicycle transportation.
Policy C.33 Maximize safe pedestrian facilities and access to all areas of the City, as reasonable and
feasible.
Policy C.34 Require pedestrian amenities with new development and expansion of existing uses, as
appropriate.

CITY OF BURLINGAME GENERAL PLAN (2015)
The City of Burlingame General Plan’s Circulation Element contains goals and policies related to bicycle and
pedestrian travel. These goals and policies are also reflected in the 2004 Bicycle Transportation Plan. They
include;
GOAL A: Provide a framework for improving the existing bicycle route system in Burlingame.
Policies:
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•
•
•
•

A-1. Designate routes for both local and regional bicycle trips for the benefit of commuters and
recreational cyclists.
A-2. Establish a list of priority projects for improvement of the community's bicycle route system.
A-3. Provide a system of signs to direct bicyclists to the best routes within and through Burlingame and
guide them in their use.
A-4. On the portions of Howard Avenue, California Drive and Carolan Avenue where there is adequate
right-of-way, create Class I Bike Lanes to provide both a north/south and east/west connection through
Burlingame.

GOAL B: Promote bicycle travel as a safe and viable transportation mode and provide a system which connects
work, shopping, schools, residential and recreation areas.
Policies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

B-1. Maintain Bicycle routes in a safe and rideable condition.
B-2. Local bicycle routes should be signed, and should connect local schools, parks and shopping areas.
B-3. Local bicycle routes should provide access to the Burlingame and Broadway Caltrain stations, and to
the Millbrae Intermodal Transit Station immediately north of the Burlingame boundary.
B-4. Promote the use of Bicycle Detection Systems to allow bicycles to trigger signals at the intersections
between bike routes and arterials such as El Camino Real and California Drive.
B-5. Identify and promote safe bicycle parking facilities near shopping areas, schools, recreation areas
and transit stations.
B-6. Encourage bicycle safety programs to educate students at the local schools about safe riding habits.

GOAL C: Establish new connections across U.S. 101 to provide access from Burlingame's residential areas to the
recreational opportunities along the Burlingame Bayfront and to provide regional connections to the Bay Trail.
Policies:
•
•
•

C-1. Work with Caltrans on the design of the Broadway Bicycle and Pedestrian overcrossing proposed as
a part of the U.S. 101 Auxiliary Lane project.
C-2. Develop safe connections to the Broadway bicycle and pedestrian overcrossing from Cadillac Way
on the west side, and onto Broadway/Airport Boulevard on the east side of the overcrossing.
C-3. Promote a second bicycle/pedestrian connection across U.S. 101 in the vicinity of the Anza
Boulevard off-ramp to connect to Rollins Road near Morrell Avenue and Winchester Drive.

TOWN OF COLMA GENERAL PLAN (2014)
The Town of Colma General Plan’s Circulation Element contains policies related to bicycle and pedestrian travel.
They include;
•
•

•
•

5.03.722 Pedestrian sidewalks or walkways should be constructed typically along all streets. These
should be done as a requirement of private development, where possible.
5.03.725 Facilities for disabled persons should be constructed in Colma including specified parking
spaces, curb ramps at street crossings, sidewalk clearance around obstacles and sidewalk transitions at
driveway crossings.
5.03.741 Bicycle lanes should be clearly marked on all designated bicycle routes.
5.03.742 The Town should seek ways to implement bikeways along El Camino Real, and Hillside
Boulevard.
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CITY OF DALY CITY GENERAL PLAN (2014)
The Daly City General Plan’s Circulation Element contains a goal and policies related to bicycle and pedestrian
travel. Daly City also has a Bicycle Master Plan adopted in 2004 which points to the Circulation Element of the
General Plan for its goals and policies. The City's Circulation goal is:
“Develop and maintain an efficient, balanced transportation system which preserves and enhances environmental
quality while providing for the safe movement of all people and goods throughout the community. To this end, the
City shall strive to provide complete streets that are safe, comfortable, and convenient routes for walking,
bicycling, and public transportation to increase use of these modes of transportation, enable active travel as part
of daily activities, reduce pollution, and meet the needs of all users of the streets, including bicyclists, children,
persons with disabilities, pedestrians, users of public transportation, seniors, and families, while continuing to
maintain a safe and effective transportation system for motorists and movers of commercial goods consistent with
the other goals, objectives, and policies of this plan.”
Policies:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Policy CE-13: View transportation improvements (new and retrofit) as opportunities to improve safety,
access, and mobility for all travelers and recognize bicycle, pedestrian, and transit modes as integral
elements of the transportation system.
Policy CE-14: Actively comment on the environmental reviews completed by other public agencies and
quasi-public agencies desiring to undertake projects within Daly City in an effort to ensure impacts to
pedestrian and bicycle circulation systems are not impacted.
Policy CE-15: Ensure the new buildings along Mission Street and Geneva Avenue are situated so that
they are easily accessible by pedestrians.
Policy CE-16: Strengthen pedestrian access between and within residential areas and schools,
commercial areas, recreational facilities, transit centers, and major activity centers in the City.
Policy CE-17: Work with local school districts to implement projects and activities that promote walking to
school among students, parents, and staff.
Policy CE-18: Continue to install bicycle facilities throughout the city in accordance with the Bicycle
Master Plan
Policy CE-19: Take proactive steps to ensure that owning and using a bicycle in Daly City is a viable
transportation option.
Policy CE-20: Integrate Complete Streets infrastructure and design features into street design and private
construction to create safe and inviting environments for people to walk, bicycle, and use public
transportation.
Policy CE-21: Provide children with safe and appealing opportunities for walking and bicycling to school in
order to decrease rush hour traffic and fossil fuel consumption, encourage exercise and healthy living
habits in children, and reduce the risk of injury to children through traffic collisions near schools.

CITY OF EAST PALO ALTO GENERAL PLAN (2017)
The transportation chapter of East Palo Alto’s General Plan contains the following goals and policies related to
bicycle and pedestrian travel. The City’s Bicycle Transportation Plan (2017) reflects the policies and goals from
the General Plan. The relevant goals and policies are;
Goal T-1. Improve safety through the design and maintenance of sidewalks, streets, intersections, and other
roadway improvements.
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Policies:
•
•
•

•

Vision Zero. Eliminate traffic fatalities and reduce the number of non-fatal injury collisions by 50% by
2030.
Traffic calming. Implement traffic-calming and traffic-slowing measures on roads and at intersections with
a high level of existing or planned pedestrian and non-motorized vehicle activity and/or collisions.
Safe Routes to Schools. Actively promote safety around schools, pursue funding to implement physical
improvements around schools and student education programs around traffic safety (such as “walking
school buses”, walking audits, bike rodeos, classroom instruction and promotional events).
ADA-compliant Sidewalks. Ensure sidewalks are ADA compliant and free of blockage resulting from
parked vehicles or other obstructions.

Goal T-2. Foster the creation of complete, multimodal streets.
Policies:
•

•

•

•
•

•

2.1 Accommodating all modes. Plan, design and construct transportation projects to safely accommodate
the needs of pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, motorists, people with disabilities, and persons of all
ages and abilities.
2.2 University Avenue. As the main transportation spine of East Palo Alto, ensure that any future redesign
of University Avenue include improvements for all modes of travel, focusing on its local function as a
community centerpiece for local activity and travel. Design options could include buffered and painted
bicycle lanes, streetscape improvements such as benches and pedestrian scale lighting, and mid-block
crossings, reversible lanes, and the reintroduction of on-street parking. The City shall maintain control of
University Avenue (not Caltrans).
2.3 Fix It First. Maximize the value of past investments by prioritizing infrastructure spending to support
the maintenance and upgrading of existing transportation infrastructure before incurring the cost of
constructing new infrastructure.
2.4 Funding. Pursue adequate and sustainable funding sources for maintaining all existing city
transportation infrastructure.
2.5 NACTO Design Guides. Adopt the NACTO (National Association of City Transportation Officials)
Urban Street Design Guide and Urban Bikeway Design Guide as supplements to the street types in this
Plan and the California Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices.
2.6 Pedestrian and bicycle crossings. Encourage pedestrian and bicycle crossings at key locations and
across existing barriers such as Highway 101 and to local employment and schools, such as Bay Road.

Goal T-3. Create a complete, safe, and comfortable pedestrian network for people of all ages and abilities.
Policies:
•
•
•

•

3.1 Active transportation. Increase the levels of active transportation.
3.2 Loop road. Pursue the new multimodal Loop Road, including the Bay Trail connection, as described in
the Ravenswood/4 Corners TOD Specific Plan to alleviate congestion and neighborhood traffic
3.3 Pedestrian network. Create a safe, comfortable, and convenient pedestrian network that focuses on
a) safe travel; b) improving connections between neighborhoods and commercial areas, and across
existing barriers; c) providing places to sit or gather, pedestrian-scaled street lighting, and buffers from
moving vehicle traffic; and d) includes amenities that attract people of all ages and abilities.
3.4 Pedestrian and bicycling education, encouragement, and awareness. Actively engage the community
in promoting walking and bicycling through education, encouragement (such as Bike to Work Day, Walk
to Work Day, and Bike/Walk to School days and programs), and outreach on improvement projects and
programs.
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•

3.5 Coordination with neighboring jurisdictions. Coordinate pedestrian and bicycle improvements with the
plans of neighboring jurisdictions and the region.

Goal T-4. Build a comprehensive and well-used bicycle network that comfortably accommodates bicyclists of all
ages and skill-levels.
Policies:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

4.1 Bicycle network. Improve facilities and eliminate gaps along the bicycle network to connect
destinations across the city and create a network of bicycle facilities of multiple types that connect to
neighboring cities, including a path along Newell Road between Highway 101 and San Francisquito
Creek. The network should facilitate bicycling for commuting, school, shopping, and recreational trips by
riders of all ages and levels of experience.
4.2 Bicycle Transportation Plan. Utilize the City’s Bicycle Transportation Plan to help guide the location
and timing for bicycle improvements
4.3 Wayfinding. Increase the convenience of walking and bicycling by supporting the phased
implementation of a comprehensive citywide, consistent bicycle and pedestrian wayfinding system
connecting major destinations.
4.4 Bicycle safety. Support bicycle education, encouragement, and enforcement activities that promote
bicycle safety.
4.5 Public bicycle parking. Increase the amount of safe and convenient short- and long-term bicycle
parking and storage available to the public throughout the city.
4.6 Bicycle parking standards. Require large public and private development projects to provide sufficient
bicycle parking, shower and locker facilities.
4.7 Bikeshare. Support the expansion of the regional bike share pilot program, helping to identify
appropriate locations for system expansion within East Palo Alto.
4.8 San Francisco Bay Trail. Support the completion of the San Francisco Bay Trail, including relevant
portions within East Palo Alto.

CITY OF FOSTER CITY GENERAL PLAN (2016)
The transportation chapter of Foster City’s General Plan contains the following goals and policies related to
bicycle and pedestrian travel. The relevant goals and policies are;
Goal: Provide for Diversified Circulation Needs; Develop, improve and maintain a circulation system which
provides efficient and safe access for private vehicles, commercial vehicles, public transit, emergency vehicles,
bicycles and pedestrians.
•
•

•

LUC-E-2 Complete Streets. The City will plan for a balanced, multimodal transportation network that
meets the needs of all users of the streets, roads, and highways for safe and convenient travel.
LUC-E-2-a Plan Consultation and Consistency. Maintenance, planning, and design of projects affecting
the transportation system shall be consistent with local bicycle, pedestrian, transit, multimodal, and other
relevant plans, except that where such consistency cannot be achieved without negative consequences,
consistency shall not be required if the head of the relevant department provides written approval
explaining the basis of such deviation.
LUC-E-2-b Street Network/Connectivity. As feasible, Foster City shall incorporate Complete Streets
infrastructure into existing streets to improve the safety and convenience of users and to create
employment, with the particular goal of creating a connected network of facilities accommodating each
category of users, and increasing connectivity across jurisdictional boundaries and for existing and
anticipated future areas of travel origination or destination.
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•

•

•
•

•

•

•

LUC-E-2-c Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Consultation. Transportation projects shall be reviewed by
the Traffic Committee early in the planning and design stage, to provide comments and recommendations
regarding Complete Streets features to be incorporated into the project.
LUC-E-8 Pedestrian, Bicycle and Neighborhood Electric Vehicle (NEV) Friendly Design. Encourage
bicycling, walking and use of NEVs instead of driving automobiles to reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
save money on fuel and maintenance, and foster a healthier population. Prioritize pedestrian and bicyclefriendly improvements including bike lanes on main streets, an urban bike-trail system, bike parking,
pedestrian crossings, and associated master plans with new or modified development, as appropriate.
LUC-E-8-a Bicycle and Pedestrian Access. Make it a condition of approval that new, large-scale
developments address transit, biking and walking access to the site.
LUC-E-8-b Development Standards for Bicycles. The City will establish standards for new development
and redevelopment projects to support bicycle use, including:
o a. Develop standards for safe pedestrian and bicyclist accommodations, including:
 i. “Complete Streets” policies that foster equal access by all users in the roadway design;
 ii. Bicycle and pedestrian access internally and in connection to other areas through
easements;
 iii. Safe access to public transportation and other non-motorized uses through
construction of dedicated paths;
 iv. Safe road crossings at major intersections
LUC-E-9 Bicycle Routes and Pedestrian Paths. Maintain a system of bicycle routes and pedestrian paths,
which will include separate bicycle lanes and posted bicycle routes. Pedestrian pathways and easements
shall be maintained, either by the City, or, in the case of private ownership, according to a maintenance
agreement or landscaping district agreement applicable to the pathway/easement.
LUC-E-9-a Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety. Provide safe and convenient access for pedestrians and
bicyclists to, across, and along major roadways. The City shall conduct a study of all intersections in the
City from a comprehensive perspective which would consider the needs of pedestrians, bicyclists and
motorists. The study will include an examination of potential options to address not only current conditions
but also conditions anticipated by future development, including enforcement of traffic laws applicable to
pedestrians and bicycles. The City will also prepare a study that reviews highly used intersections by
pedestrians that are going to Foster City schools and recreational amenities such as the levee and parks
and identify ways to increase pedestrian safety at those intersections.
LUC-E-9-b Bicycle Route and Pedestrian Path Improvement Program. The City shall conduct a study with
the following goals: 1) identify bike routes that may need enhancements that would increase cyclist safety
going to schools, parks, shopping center or civic areas; and 2) identify major thoroughfares and any
enhancements to those roadways that would allow cyclists to get to the levee and other common
destinations safely. The purpose of the bicycle route system is to connect major work, shopping, school,
civic, and recreational destinations throughout the City, while avoiding as many of the most heavily used
street segments as possible.

CITY OF HALF MOON BAY GENERAL PLAN (2013)
The Circulation Element of Half Moon Bay’s General Plan contains the following goals and policies related to
bicycle and pedestrian travel. The 2018 Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan simply refers to the goals in the
Circulation Element of the General Plan. The relevant goals and policies are;
Goal 3: Create and Maintain Complete Streets
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•
•

•

•
•

Policy 3‐1. Work collaboratively with Caltrans to provide safe and enhanced bicycle and pedestrian
facilities crossings and along Highway 1 and SR 92.
Policy 3‐2. Promote the development of projects that incorporate all modes of transportation,
accommodate all mode users and facilitate balanced mode share use within the context of the community
and the roadway facility purpose.
Policy 3‐4. Where appropriate, promote the installation of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
infrastructure to advance interoperable traffic signal controller systems, traveler information systems,
parking management systems, and bicycle/pedestrian/vehicle detection systems that support all modes of
travel on the roadways.
Policy 3‐5. Promote a transportation network that improves connectivity and access to all modes and to
local and regional destinations.
Policy 3‐6. Provide programs and funding for maintenance and operations of the roadway network
elements including maintenance of pavement and bridge surfaces, maintaining traffic signal operations,
restriping of bicycle and pedestrian pavement markings and replacing failing bicycle/pedestrian/vehicle
detectors.

Goal 4: Foster and Support Pedestrian and Bicycle Travel
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Policy 4‐1. Maximize pedestrian and bicycle safety, accessibility, connectivity, and education throughout
Half Moon Bay to create neighborhoods where people choose to walk or ride between nearby
destinations.
Policy 4‐2. Implement the San Mateo County Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan by maintaining
and expanding the bicycle network, providing end‐of‐trip facilities, improving bicycle/transit integration,
encouraging bicycle use, and making bicycling safer.
Policy 4‐3. Provide bicycle connections to key activity centers within the city such as major employers,
downtown, residential neighborhoods, schools, the beach, and transit connections.
Policy 4‐4. Promote cooperation with the County of San Mateo, Caltrans, California State Parks and
private land trusts to implement and maintain bicycle and pedestrian connections across jurisdictional
lines.
Policy 4‐5. Plan and design new residential and commercial developments in a manner consistent with
the San Mateo County Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan and provide enhancements to the
bicycle and pedestrian network where possible.
Policy 4‐6. Require new developments to dedicate land as necessary to accommodate pedestrian
infrastructure, including sidewalks as required by the adopted City Roadway Cross Sections.
Policy 4‐7. Pursue construction of the Coastal Trail and Pilarcitos Creek Trail as described in the Parks
and Recreation Element and on the General Plan Circulation Map.
Policy 4‐8. Encourage pedestrian links between existing and future residential and commercial
development.
Policy 4‐9. Consider creation of a new off‐street multi‐purpose trail serving neighborhoods and
destinations east of Highway 1, potentially utilizing the prior Foothill Boulevard alignment. Connect the
new Foothill Trail to key destinations such as Half Moon Bay High School.
Policy 4‐10. Consult with Cabrillo Unified School District to develop and implement a Safe Routes to
School Program for all public schools. The program shall include projects and activities that promote
bicycling and walking to school among students and staff.
Policy 4‐11. Identify and prioritize pedestrian safety improvements at high collision locations.
Policy 4‐12. Consult with SamTrans to provide end‐of‐trip facilities at high‐ ridership transit locations
within the city.
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•

•

Policy 4‐13. Pursue national, state, and local grants to improve bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure,
encouragement, enforcement, and education efforts. Improvements to infrastructure include bridges
along multi‐use trails within the city.
Policy 4‐14. Conduct bicycle and pedestrian counts as part of standard traffic counting programs, and
establish an annual count program to track use of major bicycle and pedestrian facilities, such as the
Coastal Trail, Naomi Partridge Trail, and Pilarcitos Creek Trail.

TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH GENERAL PLAN (2005)
The Circulation Element of Hillsborough’s General Plan contains the following goals and policies related to bicycle
and pedestrian travel. The relevant goals and policies are;
Goal C-1 Provide for well-maintained, safe roads and encourage safe driving, bicycling and walking practices
throughout the Town.
•

Policy C-1.4: Promote safe motor vehicle, pedestrian and bicycle activities to avoid situations that may
result in accidents.

Goal C-4 Provide for safe pedestrian routes in appropriate locations.
•
•

Policy C-4.1: Work with the public and private schools to promote safe driving and pedestrian circulation
around or near the schools.
Policy C-4.2: Work with residents to identify appropriate locations for the provision of off-street pedestrian
routes, such as on Town-owned open space areas, large properties when subdivided, and as a feature of
parking strips.

Goal C-5 Support the provision of safe bicycle routes that will reduce conflict with automobile traffic.
•

•

Policy C-5.1: Continue to cooperate with San Mateo County, C/CAG and bicycle organizations in the
planning and implementation of a countywide bicycle system which will traverse and connect with
Hillsborough.
Policy C-5.2: Encourage the provision of bicycle facilities in areas that provide adequate space and
separation from automobiles without negatively impacting biologically sensitive areas.

CITY OF MENLO PARK GENERAL PLAN (2016)
The Circulation Element of Menlo Park’s General Plan contains the following goals and policies related to bicycle
and pedestrian travel. The relevant goals and policies are;
GOAL CIRC-1 Provide and maintain a safe, efficient, attractive, user-friendly circulation system that promotes a
healthy, safe, and active community and quality of life throughout Menlo Park
•
•
•

Policy CIRC-1.1 Vision Zero. Eliminate traffic fatalities and reduce the number of non-fatal collisions by 50
percent by 2040.
Policy CIRC-1.7 Bicycle Safety. Support and improve bicyclist safety through roadway maintenance and
design efforts.
Policy CIRC-1.8 Pedestrian Safety. Maintain and create a connected network of safe sidewalks and
walkways within the public right of way ensuring that appropriate facilities, traffic control, and street
lighting are provided for pedestrian safety and convenience, including for sensitive populations.
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•

Policy CIRC-1.9 Safe Routes to Schools. Support Safe Routes to School programs to enhance the safety
of school children who walk and bike to school

GOAL CIRC-2 Increase accessibility for and use of streets by pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit riders.
•

•
•

•
•

•

Policy CIRC-2.1 Accommodating All Modes. Plan, design and construct transportation projects to safely
accommodate the needs of pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, motorists, people with mobility
challenges, and persons of all ages and abilities.
Policy CIRC-2.4 Equity. Identify low-income and transit-dependent districts that require pedestrian and
bicycle access to, from, and within their neighborhoods.
Policy CIRC-2.7 Walking and Biking. Provide for the safe, efficient, and equitable use of streets by
pedestrians and bicyclists through appropriate roadway design and maintenance, effective traffic law
enforcement, and implementation of the City’s Transportation Master Plan (following completion; until
such time the Comprehensive Bicycle Development Plan, Sidewalk Master Plan and the El Camino
Real/Downtown Specific Plan represent the City’s proposed walking and bicycling networks).
Policy CIRC-2.8 Pedestrian Access at Intersections. Support full pedestrian access across all legs of
signalized intersections.
Policy CIRC-2.9 Bikeway System Expansion. Expand the citywide bikeway system through appropriate
roadway design, maintenance, effective traffic law enforcement, and implementation of the City’s
Transportation Master Plan (following completion; until such time the Comprehensive Bicycle
Development Plan and the El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan represent the City’s proposed bicycle
network).
Policy CIRC-2.11 Design of New Development. Require new development to incorporate design that
prioritizes safe pedestrian and bicycle travel and accommodates senior citizens, people with mobility
challenges, and children.

GOAL CIRC-3 Increase mobility options to reduce traffic congestion, greenhouse gas emissions, and commute
travel time.
•
•

Policy CIRC-3.1 Vehicle-Miles Traveled. Support development and transportation improvements that help
reduce per service population (or other efficiency metric) vehicle miles traveled.
Policy CIRC-3.3 Emerging Transportation Technology. Support efforts to fund emerging technological
transportation advancements, including connected and autonomous vehicles, emergency vehicle preemption, sharing technology, electric vehicle technology, electric bikes and scooters, and innovative
transit options.

GOAL CIRC-4 Improve Menlo Park’s overall health, wellness, and quality of life through transportation
enhancements.
•

•
•
•

Policy CIRC-4.1 Global Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Encourage the safer and more widespread use of
nearly zero-emission modes, such as walking and biking, and lower emission modes like transit, to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Policy CIRC-4.2 Local Air Pollution. Promote non-motorized transportation to reduce exposure to local air
pollution, thereby reducing risks of respiratory diseases, other chronic illnesses, and premature death.
Policy CIRC-4.3 Active Transportation. Promote active lifestyles and active transportation, focusing on the
role of walking and bicycling, to improve public health and lower obesity.
Policy CIRC-4.4 Safety. Improve traffic safety by reducing speeds and making drivers more aware of
other roadway users.

GOAL CIRC-5 Support local and regional transit that is efficient, frequent, convenient, and safe.
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•

Policy CIRC-5.6 Bicycle Amenities and Transit. Encourage transit providers to improve bicycle amenities
to enhance convenient access to transit, including bike share programs, secure storage at transit stations
and on-board storage where feasible.

GOAL CIRC-6 Provide a range of transportation choices for the Menlo Park community.
•

•

Policy CIRC-6.1 Transportation Demand Management. Coordinate Menlo Park’s transportation demand
management efforts with other agencies providing similar services within San Mateo and Santa Clara
Counties.
Policy CIRC-6.4 Employers and Schools. Encourage employers and schools to promote walking,
bicycling, carpooling, shuttles, and transit use.

MENLO PARK BICYCLE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
(2005)
The Menlo Park Bicycle Development Plan contains the following goals and policies related to bicycle and
pedestrian travel. The relevant goals and policies are;
Goal 1: Expand and Enhance Menlo Park’s Bikeway Network
•
•
•
•

Policy 1.1. Complete a network of bike lanes, bike routes, and shared use paths that serve all bicycle
user groups, including commuting, recreation, and utilitarian trips.
Policy 1.2. Seek funding for bicycle transportation funding through current regional, state, and federal
funding programs and encourage multi-jurisdictional funding applications.
Policy 1.3. Monitor and evaluate information on collisions involving bicyclists and use this information to
assist in remedying existing problem locations.
Policy 1.4. Develop and implement a signed and numbered route system with wayfinding signage for
cross town commuter bicycle routes that serve major employment centers, schools, commercial districts,
transit stations and institutions.

Goal 2: Plan for the Needs of Bicyclists
•
•

•
•
•

Policy 2.1. Accommodate bicyclists and other non-motorized users when planning, designing, and
developing transportation improvements.
Policy 2.2. Review capital improvement projects to ensure that needs of bicyclists and other
nonmotorized users are considered in programming, planning, maintenance, construction, operations,
and project development activities.
Policy 2.3. Encourage traffic calming, intersection improvements, or other similar actions that improve
safety for bicyclists and other non-motorized users.
Policy 2.4. Require developers to adhere to the design standards identified in this Comprehensive Bicycle
Development Plan.
Policy 2.5. Conduct regular bicycle counts so that trends and usage may be monitored and evaluated.

Goal 3: Provide for Regular Maintenance of the Bikeway Network
•
•

Policy 3.1. Develop a program to routinely repair and maintain roads and other bikeway network facilities,
including regular sweeping of bikeways and shared use pathways.
Policy 3.2. Include the costs of major maintenance needs of bicycle facilities when calculating the
maintenance needs of streets and roadways generally.
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•
•

Policy 3.3. Develop a program to ensure that bicycle loop detectors are installed at all signalized
intersections on the bike network and are tested regularly to ensure they remain functional.
Policy 3.4. Require that construction or repair activities, both on street and of adjacent buildings, minimize
disruption to bicycle facilities, ensure bicyclist safety at all times, and provide alternate routes if
necessary.

Goal 4. Encourage and Educate Residents, Businesses and Employers in Menlo Park on Bicycling
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy 4.1. Continue Menlo Park Police Department enforcement of bicycle-related violations by both
motorists and bicyclists, and emphasize positive enforcement for safe bicycling behavior by children.
Utilize League of American Bicyclists or other education programs as a “bicycle traffic school” for bicycle
infractions.
Policy 4.2. Develop local adult and youth bicycle education and safety programs, such as the League of
American Bicyclists courses. Consider partnering with other local jurisdictions, such as the City of Palo
Alto, that already have education programs in place.
Policy 4.3. Develop and distribute a Bikeways Map illustrating the citywide bicycle network and containing
information on regional connections and tips on bicycle safety.
Policy 4.4. Support Safe Routes to School efforts that include educational and incentive programs to
encourage more students to bicycle or walk to school.
Policy 4.5. Provide information on appropriate use of bicycle facilities by other non-motorized uses such
inline skaters and scooter users.
Policy 4.6. Encourage major Menlo Park employers and retailers to provide incentives and support
facilities for existing and potential employees and customers that commute by bicycle.
Policy 4.7. Identify ways to encourage bicycling to large civic events such as the Connoisseur’s
Marketplace or the Farmers Market, such as by providing valet bicycle parking.
Policy 4.8. Explore ways to encourage City staff to bicycle during the work day, such as by providing
bicycles at City Hall for short-term employee use.
Policy 4.9 Promote bicycling as a healthy transportation alternative.

Goal 5: Facilitate Coordination and Cooperation in Development of the Bicycle Network
•
•

•

Policy 5.1. Establish regular communication between affected jurisdictions such as adjacent cities, San
Mateo County, and Caltrans, regarding regional bicycle planning issues and the regional network.
Policy 5.2. Work with the City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County to incorporate
the bikeway network facilities identified in this Bicycle Development Plan into the County Comprehensive
Bicycle Route Plan, to ensure maximum coordination in funding and implementation.
Policy 5.3. Coordinate with adjacent jurisdictions, school districts, and community organizations to ensure
connectivity and consistency in bikeway facility design and to review and comment on bicycle issues of
mutual concern.

Goal 6: Implement the Comprehensive Bicycle Development Plan
•
•

Policy 6.1. Incorporate the Comprehensive Bicycle Development Plan into the Transportation Element of
an updated Menlo Park General Plan.
Policy 6.2. Update the Bicycle Plan periodically as required by Caltrans to reflect new policies and/or
requirements for bicycle funding.
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CITY OF MILLBRAE GENERAL PLAN (1998)
The City of Millbrae is currently undergoing an update to its general plan and developing an active transportation
plan. The 1998 General Plan Circulation Element is not currently available online and the 2009 Bicycle and
Pedestrian Transportation Plan does not include goals or policies.

CITY OF PACIFICA GENERAL PLAN (2014)
The City of Pacifica General Plan Circulation Element contains the following policies related to bicycle and
pedestrian travel. Pacifica is also creating a Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan, which is currently under
development. The relevant policies from the General Plan are;
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

CI-G-1 Comprehensive Circulation System. Create a comprehensive, multi-modal transportation system
with streets and highways; transit facilities; a continuous network of sidewalks and bicycle routes.
CI-G-2 Serve All Users. Plan, design, build, and maintain transportation improvements to support safe
and convenient access for all users with priority for “Complete Streets” projects that facilitate walking,
bicycling and transit use wherever possible.
CI-G-3 Safety. Make safety a primary objective in street planning and traffic regulations.
CI-G-4 Level of Service (LOS) for all Modes of Travel. Assess the performance of the transportation
system by measuring how well pedestrians, bicycles, and transit vehicles as well as automobiles are able
to move within and through the community.
CI-G-5 Vehicle Miles Traveled. Strive to reduce overall vehicle miles travelled by developing higherdensity, mixed use areas, designing pedestrian-oriented streets, and improving transit options and
efficiency.
CI-I-2 Complete Streets Design Approach. Update the City’s engineering design standards to implement
Complete Streets concepts, and include Complete Streets design principles in the planning of all
circulation improvement projects.
CI-I-3 Complete Streets in the Project Development Process. Incorporate Complete Streets concepts at
each stage of the development process for projects affecting the right-of-way
CI-I-4 Roadway Retrofits. Identify opportunities to retrofit existing roadways to create complete streets,
giving priority to arterial and collector streets where travel lanes may be narrowed or where four lanes
may be converted to three, including a center left turn lane, with bicycle facilities added in both cases.
CI-I-5 Streetscape in Mixed Use Areas. Require pedestrian-oriented amenities and design in visitororiented commercial and mixed use areas, including wider sidewalks, curb bulb-outs at key intersections,
outdoor seating, and public art.
CI-I-6 Block Size and Maximum Street Spacing. For new development at the Quarry site or Park Mall site,
require streets to be designed to maximize connectivity for automobiles, cyclists, and pedestrians, with
blocks between 200 and 600 feet in length. Provide mid-block pedestrian connections where blocks
exceed 500 feet in length.
CI-I-7 Roadway Abandonment and Public Access. Whenever public roadways are proposed to be
abandoned, assess the value of maintaining public pedestrian and/ or bicycle access, especially where
coastal access can be maintained or improved.
CI-I-8 Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee. Create and solicit input from a bicycle and pedestrian
advisory committees (BPAC) on planning and funding for transportation improvement projects.
CI-I-16 Multi-modal Level of Service (LOS) Performance Measures. Develop performance measures for
LOS for pedestrians, cyclists, and transit users, based on the criteria in this chapter and on “best
practices.”
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•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

CI-I-17 LOS for Pedestrians, Cyclists and Transit Users. Strive to maintain LOS C or better for
pedestrians, cyclists, and transit users on all roadways, and impose mitigation measures as needed to
achieve multi-modal service objectives.
CI-I-24 Design for Safety. Incorporate safety measures in improvement designs for intersections,
roadways, pedestrians, transit, and bicycle facilities.
CI-G-10 Bicycle and Pedestrian Routes. Establish trails, bike routes and pedestrian amenities connecting
neighborhoods to major shopping and public facility destinations, and fill in gaps in the existing network.
CI-G-11 Walkable Neighborhoods. Improve pedestrian amenities to create more walkable neighborhoods,
especially in mixed-use activity centers and around schools.
CI-G-12 Recreational Access. Provide recreational access to coastal resources and public open space in
keeping with Pacifica’s natural environment, with links to regional trails and bicycle corridors. See Chapter
6 for additional Trail System policies.
CI-G-13 Mobility for All Users. Create a safe and attractive walking environment accessible for all users,
particularly persons with disabilities, seniors, and younger residents and visitors.
CI-I-27 Pedestrian-Oriented Street Improvements. Reduce curb-to-curb road widths and employ roadway
design features, such as wider sidewalks, islands, bulb-outs, improved striping and signage, street trees,
pedestrian amenities, pedestrian countdown signals, and pedestrian refuges where feasible and
appropriate.
CI-I-29 Additional Pedestrian Facilities on Large Sites. Enhance the pedestrian network with an
interconnected system of walkways, continuous sidewalks on both sides of the street, and pedestrian
crossings as part of higher-intensity redevelopment of large sites.
CI-I-30 Safe Routes to Schools. Partner with Pacifica School District to develop and implement a Safe
Routes to Schools program.
CI-I-31 Universal Design. Require all pedestrian facilities to be ADA compliant and accessible to persons
with disabilities.
CI-I-35 Neighborhood Bikeways. Develop a system of bikeways connecting all neighborhoods to the
City’s north-south pathway, including Class II routes along Monterey Road and Hickey Boulevard, Rosita
Road, Oddstad and Terra Nova Boulevards, and Fassler Avenue and Class III routes as shown on Figure
5-4.
CI-I-36 Class II Facility Design. Wherever Class II facilities are designated, make bike lanes at least 5 feet
wide along local streets and at least 6 feet wide on arterials or highways. Separate Class II facilities from
vehicle traffic with a solid stripe and mark them with bike lane symbols.
CI-I-37 Class III Facility Design. Demarcate Class III bicycle facilities by painting “sharrows” on streets,
where appropriate.
CI-I-38 Signage Program. Develop and implement a signage program for the bikeway system
CI-I-39 Obstructions. Align designated bikeways to avoid obstructions such as light posts, signage, trees,
and curb cuts, and relocate or modify these obstructions as necessary.
CI-I-40 Priorities for Improvements. Make designated bicycle routes a priority for pavement repair, as
needed, and for regular maintenance to remove sand, gravel or other debris.
CI-I-41 Improved Bikeway Visibility. Use strategies to improve bikeway visibility, including but not limited
to: • Using visual cues such as brightly-colored paint on bike lanes or a one-foot painted buffer strip; •
Upgrading a Class III facility to Class II and providing additional signage; and • Removing on-street
parking, if feasible.
CI-I-42 Bicycle Lockers at Public Parking Lots. Replace existing bicycle lockers at the public parking lot
on Crespi Drive, and add lockers at the park-and-ride lot on Linda Mar Boulevard.
CI-I-43 Bicycle Parking at Recreation and Shopping Areas. Provide bicycle parking at the following
locations: • Park and beach access at the northern end of Esplanade Drive (Lands End Apartments); •
Manor Plaza shopping area; and • Pedro Point Headlands/Devil’s Slide.
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•
•
•
•

•

CI-I-44 Bicycle Parking Requirements for New Development. Continue to require bicycle parking facilities
in new non-residential development.
CI-I-45 Bicycle Parking at Schools and Workplaces. Work with the school districts and employers to
provide adequate bicycle parking at all schools and workplaces with 30 or more employees.
CI-I-46 Bicycle Education. Distribute appropriate informational material to all schools in Pacifica in
conjunction with bicycle education campaigns.
CI-I-47 Funding for Bicycle Facilities. Designate a portion of the City’s annual street construction and
improvement budget to fund bikeway design and construction, and continue to pursue potential funding
from MTC and San Mateo County, as well as appropriate Federal and State programs.
CI-I-48 Eligibility Criteria for Improvements. Review eligibility criteria for funding for improvements from
the State, to obtain additional funding for bicycle facilities

TOWN OF PORTOLA VALLEY GENERAL PLAN
(2015)
The Town of Portola Valley General Plan Circulation Element contains the following objectives related to bicycle
and pedestrian travel. These are;
Objectives
1. To provide for movement within and through the planning area by automobile, bicycle, horse and foot on an
integrated system of circulation facilities. (See the trails and paths element for proposals for movement by bicycle,
horse and foot.)
2. To accommodate the reasonable needs of each mode of transportation on a route designed and located to
provide for the enjoyment and safety of the individual and to cause minimum interference with adjacent uses of
land.
The Town’s Trails and Paths Element includes the following objectives:
1. To provide a system of trails, paths and bicycle routes and lanes to:
a. provide recreation, particularly scenic, quiet, leisurely neighborhood walks and rides;
b. furnish easy access to trails from individual properties;
c. permit safe, pleasant travel between parts of the community;
d. connect local areas within the town to through trails and paths within and adjoining the town;
e. create opportunities for nature and conservation education;
f. provide for solitary activities such as meditation and contemplation;
g. recognize the wide range of users including hikers, equestrians, road and mountain bikers, in-line skaters,
those in wheelchairs and those using other suitable non-motorized vehicles;
h. provide safe and convenient facilities for use by children in reaching local schools, the library and playing
fields; and
i. ensure that such facilities are designed and used so as to avoid habitat degradation.
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2. To create a tradition of access to and use of open space so that citizens will not willingly relinquish these rights
under the pressure of urbanization. Access to and use of open space should be circumscribed to the extent
necessary to prevent undue interference with use and enjoyment of private property.

CITY OF REDWOOD CITY GENERAL PLAN (2010)
The City of Redwood City General Plan Circulation Element contains the following goals and policies related to
bicycle and pedestrian travel. These are;
Goal BE-25: Maintain a local transportation system that balances the needs of bicyclists, pedestrians, and public
transit with those of private cars.
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Policy BE‐25.1: Accommodate and encourage alternative transportation modes to achieve Redwood
City’s mobility goals and reduce vehicle trip generation and vehicle miles traveled (VMT).
Policy BE‐25.2: Facilitate convenient and timely transfers between various travel modes. Emphasis
should be on transfers between alternative transportation modes that minimize the need for use of single‐
occupant vehicles.
Policy BE‐25.3: Support using the concept of complete streets to design, construct, operate, and maintain
city and private streets to enable safe, comfortable, and attractive access and travel for pedestrians,
bicyclists, motorists, and transit users of all ages, abilities, and preferences. Use the complete streets
concept to better link the Port, Seaport Center, Pacific Shores, and other employment centers with
Downtown and other nearby areas.
Policy BE‐25.4: Consider impacts on overall mobility and various travel modes when evaluating
transportation impacts of new developments or infrastructure projects.
Policy BE‐25.5: Continue to implement Pedestrian Enhanced Designs (PEDs), especially on streets with
projected excess vehicle capacity, to reduce either the number of travel lanes or the roadway width, and
use the available public right‐of‐way to provide wider sidewalks, bicycle lanes, transit amenities, or
landscaping.
Policy BE‐25.6: Ensure that the City’s transportation impact fee program provides adequate funding for
necessary transportation improvements that will benefit all travel modes, while also incentivizing
development that is less dependent on expensive new transportation infrastructure.
Policy BE‐25.7: Consult with neighboring jurisdictions and County, State, and federal agencies toward
maintaining and improving the existing regional transportation network, and identifying, funding, and
implementing regional improvements to the transportation network.

Goal BE-26: Improve walking, bicycling, and electric bicycle/scooter facilities to be more convenient, comfortable,
and safe, and therefore more common transportation modes in Redwood City.
•
•

•
•

Policy BE‐26.1: Coordinate the planning, funding, prioritization, and implementation of bicycle, electric
bicycle/scooter, and pedestrian policies, programs, and supporting infrastructure.
Policy BE‐26.2: Develop and maintain comprehensive master plans for the citywide bicycle, electric
bicycle/scooter, and pedestrian networks to identify short‐ and long‐range policies, programs, and
improvement projects that will improve walking and bicycling.
Policy BE‐26.3: Encourage citizen participation in improving the city’s “complete streets” and bicycle and
pedestrian networks.
Policy BE‐26.4: Consider street modifications to improve bicyclist, electric bicycle/scooter, and pedestrian
safety through such measures as the use of neighborhood traffic management strategies, the
development of complete streets concepts, and implementation of Bicycle Boulevards.
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•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Policy BE‐26.5: Integrate financing and implementation of pedestrian, bicycle, and electric bicycle/scooter
improvement projects with other related street modifications projects.
Policy BE‐26.6: Require new development projects to provide pedestrian, bicycle, and electric
bicycle/scooter facilities that connect to existing and planned pedestrian and bicycle facilities; and require
large parking facilities to accommodate pedestrian, bicycle, and electric bicycle/scooter circulation. Policy
BE‐26.7: Promote the collection and maintenance of data on pedestrian, bicycle, and electric
bicycle/scooter activity to better understand where heaviest use and safety and improvement needs are
and to assist in prioritizing improvement projects.
Policy BE‐26.8: Identify funding for the regular maintenance of all public bicycle, electric bicycle/scooter,
and pedestrian facilities. Policy
BE‐26.9: Use portions of railroad and utility rights‐of‐way for use as exclusive or shared bicycle, electric
bicycle/scooter, and pedestrian facilities, as feasible.
Policy BE‐26.10: Prioritize bicycle, electric bicycle/scooter, and pedestrian safety improvements at street
crossings.
Policy BE‐26.11: Prioritize implementation of pedestrian, bicycle, and electric bicycle/scooter
improvements near schools, transit, shopping, hospitals, and mixed‐use areas with higher pedestrian
concentrations.
Policy BE‐26.12: Encourage more students to walk and bicycle to and from schools.
Policy BE‐26.13: Explore the implementation of uniform way‐finding signs to guide bicycles, electric
bicycles/scooters, and pedestrians to recommended travel routes and destinations throughout the
community. Ensure consistency with countywide/regional signage wherever feasible.
Policy BE‐26.14: Support completion of the pedestrian network by providing sidewalks or paths on at
least one side of the street (preferably both sides where feasible) where they are missing and feasible.
Crosswalks and sidewalks shall be universally accessible and designed for people of all abilities,
wherever feasible.
Policy BE‐26.15: Improve the pedestrian experience through the use of landscaping, medians,
crosswalks, mid‐block crossings, pedestrian‐scale lighting, pedestrian traffic signals, appropriate street
furniture, orienting new development toward the street, and increased education and enforcement.
Policy BE‐26.16: Encourage pedestrian activity by installing, maintaining, and where appropriate,
enhancing existing crosswalks at both mid‐ block locations and all approaches of major intersections
where feasible and where enhanced traffic control devices or roadway amenities would improve
pedestrian access and safety.
Policy BE‐26.17: Encourage pedestrian activity by accommodating pedestrian crossings on all
intersection approaches and/or mid‐block with maximum spacing of 500 feet, where feasible, including
enhanced traffic control devices or roadway amenities where appropriate to improve pedestrian access
and safety, on all street types other than Auto Dominated Highways. Where necessary, traffic flow should
be preserved with roundabouts or signal coordination rather than increased intersection spacing.
Policy BE‐26.18: Maintain and encourage the use of existing pedestrian walkways that enhance
pedestrian connectivity throughout the city.
Policy BE‐26.19: Expand the bicycle system to provide a continuous system within Redwood City by
eliminating missing segments. Additionally, provide continuous bicycle facilities, where appropriate,
through eliminating parking on one or both sides of the street and/or other roadway modifications. If
exclusive bicycle facilities (i.e. Class I or II) are not feasible, provide shared facilities by posting
appropriate signs and shared lane markings.
Policy BE‐26.20: Eliminate or minimize physical obstacles and barriers on city streets that impede bicycle
movement, including consideration of grade‐separated crossings at railroad tracks and freeways.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy BE‐26.21: Designate a system of Bicycle Boulevards with increased amenities and safety features
such as bicycle detectors at signalized intersections.
Policy BE‐26.22: Encourage bicycling by increasing bicycle safety and comfort at signalized
intersections.
Policy BE‐26.23: Encourage bicycling and use of electric bicycles/scooters to public transit nodes by
providing appropriate amenities at stations and on‐board transit vehicles.
Policy BE‐26.24: Encourage bicycling and use of electric bicycles/scooters by providing adequate bicycle
parking.
Policy BE‐26.25: Encourage bicycling and use of electric bicycles/scooters by prioritizing routine street
maintenance and sweeping for streets that are designated as bike facilities.
Policy BE‐26.26: Promote comprehensive pedestrian, bicycle, and electric bicycle/scooter education
throughout the community for pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers.

REDWOOD CITY MOVES TRANSPORTATION PLAN
(2018)
The Redwood City Moves Transportation Plan includes six goals that support its vision of promoting mobility for
all. These goals are:
Goal 1 Eliminate traffic fatalities and severe injuries for all modes by 2030
Goal 2 Create a walking and bicycling-friendly community that provides a safe, balanced, and convenient
transportation system
Goal 3 Provide seamless connections and improved street access to all areas within the City, but especially along
mixed-use corridors designated in the General Plan and Citywide Transportation Plan
Goal 4 Embrace innovation in all forms of emerging technologies, especially in ways to creatively manage
congestion and the transportation system
Goal 5 Reach over 50% of all trips being by non-driving modes by 2040; remaining automobile trips should be
shared rides and/ or zero emission trips
Goal 6 Invest in projects that support a resilient, equitable and sustainable transportation system

CITY OF SAN BRUNO GENERAL PLAN (2009)
The City of San Bruno General Plan Transportation Element contains the following guiding policies and
implementing policies related to bicycle and pedestrian travel. These are;

Guiding Policies
T-A Provide for efficient, safe, and pleasant movement for all transportation modes—vehicles, bicycles, transit,
and pedestrians
T-E Focus San Bruno’s efforts on improvements to the non-motorized transportation system (i.e., bicycles,
pedestrians, strollers, etc) adjacent to transit corridors and stations, and their connections to those systems.
T-I Develop and maintain a comprehensive bicycle network within San Bruno, providing connections to BART and
Caltrain, surrounding cities, employment and shopping areas, and natural areas.
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T-J Develop a safe, convenient, and continuous network of sidewalks and pedestrian paths within the city.

Implementing Policies
T-1 Develop incentives for San Bruno government and private employers to institute staggered working hours,
compressed work week, homebased telecommuting, car pooling, use of transit, alternative fuel vehicles, and
bicycling to employment centers to reduce vehicle miles traveled and the associated traffic congestion and air
pollution.
T-2 Ensure that all transportation improvements— roadway, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian—are designed and
constructed according to Americans with Disabilities Act standards. Improve existing facilities so they are
compliant with American Disability Act standards.
T-3 Encourage provision of bicycle facilities such as weather protected bicycle parking, direct and safe access for
pedestrians and bicyclists to adjacent bicycle routes and transit stations, showers and lockers for employees at
the worksite, secure short-term parking for bicycles, etc.
T-4 Encourage major employers of the city to provide shuttle service for employees from worksite to food service
establishments, commercial areas, and transit stations, to reduce the number of automobile trips
T-69 Continue to work toward dedication and/or installation of bicycle lanes throughout the city in accordance with
Figure 4-4, to enhance recreational opportunities and make bicycling a more viable transportation alternative.
Implement bicycle route improvements including signing, striping, paving, and provision of bicycle facilities at
employment sites, shopping centers, schools, and public facilities.
T-70 Identify funding for and implement as a priority bicycle/pedestrian paths along the BART and Caltrain track
alignments (Huntington Avenue and Herman Avenue) within the city limits. Coordinate with the Linear Park
planned in South San Francisco and Millbrae.
T-71 Provide bicycle parking facilities in Downtown, Bayhill Office Park, BART and Caltrain Stations, The Shops
at Tanforan and Towne Center, parks, schools, and other key destinations. Review bicycle standards as part of
the Zoning Ordinance Update.
T-72 Identify and mark safe bicycle routes providing connections between the BART and Caltrain stations, and
the following regional trail networks:
•
•
•
•
•

Bay Area Ridge Trail,
Sweeney Ridge Trail,
Bay Trail,
San Andreas Trail, and
Sawyer Camp

Trail T-73 Coordinate with the Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee to promote safe cycling programs, sponsored
rides, and other community outreach programs geared toward cyclists.
T-74 Ensure maintenance of vegetation along bicycle routes within the city. Ensure that overgrown vegetation
does not push bicyclists into vehicular travel lanes and cause potential accidents.
T-75 Link sidewalks directly to building entrances. Avoid routes through parking lots or at the rear of residential
developments.
T-76 Require construction of sidewalks at least five (5) feet wide along newly built streets within San Bruno, and
four (4) feet wide on older streets to preserve street character in older neighborhoods.
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T-77 Create a pedestrian-oriented setting along the Pedestrian Emphasis Zones (see Figure 4-6) through
potential construction of the following public improvements:
•
•
•
•
•

Brick pavers to make sidewalks look more distinct;
Street trees to soften the environment and provide color and shade;
Human-scale street lights for enhanced aesthetics and illumination;
Banners and flags to make the area look more festive and cheerful; and
Benches to give people a place to sit, rest, and watch what goes on around them.

T-78 Allow new development to contribute to the Pedestrian Emphasis Zones (Figure 4-6) through construction of
off-site improvements.
T-79 Prioritize improvements to sidewalks and other walking paths adjacent to public school facilities where
children and youth are likely to use them on a daily basis.
T-80 Install safety improvements for pedestrian crossings along El Camino Real. Such improvements may include
bulb-outs at the corners, crossing medians, and signal synchronization.

SAN BRUNO WALK ‘N BIKE PLAN (2016)
The San Bruno Walk ‘n Bike Plan includes ten goals that support its vision. These goals are:
1. Safety Reduce the safety risks of pedestrians and cyclists and improve safety through a variety of means but
especially by enhancing crossings and intersections and stepping up the enforcement of traffic laws against
distracted and aggressive driving. Priority for improvements should be given to the major intersections along the
City’s arterials and near schools.
2. Walking conditions Make walking more pleasant and convenient by filling in sidewalk gaps; repairing existing
sidewalks and removing obstacles; providing amenities such as pedestrian-oriented street lighting, benches and
landscaping; and enhancing enforcement of parking regulations against cars blocking the sidewalk. Priority for
improvements should be given to the City’s arterials, streets in the downtown and key routes to school and to
transit.
3. Bikeway network Implement a citywide network of designated bikeways consisting of bike lanes, routes, paths
and, if feasible, traffic-calmed bicycle boulevards. The network should provide connections between the east and
west parts of the City; north and south to South San Francisco and Millbrae; and between residential
neighborhoods and key destinations such as downtown, the BART and Caltrain stations, schools, parks and open
space, civic buildings and commercial and employment areas.
4. Other biking improvements Increase the functionality of the bikeway network with signage, bicycle detection
technology at key traffic lights and ample and well-designed bicycle parking at key destinations, particularly the
transit stations and major commercial and employment sites.
5. Trails Alongside other pedestrian and bicycle improvements, and as opportunities arise, create multi-use paths
and trails for both recreation and transportation. In particular, explore access, linkages and connections between
the east and west parts of the City; through Crestmoor Canyon; to the San Andreas, Centennial Way and Bay
Trails; and to Sweeney Ridge and Milagra Ridge, located just west and north, respectively, of the city limits.
6. Spot improvements Establish a spot-improvement program to respond to requests for minor fixes, repairs and
maintenance of facilities such as repainting crosswalks and bike lanes, smoothing rough or uneven surfaces,
removing debris and clearing overgrown vegetation.
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7. Traffic speeds Tame traffic speeds using a variety of strategies, but especially context appropriate physical
traffic-calming measures and enhanced traffic enforcement. Priority should be given to the arterials and key
routes to school and to transit.
8. Support programs Complement the physical infrastructure for walking and biking by providing or facilitating a
suite of support programs, activities and events in the areas of pedestrian and bicycle safety, education,
encouragement, promotion and enforcement, particularly ones geared toward school children.
9. Complete streets and disabled access In all transportation improvements, incorporate as appropriate
considerations related to Complete Streets and disabled access to ensure that streets and facilities serve all
applicable types of users—including pedestrians, cyclists, children, seniors and the disabled—safely and
conveniently.
10. Land use plans Implement pedestrian- and bicycle-related provisions in the City’s General Plan, Transit
Corridors Plan, Bicycle and Pedestrian Connectivity Study and Community-Based Transportation Plan; continue
to support the Grand Boulevard Initiative; and integrate pedestrian- and bicycle supportive provisions related to
urban, site and building design into all future land use plans.

CITY OF SAN CARLOS GENERAL PLAN (2009)
The City of San Carlos General Plan Circulation and Scenic Highways Element contains the following goals and
policies related to bicycle and pedestrian travel. These are;
GOAL CSH-1 To develop a circulation system that is safe, environmentally-friendly and responsive to the needs
of various land uses planned within the City of San Carlos.
•

POLICY CSH-1.1 Widths of streets and highways should be sufficient to address existing and projected
traffic volumes, while providing positive pedestrian and bicycle experiences.

GOAL CSH-2 To provide a safe, efficient and aesthetically pleasing circulation network for various transportation
modes in addition to the automobile.
•

POLICY CSH-2.2 Provide for adequate pedestrian and bicycle facilities as viable transportation
alternatives in San Carlos.

GOAL CSH-4 Provide for safe walking and bicycle riding for transportation and recreation.
•
•
•

POLICY CSH-4.1 Support bicycle safety education programs for bicyclists and motorists of all ages.
POLICY CSH-4.2 Reduce potential conflicts, safety hazards and physical obstacles between bicyclists,
automobiles and pedestrians and ensure compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
POLICY CSH-4.3 The safety of bicyclists, pedestrians, as well as motorists shall be considered in street
design wherever possible.

GOAL CSH-5 Ensure all modes of transportation connect safely and efficiently both within San Carlos and with
neighboring jurisdictions.
•

•

POLICY CSH-5.1 Connect neighborhoods, school sites, activity centers, transportation centers,
recreational sites and other important community amenities with sidewalks, pedestrian paths, trails and
bikeways.
POLICY CSH-5.2 The City shall support the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board improvement of the
railroad station and adjacent parking facilities. In general, the station should act as a major transportation
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•

terminal for the city providing facilities for bus, auto parking, bicycle storage, public gathering spaces and
community amenities, consistent with the historic character of the station.
POLICY CSH-5.3 Support an interconnected system of pedestrian ways, paths, trails, bikeways and
transit routes within the city and between adjacent communities.

GOAL CSH-6 Integrate transportation and land use.
•

POLICY CSH-6.1 Bicycling and walking facilities should be incorporated into all new development
projects to the maximum extent feasible.

GOAL CSH-7 Contribute to a comprehensive regional trail system for alternative transportation and outdoor
recreation purposes.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

POLICY CSH-7.1 Trails and paths intended for general circulation shall provide reasonably direct and
convenient routes of travel for potential users.
POLICY CSH-7.2 Crosswalks at major intersections should be preserved wherever possible, particularly
in areas with high pedestrian traffic.
POLICY CSH-7.3 Financing and implementation of street modifications for pedestrian or bicycle use
shall, whenever possible, be integrated with other related programs, including, but not limited to: street
and road projects, street or sidewalk maintenance projects and traffic mitigation programs.
POLICY CSH-7.4 Support traffic controls that recognize bicycles and pedestrians.
POLICY CSH-7.5 Encourage bicycle storage (public and private) and improved bikeway access to station
stops and park and ride facilities.
POLICY CSH-7.6 Support the provision of railcars sufficiently equipped for use by bicyclists.
POLICY CSH-7.7 Public trails should be located and designed so that they serve the needs of the public
while minimizing private property impacts.
POLICY CSH-7.8 The local public path and trail system should be linked with existing private and
regional systems and the road system.

The City of San Carlos is also undergoing an effort to develop a Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan, slated for
completion in late 2019.

CITY OF SAN MATEO GENERAL PLAN (2010)
The City of San Mateo General Plan Circulation Element contains the following goals and policies related to
bicycle and pedestrian travel. These are;
GOAL 4: Maintain a comprehensive bicycle and pedestrian circulation network which provides safe recreation
opportunities and an alternative to automobile travel.
•

•

•

C 4.1: Bicycle Master Plan. Implement the Bicycle Master Plan’s recommended programs and projects to
create and maintain a fully-connected safe and logical bikeways system; support the City's Sustainable
Transportation Actions; and coordinate with the countywide system.
C 4.2: Bicycle Facilities on Transit. Encourage additional bicycle capacity on Caltrain and SamTrans
(especially to the College of San Mateo). Provide an adequate supply of secure covered bicycle parking
at the Caltrain stations.
C 4.3: Dedication of Needed Right-of-Way for Bikeways. Require dedication of necessary rights-of-way
for bike lanes and paths shown on Figure C-5, which are deficient in land area. Dedication shall be
required where the development project contributes to the need for the bikeways improvement and where
the cost of dedication is not so disproportionate to the size of the project to make it unreasonable.
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

C 4.4: Pedestrian Master Plan. Implement the Pedestrian Master Plan’s recommended programs and
projects to create and maintain a walkable environment in San Mateo and support the City’s Sustainable
Transportation Actions.
C 4.5: Pedestrian Enhancements with New Development. Continue to require as a condition of
development project approval the provision of sidewalks and wheelchair ramps where lacking and the
repair or replacement of damaged sidewalks. Require that utility poles, signs, street lights, and street
landscaping on sidewalks be placed and maintained to permit wheelchair access and pedestrian use.
Increase awareness of existing trails and routes by promoting these amenities to residents.
C 4.6: Wheelchair Access and Pedestrian Accessibility. Continue to assess and improve wheelchair
access throughout the City. Install wheelchair ramps or take other corrective measures where most
needed in accordance with the established Citywide Wheelchair Program.
C 4.7: Pedestrian Safety. Pedestrian safety shall be made a priority in the design of intersection and other
roadway improvements.
C 4.8: Pedestrian and Bicycle Mobility Needs. Balance pedestrian mobility and bicycle accessibility and
safety with vehicular congestion when considering intersection improvements to address level of service
degradation.
C 4.9: Pedestrian and Bicycle Connections. Implement an area-wide pedestrian and bicycle circulation
plan which will result in convenient and direct connections throughout San Mateo. Implementing
connections in the Rail Corridor Transit Oriented Development Plan (Corridor Plan) area and into
adjacent neighborhoods and districts is a priority.
C 4.10: Bikeway Systems. Review the City’s planned bikeways systems for adequacy, consistency and
connectivity throughout the City to facilitate ease of use and safety for the users including adequate
parking for bicycles.
C 4.11: Hillsdale Bicycle and Pedestrian Over Crossing. Construct a bicycle and pedestrian over crossing
in the vicinity of Hillsdale Boulevard over US 101.

GOAL 6: Implement the transportation objectives of the Climate Action Plan.
•

•

•

•

C 6.1: Modal Share. Increase mode share for pedestrian and bicycle travel, for trips of one mile or less,
by regularly updating and implementing plans for sustainable transportation infrastructure including the
Bicyle Master Plan and the Pedestrian Master Plan. Additional potential supportive actions to increase
mode share are detailed in the Climate Action Plan.
C 6.2: Single Occupancy Vehicles. Reduce single occupant automobile usage for local trips by
implementing flexible alternative transportation programs within San Mateo such as bike share programs,
car share programs, additional local shuttles for Caltrain connections and other programs that support
reduced single-occupant vehicle trips. Partners and program opportunities are identified and in the
Climate Action Plan.
C 6.3: Travel to Schools. Reduce private automobile school trips by collaborating with private and public
partners to increase the number of students walking or bicycling to school, expanding pedestrian and
bicycle infrastructure for school routes, implementing “walking pools” to schools, increasing carpooling for
students, and making flexible local transit available for student travel.
C 6.4: Commuting. Reduce single occupant commuting 20% before 2020 by expanding the
Transportation Management Association beyond Corridor Plan Area, establishing parking maximums,
requiring trip reduction for all development and facilitating the provision of transit passes or other direct
transit subsidies for residents and employees within San Mateo. Additional actions to reduce single
occupant commuting is detailed in the Climate Action Plan, Appendix of the General Plan
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CITY OF SAN MATEO BICYCLE MASTER PLAN
(2020)
The City of San Mateo recently updated its 2011 Bicycle Master Plan which was adopted in April 2020. The 2020
Plan contains the following goals and objectives.
Goal 1: Connectivity - Develop a low-stress, comfortable bicycle and mobility network suitable for people of all
ages and abilities.
Objectives
•

Build and maintain a dense, continuous, context sensitive, and low-stress1 network of on- and off-street
facilities that seamlessly connect to destinations throughout San Mateo.

•

Ensure that plentiful, high-quality support facilities (e.g., bicycle parking) that complement the bicycle and
micromobility network are installed at key community and transit destinations as well as commercial and
residential developments.

•

Connect facilities in San Mateo to existing and planned facilities in adjacent communities.

•

Identify and pursue reliable sources of funding to implement proposed projects.

Goal 2: Safety & Comfort - Improve safety and increase the level of comfort and security for people bicycling or
using bikeways.
Objectives
•

Install low-stress facilities and treatments that reduce conflicts between bicyclists and other roadways
users including drivers, pedestrians, and users of micromobility systems2 (e.g., people on e-scooters).

•

Create an easily-navigable network that is intuitive for bicyclists and users of micromobility to use and
understand.

•

Provide safe, direct bicycle and micromobility connections across barriers, including: intersections,
freeways, and the Caltrain tracks.

•

Ensure facilities are comfortable to use through increased lighting and regularly-scheduled maintenance.

•

Focus on programming that educates and encourages people to bicycle and use micromobility and builds
confidence.

Goal 3: Community - Foster a bicycle- and micromobility-friendly community outlook.
Objectives
•

Implement programs, initiatives, and support infrastructure that promote understanding between road
users and educate all road users (i.e., pedestrians, bicyclists, users of micromobility, and drivers) about
the rules of the road and how to safely travel to their destinations.

•

Support community initiatives that encourage bicycling and micromobility use and help make these viable
transportation options and enjoyable parts of daily life.

•

Create a safe and well-connected bicycle and mobility network that fosters a community where people
choose to bike or use micromobility instead of driving by default.
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•

Promote active transportation network improvements as a means of improving community livability.

Goal 4: Equity - Create a comfortable bicycle and micromobility network that connects to all neighborhoods
throughout San Mateo and serves people of all ages, abilities, and socioeconomic statuses.
Objectives
•

Prioritize network connections to historically underserved populations and neighborhoods (i.e.,
communities of color, non-English speakers, and socioeconomically disadvantaged households).

•

Implement inclusive bicycling and micromobility programs, initiatives, and outreach.

•

Identify opportunities to increase access to bicycling and micromobility use among traditionally
underserved communities, such as through bike light or helmet giveaways or low-income discount
programs for micromobility programs.

Goal 5: Ridership - Increase the use of bicycles and other forms of active transportation for all trip purposes.
Objectives
•

Reduce dependency on driving, especially for short trips around town, by creating a comfortable
environment for bicycling and micromobility use.

•

Support Safe Routes to School and other related efforts to encourage more students to bike, roll, or walk
to school.

CITY OF SAN MATEO PEDESTRIAN MASTER PLAN
(2012)
The City of San Mateo Pedestrian Master Plan contains the following goals, objectives, and policies.
Goal 1: Mobility. Increase and improve pedestrian access to employment centers, transit, community destinations
and recreation across the City of San Mateo for all ages and abilities.
Objective 1.A: Increase the mode share of bicycle and pedestrian travel to 30% for trips one mile or less by 2020.
•

Policy 1.A.1: Accommodate the need for pedestrian mobility, accessibility and safety when planning,
designing, and developing transportation improvements. Such accommodations could include:
o Review capital improvement projects to make sure that needs of nonmotorized travel are
considered in planning, programming, design, reconstruction, retrofit, maintenance, construction,
operations, and project development activities and products,
o Accommodate the needs of all travelers through a “complete streets” approach to designing new
transportation improvements. Complete streets are roadways designed to facilitate safe,
comfortable, and efficient travel for all roadway users. Accommodations include sidewalks,
crosswalks, pedestrian cut-throughs, or other pedestrian improvements, and
o Create and implement an ADA Transition Plan that includes actions such as retrofitting street
corners, crossings, and transit stops that do not meet current accessibility standards.

Objective 1.B: Work to eliminate barriers to pedestrian travel.
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•

•

Policy 1.B.1: Identify opportunities to remove barriers, improve or add pedestrian crossings of US
Highway 101, State Routes 82 (El Camino Real), State Route 92, the Caltrain railroad tracks, and major
arterials
Policy 1.B.2: Identify gaps in the pedestrian facilities network and needed improvements to and within key
pedestrian activity centers and community areas, and define priorities for eliminating these gaps by
making needed improvements.

Objective 1.C: Work with transit providers to develop high quality and pedestrian accessible transit stops and
stations.
•

Policy 1.C.1: Work with Caltrain and SamTrans to establish appropriate designs for transit stops and
station accessways.

Objective 1.D: Regularly evaluate pedestrian activity levels, facilities and programs.
•

Policy 1.D.1: Develop and implement an annual evaluation program to count and survey the community
on pedestrian facilities and programs.

Goal 2: Safety. Improve pedestrian safety through the design and maintenance of sidewalks, streets,
intersections, and other roadway improvements such as signage and lighting, and landscaping; as well as best
practice programs to enhance and improve the overall pedestrian safety.
Objective 2.A: Reduce the number of pedestrian related collisions, injuries and fatalities by 50 percent from 2010
levels by 2020.
•
•
•

Policy 2.A.1: Annually review pedestrian complaints and collisions to implement ongoing improvements at
intersections and throughout the pedestrian network.
Policy 2.A.2: Utilize pedestrian safety and exposure modeling to track improvements to the pedestrian
environment and provide data to help identify and prioritize improvement projects.
Policy 2.A.3: Identify opportunities to reduce pedestrian exposure by reducing crossing distances or
providing facilities.

Objective 2B: Work to improve walking conditions at intersections with the highest rate of collisions.
•

Policy 2.B.1: Coordinate with Caltrans to provide median refuge islands on El Camino Real.

Goal 3: Infrastructure and Support Facilities. Maintain and improve the quality, operation and integrity of the
pedestrian network infrastructure that allows for convenient and direct connections throughout San Mateo.
Increase the number of high-quality support facilities to complement the network and create public pedestrian
environments that are attractive, functional and accessible to all people.
Objective 3.A: Incorporate pedestrian facilities and amenities into private and public projects.
•

•
•

Policy 3.A.1: Support and encourage local efforts to require the construction of pedestrian facilities and
amenities, where warranted, as a condition of approval of new development and major redevelopment
projects.
Policy 3.A.2: Facilitate pedestrian travel during and through public and private construction zones.
Policy 3.A.3: Establish and maintain pedestrian design guidelines that address topics such as sidewalk
zones, street corners and street crossings.

Objective 3.B: Provide maintained walkways that are clean, safe and encourage use.
•

Policy 3.B.1: Provide routine maintenance of pedestrian network facilities, as funding and priorities allow.
Programs to support these maintenance efforts could include:
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a. Sidewalk repair programs, including incentive to property owners to improve adjoining
sidewalks beyond any required maintenance,
o b. Develop and administer a Pedestrian Service Request Form Program, and
o c. “Adopt a Trail” programs that involve volunteers for trail clean-up and other maintenance.
Policy 3.B.2 Work with property owners of vacant land adjacent to public walkways to identify and
implement beatification opportunities on the vacant property, such as landscaping, fencing and/or art
installations.
o

•

Objective 3.C: Adopt a Green Streets policy that facilitates environmentally sensitive design of the public right of
way.
Goal 4: Programs. Increase awareness of the value of pedestrian travel for commute and non-commute trips
through encouragement, education, enforcement and evaluation programs that support walking.
Objective 4.A: Establish and enhance safe routes to schools that will enable and encourage more students to
walk to school.
•

Policy 4.A.1: Identify and develop education and encouragement projects working with the school
community through the Safe Routes to School program. This program could include:
o a. Identify Capital Improvement Programs (CIPs), working with the school community,
o b. Apply for Safe Routes to School state funding and other grants to construct and implement
educational and encouragement programs and capital improvements, and
o c. Development and distribution of maps that identify the most appropriate routes for children to
walk to school.

Objective 4.B: Establish and enhance a safe routes for seniors program that will enable more seniors to walk to
services, access transit and complete other walking trips safely and conveniently.
•
•

Policy 4.B.1: Work with the senior community to identify and address barriers to increased walking and
transit use.
Policy 4.B.2: Identify and develop education and encouragement programs working with seniors through
the safe routes for seniors program. This program could include:
o a. Identify Capital Improvement Programs (CIPs) working with the senior community, prioritizing
access to key senior origin and destination points, and
o b. Develop senior pedestrian mobility and safety training working through senior centers and
senior organizations.

Objective 4.C: Introduce and promote education, encouragement and outreach for pedestrian programs.
•

Policy 4.C.1: Support programs that encourage and promote pedestrian travel. These programs could
include:
o a. Creation of a social marketing campaign to promote the benefits of active lifestyles, active
transportation, walking, focusing on the role of walking in promoting health and lowering obesity,
o b. Development and implementation of effective safety programs for adults and youths to educate
drivers and pedestrians as to their rights and responsibilities, and
o c. Inform interested agencies and organizations about available education materials and
assistance such as those programs administered by the National Safe Routes to School
Partnership.

Objective 4.D: Establish a Safe Routes to Transit program that will facilitate walking and biking to transit.
•

Policy 4.D.1: Identify and implement Safe Routes to Transit projects.
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Goal 5: Equity. Improve pedestrian accessibility for all residents through equity in public engagement, service
delivery and capital investments.
Objective 5.A: Assist neighborhoods that desire to improve pedestrian access to, from, and within their
neighborhood.
•

Policy 5.A.1: Develop a residential partnership program that enables neighborhoods to identify, prioritize
and move forward with pedestrian access improvements.

Objective 5.B: Identify low-income and transit dependent communities that require pedestrian access to, from and
within their neighborhood.
•
•

Policy 5.B.1: Implement pedestrian projects providing access to local services, schools and transit
identified in the North San Mateo Community-Based Transportation Plan.
Policy 5.B.2: Improve pedestrian access to facilities that serve low-income and transit dependent
community members.

Goal 6: Implementation. Implement the Pedestrian Plan over the next 20 years.
Objective 6.A: Determine funding needs for expanding and improving pedestrian facilities and programs, and
seek funding for those needs.
•
•
•
•

Policy 6.A.1: Develop and update a 20-year Financial Plan on a five year basis.
Policy 6.A.2: Apply for local, State, and Federal grants for major pedestrian projects and programs,
including Safe Routes to School and Safe Routes to Transit.
Policy 6.A.3: Develop requirements and incentives for private property owners to incorporate pedestrian
features into new projects.
Policy 6.A.4: Explore partnerships with private and public organizations (e.g., the County of San Mateo
Health Department) to fund incentive programs and events that encourage walking.

Objective 6.B: Incorporate pedestrian projects into the City’s Capital Improvement Program (CIP) that will create a
walkable environment in San Mateo and support the City’s Sustainable Initiatives Plan.
•
•

Policy 6.B.1: Prioritize the top ten Pedestrian Plan projects for inclusion in the CIP.
Policy 6.B.2: Identify dedicated pedestrian project funding by 2017.

Objective 6.C: Ensure pedestrian transportation is coordinated within the City and externally.
•

Policy 6.C.1: Designate a City Pedestrian–Bicycle Coordinator responsible for coordinating pedestrian
and bicycle transportation within the City and externally. The Pedestrian-Bicycle Coordinator will be a
regular participant at the City’s Development Review Board and have the authority to comment on private
and public development projects as it relates to implementation of the Pedestrian and Bicycle Master
Plans’ visions, goals, objectives and policies.

Objective 6.D: Review the Pedestrian Plan recommendations at regular intervals to ensure it reflects the most
current priorities, need and opportunities.
•

•

Policy 6.D.1: Update the Citywide Pedestrian Master Plan every five years to identify new facility
improvements and programmatic opportunities as the pedestrian network develops, assess their
feasibility, gauge public support, identify funding sources and develop implementation strategies.
Policy 6.D.2: Conduct an in-depth update to the Citywide Pedestrian Master Plan in 2020 to evaluate
progress as measured by the successful completion of this Plan’s Objectives, identify new facility
improvements and programmatic opportunities, assess their feasibility, gauge public support, identify
funding sources and develop implementation strategies.
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CITY OF SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO GENERAL PLAN
(1999)
The City of South San Francisco’s General Plan is currently undergoing an update. The 1999 Plan’s
Transportation element contains the following policies related to bicycle and pedestrian transportation.
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

4.2-G-8 Use the Bicycle Master Plan (refer to Figure 4-2) to identify, schedule, and implement roadway
improvements that enhance bicycle access. (Amended by Resolution 26-2014, adopted February 12,
2014)
4.2-G-9 Use the Pedestrian Master Plan (refer to Figure 4-3) to identify, schedule, and implement
roadway improvements that enhance pedestrian access. (Amended by Resolution 26-2014, adopted
February 12, 2014)
4.2-G-10 Make efficient use of existing transportation facilities and, through the arrangement of land uses,
improved alternate modes, and enhanced integration of various transportation systems serving South
San Francisco, strive to reduce the total vehicle-miles traveled.
4.2-G-13 Integrate Complete Streets infrastructure and design features into street design and
construction to create safe and inviting environments for people to walk, bicycle, and use public
transportation. (Amended by Resolution 136-2014, adopted December 10, 2014)
4.2-G-14 Make Complete Streets practice a routine part of South San Francisco’s everyday operations.
(Amended by Resolution 136-2014, adopted December 10, 2014)
4.2-I-10 In planning, designing, and constructing Complete Streets:
• Include infrastructure that promotes a safe means of travel for all users along the right of way,
such as sidewalks, shared use paths, bicycle lanes, and paved shoulders.
• Include infrastructure that facilitates safe crossing of the right of way, such as accessible curb
ramps, crosswalks, refuge islands, and pedestrian signals; such infrastructure must meet the
needs of people with different types of disabilities and people of different ages.
• Ensure that sidewalks, crosswalks, public transportation stops and facilities, and other aspects of
the transportation right of way are compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act and meet the
needs of people with different types of disabilities, including mobility impairments, vision
impairments, hearing impairments, and others. Ensure that the South San Francisco ADA
Transition Plan includes a prioritization method for enhancements and revise if necessary.
• Prioritize incorporation of street design features and techniques that promote safe and
comfortable travel by pedestrians, bicyclists, and users of public transportation, such as traffic
calming circles, additional traffic calming mechanisms, narrow vehicle lanes, raised medians,
dedicated transit lanes, transit priority signalization, transit bulb outs, road diets, high street
connectivity, and physical buffers and separations between vehicular traffic and other users.
• Ensure use of additional features that improve the comfort and safety of users:
 Provide pedestrian-oriented signs, pedestrian-scale lighting, benches and other street
furniture, bicycle parking facilities, and comfortable and attractive public transportation
stops and facilities.
 Encourage street trees, landscaping, and planting strips, including native plants where
possible, in order to buffer traffic noise and protect and shade pedestrians and bicyclists.
 Reduce surface water runoff by reducing the amount of impervious surfaces on the
streets. (Amended by Resolution 136-2014, adopted December 10, 2014)
4.2-I-11 In all street projects, include infrastructure that improves transportation options for pedestrians,
bicyclists, and users of public transportation of all ages and abilities.
4.2-I-12 Develop policies and tools to improve South San Francisco’s Complete Streets practices.
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•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

4.3-G-1 Develop a comprehensive and integrated system of bikeways that promote bicycle riding for
transportation and recreation.
4.3-G-2 Provide safe and direct pedestrian routes and bikeways between and through residential
neighborhoods, and to transit centers.
4.3-I-1 Prepare and adopt a Bikeways Master Plan that includes goals and objectives, a list or map of
improvements, a signage program, detailed standards, and an implementation program. Once adopted,
the Bicycle Master Plan shall be the guiding policy document regarding bicycling matters that are within
the scope of the adopted Bicycle Master Plan. (Amended by Resolution 23-2011, adopted February 9,
2011) A Bikeways Committee that includes citizens, officials, and staff may be appointed for the purpose.
The Bikeways Master Plan should be consistent with the General Plan; if necessary, the General Plan
can be amended at the time of adoption of the Bikeway Master Plan to ensure this consistency. An
approved Bikeway Master Plan is needed to be eligible for State and federal funding programs.
4.3-I-2 As part of the Bikeways Master Plan, include improvements identified in Figure 4-4 in the General
Plan and in the El Camino Real/Chestnut Avenue Area Plan, and the South San Francisco Downtown
Station Area Specific Plan identify additional improvements that include abandoned railroad rights-of-way
and other potential connections. (Amended by Resolution 97-2011 and 99-2011, adopted July 27, 2011;
and Resolution 15-2015, adopted January 15, 2015)
4.3-I-3 Make bikeway improvements a funding priority by:
o Continuing to consider financing bikeway design and construction as part of the City’s annual
construction and improvement fund;
o Incorporating bikeway improvements as part of Capital Improvement Program; and
o Pursuing regional funding and other sources for new bikeways to the extent possible under
federal and State law.
4.3-I-4 Require provision of secure covered bicycle parking at all existing and future multifamily
residential, commercial, industrial, and office/ institutional uses.
4.3-I-5 Prepare, adopt, and maintain a PMP as a long-term vision for supporting and improving pedestrian
access in South San Francisco, including goals, policies, and strategic near-term implementation
measures that encourage pedestrian activity and prioritizes pedestrian improvements for funding.
(Amended by Resolution 26-2014, adopted February 26, 2014)
4.3-I-6 Expand pedestrian facilities in new development, using the PMP for pedestrian design guidelines
and to identify other improvements that should be considered for projects proposed in areas that are
identified in PMP concept plans. (Amended by Resolution 26-2014, adopted February 26, 2014)
4.3-I-7 Continue to work with the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (or other advisory
committee) to monitor progress toward the City’s pedestrian objectives identified in the PMP, with annual
reviews to evaluate progress, effectiveness of implementation, and the efficient use of local resources.
(Amended by Resolution 26-2014, adopted February 26, 2014)
4.3-I-8 Track and implement pedestrian improvements through municipal projects and operations on an
ongoing basis, including monitoring and updating of the PMP for project prioritization, funding
opportunities, and project readiness. (Amended by Resolution 26-2014, adopted February 26, 2014)
4.3-I-9 Promote pedestrian safety and access through education, collaboration with C/CAG, and regular
public awareness efforts that advocate walking. (Amended by Resolution 26-2014, adopted February 26,
2014)
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CITY OF SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO BICYCLE
MASTER PLAN (2011)
South San Francisco’s Bicycle Master Plan contains the following goals and policies. South San Francisco is
currently in the process of creating a combined Active Transportation Plan at the time of this report.
Goal 1: Promote and Encourage Bicycle Transportation
•
•
•

Policy 1.1: Integrate bicycle facility and planning into all of the City’s planning review and construction
activities, legitimizing bicycling as a transportation mode.
Policy 1.2: Reduce reliance on travel by single occupant passenger vehicles.
Policy 1.3: Encourage residents and employees to use bicycles for journeys to work, shopping, school
and recreation

Goal 2: Improve Bicycle Safety
•
•
•

Policy 2.1: The BPAC and City staff shall continually seek to improve bicycling safety
Policy 2.2: Enforce bicycle related traffic laws to maintain and improve traffic safety.
Policy 2.3 Provide security on bicycle paths.

Goal 3: Improve Bicycle Access
•

•

•

Policy 3.1: The city shall expand the existing bikeway network and improve access throughout the
community with a special emphasis on connections to places of work, transit, commercial centers and
community amenities.
Policy 3.2: Bicycle parking facilities should be provided at schools, parks and transit stops, and shall be
required to be provided at private developments including places of work, commercial shopping
establishments, parks, community facilities and other bicyclist destinations.
Policy 3.2: Install bicycle way finding and destination signage on public paths.

Goal 4: Identify Funding Sources to Construct and Maintain Bicycle Facilities
•

Policy 4.1: City sponsored bicycle facilities shall include, to the extent feasible and available, Federal,
State and/or local grant funding to augment city funding.

GOAL 5: Maintain Community Bicycle Facilities
•
•
•

Policy 5.1 Maintain bicycle routes, lanes and paths as a high priority.
Policy 5.2 The BPAC shall conduct regular evaluations of the bicycle facilities.
Policy 5.3 Keep the City’s Pavement Management Plan relevant to bicycle transportation.

GOAL 6: Periodically Review the Bicycle Plan and Keep It Relevant
•
•

Policy 6.1 Maintain the Bicycle Plan and the implementation schedule and keep the plan current and
relevant.
Policy 6.2 Maintain a focus on bicycle issues.

GOAL 7: Encourage Public Participation and Stay Informed
•
•
•

Policy 7.1 Promote public awareness of bicycling and increase public participation.
Policy 7.2 Develop an outreach plan to establish and maintain contact with local residents, external
agencies and interest groups.
Policy 7.3 The BPAC shall take a proactive approach to stay informed.
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CITY OF SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO PEDESTRIAN
MASTER PLAN (2014)
The South San Francisco Pedestrian Master Plan contains the following goals, objectives, and policies.
Goal 1 Promote and Encourage Walking
Objective: Double the number of walking trips in South San Francisco by 2023.
•
•
•

Policy 1.1: Integrate pedestrian facilities and planning into all of the City’s planning review and
construction activities, legitimizing walking as a transportation mode.
Policy 1.2: Reduce reliance on travel by single occupant passenger vehicles.
Policy 1.3: Encourage residents and employees to walk for journeys to work, shopping, school and
recreation.

Goal 2 Improve Pedestrian Safety
Objective: Reduce the rate of pedestrian-involved collisions by 25% by 2023.
•
•
•

Policy 2.1: The BPAC and City staff shall continually seek to improve pedestrian safety.
Policy 2.2: Enforce pedestrian related traffic laws to maintain and improve traffic safety
Policy 2.3 Provide security on pedestrian paths.

Goal 3 Improve Pedestrian Access
Objective: Design and construct at least three priority pedestrian projects annually.
•

•

•

Policy 3.1: The city shall expand the existing pedestrian network and improve access throughout the
community with a special emphasis on connections to places of work, transit, commercial centers and
community amenities and on ADA accessibility.
Policy 3.2: Pedestrian facilities and amenities should be provided at schools, parks and transit stops, and
shall be required to be provided at private developments including places of work, commercial shopping
establishments, parks, community facilities and other pedestrian destinations.
Policy 3.2: Install pedestrian amenities including street furniture, street trees and wayfinding and
destination signage in commercial areas, transit hubs and other major destinations.

Goal 4 Identify and Pursue Funding Sources to Construct and Maintain Pedestrian Facilities
Objective: Identify and secure funds for pedestrian projects annually.
•

Policy 4.1: City sponsored pedestrian facilities shall include, to the extent feasible and available, Federal,
State and/or local grant funding to augment city funding.

Goal 5 Maintain Pedestrian Facilities
Objective: Track and evaluate maintenance of pedestrian facilities annually.
•
•
•

Policy 5.1 Maintain sidewalks, marked crossings, pedestrian traffic control devices and paths as a high
priority.
Policy 5.2 The BPAC shall conduct regular evaluations of the pedestrian facilities
Policy 5.3 Keep the City’s Sidewalk Management Plan relevant to pedestrian transportation.

Goal 6 Periodically Review the Pedestrian Master Plan and Keep It Relevant
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Objective: Design and construct at least three priority pedestrian projects annually.
•
•

Policy 6.1 Maintain the Pedestrian Master Plan and the implementation schedule and keep the plan
current and relevant.
Policy 6.2 Maintain a focus on pedestrian issues.

Goal 7 Encourage Public Participation and Stay Informed
Objective: Meet or exceed 75 percent of the BPAC Action Plan goals annually.
•
•
•

Policy 7.1 Promote public awareness of walking and increase public participation.
Policy 7.2 Develop a BPAC Action Plan to establish goals and activities on an annual basis.
Policy 7.3 BPAC shall take a proactive approach to stay informed on best practices in pedestrian and
bicycle planning.

TOWN OF WOODSIDE GENERAL PLAN (2012)
The Town of Woodside General Plan Circulation Element contains the following goals and policies related to
bicycle and pedestrian transportation.
Goal CL1 Balance circulation system user needs
•

Policy CL1.1 – Encourage cooperation between all users of the circulation system

Goal CL3 Protect, maintain, and expand the bikeway network.
•
•
•

Policy CL3.1 – Enhance town bikeways (primarily Classes II and III)
Policy CL3.2 – Protect and expand town bikeways
Policy CL3.3 – Plan and prioritize bikeway improvements, construction, and maintenance while balancing
the needs of other users

Goal CL5 Protect, maintain, and expand pedestrian pathways and trails
•
•
•

Policy CL5.1 – Enhance town pedestrian pathways and trails
Policy CL5.2 – Protect and expand town pedestrian pathways and trails
Policy CL5.3 Plan and prioritize pedestrian pathway maintenance, improvements, and construction

Goal CL6 Develop a circulation system that encourages and supports vehicle trip reduction.
•

Policy CL6.2 – Encourage trip reduction
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CHAPTER 2
GOALS AND POLICIES
BENCHMARKING
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Three primary transportation planning and policy documents (the 2011 San Mateo County Bicycle and Pedestrian
Plan, the County’s Transportation Plan, and San Mateo County’s General Plan), along with General and Bicycle
and Pedestrian Plans from each local jurisdiction, were reviewed and compared with three recent peer
countywide active transportations from California. The peer plans were selected to conduct a best practice
benchmarking assessment of San Mateo County jurisdictions and C/CAG. These plans were recently developed
for similar agencies in the San Francisco Bay Area and provide a good cross-section of goals and policies from
semi-urban, suburban, and rural land-use contexts. The peer countywide plans selected were the Santa Clara
Valley Transportation Authority’s (VTA) Countywide Bicycle Plan (2018), Alameda County Transportation
Commission’s (Alameda CTC) Countywide Active Transportation Plan (2019), and the Contra Costa
Transportation Authority’s (CCTA) Countywide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (2018).
Table 1 summarizes key themes and categories from the existing San Mateo County guiding documents’ goals
and policies from Chapter 1 of this report and benchmarks each document against the peer plans. This
comparison shows which existing goals and policy themes are similarly adopted across the county and which
goals and policies themes may be more unique to each jurisdiction or are new topic areas. For example, network
connectivity, safety, and promoting walking and biking to school are highly prevalent existing goals and policy
themes in most local jurisdictions that should be reaffirmed in the CBPP Update. Similarly, lesser adopted themes
by local jurisdictions like TDM and commute alternatives programs or monitoring programs provide an opportunity
for C/CAG to consider providing more direct countywide support for emerging practice areas.
Table 2 highlights goals and policy themes that are not present in current San Mateo County guiding documents
but are included in the peer-reviewed plans. This is intended to highlight best practice policy areas that C/CAG
could also include in the CBPP Update. Two new policy themes included in all three peer plans are centered
around equity and progress evaluation which are not prevalent in the existing C/CAG CBPP.

San Mateo County Comprehensive
Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan,
adopted 2011

San Mateo County Transportation
Plan, adopted 2017
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Network Connectivity
and Infrastructure

89%

Decrease in VMT /
Mode Share

42%

Safety

84%

Complete Streets

58%

Funding

53%

Cooperation w/ Other
Jurisdictions

58%

Integrated Mobility

63%

Walking and Biking to
School

74%

TDM and Commute
Alternatives
Programs

16%

Education and
Encouragement

68%

Support and Monitor
Local Agencies
Development
Requirements

Woodside

South San
Francisco

San Mateo

San Carlos

San Bruno

Redwood City

Portola Valley

Pacifica

Menlo Park

Hillsborough

Half Moon Bay

Foster City

East Palo Alto

Daly City

Colma

Burlingame

Brisbane

Belmont

Atherton

Percent inclusion
among city plans

Local Jurisdiction General and Active Transportation Plans
SMC General Plan

C/CAG
SMC Transportation
Plan

Contra Costa
County
SMC Bike/Ped Plan

Alameda County

Topic Area

Santa Clara County

Peer Plans

0%
68%

Table 1. Benchmarking with Existing Goals, Policies, and Objectives Topic Areas from Current San Mateo County Plans
Note: The City of Millbrae was not included in this analysis because the City is currently undergoing an update to its general plan and developing an active transportation plan. The 1998
General Plan Circulation Element is unavailable online and the 2009 Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation Plan does not include goals or policies. The Unincorporated San Mateo
County Active Transportation Plan is not shown here because it was not completed when Table 1 was created.
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Equity

21%

Bike
Storage/Parking

58%

Pursue
Innovation

11%

Responsible
Investments

11%

Progress
Evaluation

21%

Table 2. Benchmarking New Goals, Policies, and Objectives Topic Areas from Peer Plans
Note: The City of Millbrae was not included in this analysis because the City is currently undergoing an update to its general plan and developing an active transportation
plan. The 1998 General Plan Circulation Element is unavailable online and the 2009 Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation Plan does not include goals or policies. The
Unincorporated San Mateo County Active Transportation Plan is not shown here because it was not completed when Table 1 was created. In general, the goals, policies, and
objectives for this Plan were developed to align with the goals, policies, and objectives presented in the Unincorporated San Mateo County Active Transportation Plan.
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Woodside

South San Francisco

San Mateo

San Carlos

San Bruno

Redwood City

Portola Valley

Pacifica

Menlo Park

Hillsborough

Half Moon Bay

Foster City

East Palo Alto

Daly City

Colma

Burlingame

Brisbane

Belmont

Atherton

Percent inclusion among
city plans

Local Jurisdiction General and Active Transportation Plans

SMC General Plan

SMC Transportation Plan

C/CAG
SMC Bike/Ped Plan

Contra Costa County

Alameda County

Topic Area

Santa Clara County

Peer Plans
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CHAPTER 3
JURISDICTION POLICIES AND
PRACTICES SURVEY
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The project team conducted a survey of City engineering or planning staff in charge of transportation-related
programs and projects from local jurisdictions in San Mateo County. The survey was intended to assess the utility
of existing CBPP components and gauge interest in new concept areas that were identified in the Chapter 2
benchmarking assessment of this report. C/CAG distributed the survey to all local jurisdictions in late 2019 and
received 19 responses from the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Atherton
Belmont
Brisbane
Burlingame
Colma
Daly City
East Palo Alto

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foster City
Half Moon Bay
Menlo Park
Millbrae
Pacifica
Portola Valley
Redwood City

•
•
•
•
•

San Bruno
San Mateo
San Mateo County
South San Francisco
Woodside

The survey was divided into four key topic areas, including plan utility, connected network, state of practice, and
staff capacity. Below is a description and summary of the key takeaways from each section.

PLAN UTILITY
This section asked jurisdictions to identify which elements of the existing CBPP were most useful and which other
elements may be missing that local jurisdictions would like to be included in the CBPP Update. Jurisdictions were
also asked what kind of resources they’d like to get from the new plan (e.g., tools or technical assistance, help
with project prioritization, or internal/external communication tools).

K E Y T AK E AW AY S
•

The most useful elements in previous plans were the maps, project lists, and bicycle/pedestrian demand
areas.

•

The top two most common areas of interest for the new plan were help with project prioritization and tools
and technical assistance.

CONNECTED NETWORK
This section asked jurisdictional staff to identify pedestrian and bicycle network gaps and barriers between
jurisdictions that should be address in the new plan. Staff were also asked whether they collaborate with other
jurisdictions and regional transportation agencies.

K E Y T AK E AW AY S
•

Local jurisdictions want to ensure that the bicycle and pedestrian networks are connected and that
adjacent jurisdictions can coordinate with each other.

•

Major gaps and barriers include railroad crossings, at-grade Caltrain crossings, major road/highway
crossings, and network gaps around transit hubs.

•

There is a need for coordination with Caltrans and collaboration between jurisdictions to address some of
the existing network gaps.

•

Jurisdictions are already collaborating with one another, and with school districts through formal planning
efforts, proactive analyses, and knowing who to contact at local and regional agencies and departments.
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STATE OF THE PRACTICE
This section asked jurisdictional staff about their use of national best practice guidance documents (e.g., CAMUTCD, NACTO, AASHTO, etc.), changes in support for bicycle- and pedestrian-related projects and policies,
and new treatment types used since their last plans were adopted. Jurisdictions were also asked about how
equity is addressed in project planning and implementation.

K E Y T AK E AW AY S
•

Many jurisdictions use national best practice documents already.
o

The most helpful state/national guidance documents are from CA MUTCD, NACTO, AASHTO,
and Caltrans.

o

Rural and suburban communities need additional guidance tailored to their specific planning and
design conditions.

•

Over the last few years, some jurisdictions have not seen a change in bicycle and pedestrian planning
priorities, while others have observed intentional shifts toward more focus and support of bicycle and
pedestrian planning, and some have experienced a shift from bicycle-only planning to pedestriancentered planning especially near transit.

•

Jurisdictions have been using new treatments to improve bicycle and pedestrian safety including the most
commonly cited treatments: Class IV Separated Bikeways, pedestrian beacons, and road diets/lane
reconfigurations.

•

More than 75 percent of jurisdictions have Safe Routes to School and Complete Streets
programs/policies and are involved in the program run by the County.

•

Less than 20 percent of jurisdictions have Vision Zero or Safe Routes to Transit programs or policies.

•

Most jurisdictions indicated that they had considered integrating micromobility into their local planning
efforts or had not adopted a standalone policy yet - but most were interested in doing so at the
countywide level.

•

Many jurisdictions do not integrate equity considerations into planning and implementation efforts.

STAFFING AND CAPACITY
This section asked jurisdictions about staff knowledge and capacity challenges, technical assistance needs, and
key focus areas for active transportation planning.

K E Y T AK E AW AY S
•

The top implementation challenges faced by staff are staff size and availability, grant
requirements/funding, and lack of expertise.

•

58 percent of jurisdictions were aware of C/CAG’s technical assistance grant writing program and nearly
all the jurisdictions are interested in using it.

•

Jurisdictions identified several key focus areas for active transportation over the next 5 to 10 years,
including funding, Safe Routes to School, roadway safety/Vision Zero, first/last mile connections, and
filling network gaps.
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•

Most jurisdictions want C/CAG to help with funding.
o

Other commonly mentioned topics that jurisdictions would like C/CAG support with include
collaboration, providing resources/education, and identifying regionally significant projects.

A more detailed summary of the results is presented in Appendix A. The survey responses informed questions
used in the jurisdiction interviews summarized in Chapter 4 and were also used to develop the goals and policies
and programmatic recommendations presented in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively.
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CHAPTER 4
JURISDICTION
INFRASTRUCTURE AND
IMPLEMENTATION
INTERVIEWS
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C/CAG and Toole Design conducted in-person interviews with City staff from local jurisdictions in San Mateo
County in February 2020. Of the 21 local jurisdictions, only four did not participate in an interview (Atherton,
Hillsborough, Portola Valley, and Burlingame). A list of all the jurisdictions that participated in the interviews is
presented below along with the corresponding interview date.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colma (1/28/2020)
Daly City (1/30/2020)
East Palo Alto (1/31/2020)
Belmont (2/7/2020)
Brisbane (2/6/2020)
Foster City (2/11/2020)
Half Moon Bay (2/11/2020)
Menlo Park (2/12/2020)
Millbrae (2/5/2020)

Pacifica (2/4/2020)
Redwood City (2/6/2020)
San Bruno (1/29/2020)
San Carlos (2/4/2020)
San Mateo (1/30/2020)
San Mateo County (2/7/2020)
South San Francisco (1/31/2020)
Woodside (2/5/2020)

The purpose of the interviews was to identify updates that should be made to existing bikeway networks, to better
understand regionally significant bicycle and pedestrian connections, and to collect information on bicycle and
pedestrian network gaps and physical barriers to walking and bicycling. Below is a summary of the key trends
from the interviews. The results of these interviews will be used to develop the updated countywide bicycle
network and to identify pedestrian project recommendations.

BICYCLE NETWORK DISCUSSION
Jurisdiction staff identified the most critical gaps in the bike network, major physical barriers, difficult crossing
locations and the most challenging corridors for implementing low-stress facilities. Table 1 presents key findings
from the bike network discussions. During the interviews, staff indicated existing and proposed bicycle facilities
that have been updated since the adoption of the existing CBPP, complete lists and maps of those responses
were digitized and will be included in the CBPP Update Existing Conditions Report.
Table 1. Bicycle Network Response Summary

Topic

Most critical gaps in the bike network
that would otherwise connect to
adjacent jurisdictions and major transit
hubs

Responses
o
o
o
o
o

Major physical barriers that would
require coordination with outside
partners/agencies

o
o
o
o

Major arterials (e.g., El Camino Real, Skyline Blvd)
Highway crossings, particularly Highway 101 and Highway 1
Gaps in the regional trail network (e.g., Bay Trail), and missing
local connections to regional trails
Missing connections to regional transit stations (BART and
Caltrain)
General lack of east-west connections

Interchanges
Local access to regional transit stations (e.g., BART and
Caltrain)
Major arterials
Railroad tracks
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Topic
Missing existing or programmed bike
facilities

Most difficult crossings

Responses
o

Interest in more bicycle parking at regional destinations (e.g.,
parks and transit centers)

o

Major arterials (e.g., El Camino Real, Alameda de las Pulgas,
Bayshore Rd, University Ave, Skyline Blvd, Millbrae Ave,
Hillsdale Blvd, Woodside Blvd, Sandy Hill Rd, and Middlefield
Rd)
Highways (e.g. 1 and 101)
Waterways and creek crossings in Half Moon Bay like Pilarcitos
Creek in downtown and Frenchmans Creek
Access to existing overcrossings (e.g., Belmont overcrossing
and 3rd Ave crossing in San Mateo)

o
o
o

o
Most challenging corridors to
implement low-stress bike facilities

o
o

Major arterials (e.g., El Camino Real, Old County Rd, Tunnel
Ave, Serramonte Blvd, John Daly, Foster City Blvd, Broadway,
Bay Rd, and Middlefield Rd)
Highway 1
Arterials in steep terrain

PEDESTRIAN NETWORK DISCUSSION
Jurisdiction staff identified the same gaps and barriers for bicyclists for pedestrians, along with additional
information about upcoming projects, ADA efforts, and pedestrian infrastructure in suburban and rural areas.
Table 2 presents key findings from the pedestrian network discussions. During the interviews, staff indicated
existing and proposed pedestrian facilities that were missing from Toole Design’s maps, those types of responses
were recorded in the Google maps previously shared with the County.
Table 2. Pedestrian Network Response Summary

Topic
Most critical gaps in the bike network
that would otherwise connect to
adjacent jurisdictions and major transit
hubs

Responses
o
o
o

Major physical barriers that would
require coordination with outside
partners/agencies

Types of pedestrian projects
implemented in the last 5-10 years

o
o
o
o
o
o

Major arterials (e.g., El Camino Real, University Ave, Bayshore
Blvd)
Transit access (e.g., BART and Caltrain)
Major arterials (e.g., El Camino Real, University Ave, and
Alameda de las Pulgas)
Local access to regional transit stations (e.g., BART and
Caltrain)
Highways (e.g., 280, 1, 101, 84)
Missing connections to Trails
Missing east-west connections
Railroad crossings
Wide variety of projects, including:
 Marked crosswalks
 Sidewalk gap closure
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Topic

Noteworthy upcoming planned projects

Responses
 Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons
 Curb ramp installations or other ADA retrofits
 Curb extensions
 Mid-blocking crossings
 Crossing islands
 School access improvements
 Amenities near bus stops
o Least common treatments implemented are raised crossings
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Ralston Segment III
Central Alley
Crocker Trail
Mission St
Serramonte Blvd
John Daly Blvd
Addison Ave
Bay Trail Levee
Highway 1
North Wave Crest Trail
Jefferson/Cleveland and Jefferson Clinton intersections
Middlefield Rd
Alameda de las Pulgas
Santa Cruz

o

Belmont, Daly City, Half Moon Bay, Millbrae, Pacifica, and
Redwood City have formal ADA transition plans
 San Mateo’s plan is in progress
 Foster City doesn’t have a plan but systematically
addresses issues near schools and civic centers
Most jurisdictions respond to complaints and integrate
upgrades with repaving and new development projects

ADA Project Tracking
o

o

Providing dedicated pedestrian
infrastructure in suburban and rural
areas and associated challenges

o
o

o
o
o
o
Most difficult crossings
o

Many jurisdictions have rolled curbs
 Issues with parking and blocked sidewalks
Topography and narrow ROW are challenges
Lots of sidewalk gaps in smaller communities / more rural
areas
 Limited funding for sidewalk gap improvements
Arterial crossings are an issue in urban areas (small and large
communities)
Lack of continuous network of sidewalks/trails
Highways (280, 101, 1, 84)
Major arterials (e.g., University Ave, Old County Rd, Visitation
Ave, Hillsdale, Edgewater Blvd, El Camino Real, and Millbrae
Ave)
Near transit stations
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Topic

Most challenging places to address
pedestrian safety and access issues

Responses
o
o
o
o

Roads in areas with steep topography
Transit stops
Combination of trail, school, and crossing locations
Combination of highways, trails, major arterials, and local
streets

ADDITIONAL ACTIVE TRANSPORTATIONRELATED PROJECTS
In addition to the bicycle- and pedestrian-specific topics mentioned above, jurisdiction staff were asked to share
information about Complete Streets projects, traffic calming implementation practices, repaving program
coordination, micromobility policies, and grant applications. A summary of staff responses to these topics is
shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Additional Active Transportation Project Response Summary

Topic

Responses
o

Complete Streets projects underway

o
o
o

Traffic calming implementation
practices

o

Repaving program coordination for
bike/pedestrian improvements

All jurisdictions except for Foster City and Daly City have at
least one Complete Streets project underway
Projects include trail improvements, school crossings, corridor
Mix of bicycle- and pedestrian-focused projects
Most jurisdictions do not have a formal traffic calming
program, but nearly all implement some form of treatments,
typically complaint driven
 Belmont, Redwood City and San Mateo County have
formal traffic calming programs; Half Moon Bay is in
the process of creating one; South San Francisco has
one but doesn’t use it; San Mateo has a
neighborhood-based program
Speed humps and speed feedback signs are the most
common treatments

o

All jurisdictions reported coordinating with repaving program to
make bike/ped improvements

o
o

There is interest in county-level policy and guidance
Most communities have not had (or been approached) by
micromobility providers, but some assume it will come and/or
want to be prepared in case
 Some communities have had micromobility programs
(e.g. Foster City, Millbrae, South San Francisco)
Preference in some communities for bike programs over
scooter programs (e.g., San Mateo and South San Francisco)

Micromobility policies
o
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Topic

Responses
o Redwood City and San Mateo are the only two cities with
policies or are in the process of developing policies
o Belmont and Woodside have minimal interest in micromobility
o
o
o

Grant applications

Nearly all cities have grants applications underway or projects
in mind to apply for
Only San Mateo, Belmont and Foster City don’t have any
current bike/ped-related grants underway
Most common grant programs
 TDA Article 3
 OBAG
 Bike/Ped SMCTA
 ASIC Affordable Housing
 ATP Cycle 5
 Measures A and W
 Stanford fund
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This section includes the recommended updates to the vision, goals, and policies from the existing CBPP with
language to reflect additions highlighted in the benchmarking assessment in Chapter 2, derived from the survey
responses from local jurisdictions and the Technical Advisory Committee in Chapter 3, and discussed with local
jurisdictions during in-person interviews in Chapter 4. The draft vision, goals, and objectives presented will be
finalized upon further review from the CBPP Technical Advisory Committee and the C/CAG Bicycle and
Pedestrian Advisory Committee. Previous policies have been designated as objectives to provide additional
flexibility. Once the vision, goals, and objectives are finalized, corresponding performance measures will be
developed to allow C/CAG to measure progress for achieving these goals and relevant responsible parties for
each objective will be identified.

VISION
C/CAG and partnering agencies will strive to provide a safe, accessible and comprehensive network of bicycle
and pedestrian facilities for a diverse population in San Mateo County. These facilities aim to increase mobility,
provide equitable levels of access to affordable and reliable transportation options, reduce air pollution, and
promote a healthy lifestyle by connecting people to their destinations.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Objectives indicate actions and roles for C/CAG, unless stated otherwise. The goals and policies listed below may
use slightly different wording than those presented in the main body of the Countywide Bicycle and Pedestrian
Plan. The goals and objectives listed below were proposed at the beginning of the planning process and were
later refined after the public engagement process was completed. Refer to the Countywide Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan for C/CAG’s final list of goals and objectives.

G O AL 1 : E S T AB L I S H A C O N N E C T E D N E T W O R K O F F AC I L I TI E S
F O R B I C Y C L I ST S AN D P E D E S T R I AN S
•

Objective 1.1: Local jurisdictions should plan, develop, fund, and install bicycle, pedestrian, and
accessibility improvements in order to create complete networks of facilities for people using active
transportation. Local jurisdictions should maintain facilities for pedestrians and bicyclists so that they are
free of debris.

•

Objective 1.2: Program funds for bicycle, pedestrian and accessibility improvements to local jurisdictions
for the planning, design, construction and maintenance of facilities of countywide priority.

•

Objective 1.3:Place special attention on implementing or improving north–south routes (particularly for
bicyclists) and reducing gaps and barriers to east–west access to develop a countywide network of
facilities.

•

Objective 1.4: Local jurisdictions should implement network support and end of trip facilities, including
short- and long-term bicycle parking; wayfinding; and devices for improving accessibility for people with
disabilities.

•

Objective 1.5: Provide funding for support facilities, including short- and long-term bicycle parking;
wayfinding that is consistent with regional standards; and facilities that improve accessibility for people
with disabilities.

•

Objective 1.6: Update this plan every five years, particularly to incorporate needed changes to the list of
proposed countywide projects.
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•

Objective 1.7: Support the creation of connected bicycle and pedestrian networks through the provision of
resources and trainings.

•

Objective 1.8: Encourage local and regional agencies, including Caltrans, Caltrain, and SamTrans to work
together to provide and maintain comfortable walking and bicycling connections to regional transit
stations and close first-/last-mile gaps.

G O AL 2 : P R O M O T E M O R E P E O P L E R I D I N G A N D W AL K I N G
F O R T R AN S P O R T AT I O N AN D R E C R E AT I O N
•

Objective 2.1: Work with local, county, and regional agencies and organizations—including those with a
focus on zoning, public health, etc. — to develop effective encouragement programs that promote
bicycling and walking as safe, convenient, and healthy modes of transportation.

•

Objective 2.2: Support programs and events that encourage inclusive bicycling and walking among all
communities.

•

Objective 2.3: Work to get all local schools to participate in the Safe Routes to School (SRTS) San Mateo
County Program and encourage school districts to implement projects and activities that promote
bicycling and walking to school among students and staff.

•

Objective 2.4: Promote integration of bicycle and walking-related services and activities into broader
countywide transportation demand management and commute alternatives programs. This could include
encouraging local jurisdictions and major employers to provide locker rooms, showers, and other
amenities for changing and storing clothes and equipment to support walking and bicycling.

•

Objective 2.5: Explore feasibility of micromobility programs (e.g., bikeshare) to increase access and
convenience of walking, bicycling, and riding transit.

G O AL 3 : I M P RO V E S AF E T Y F O R WAL K I N G , B I C Y C L I N G , AN D
A C C E S S I N G T R AN S I T
•

Objective 3.1: When allocating funds, place an emphasis on projects that address safety deficiencies,
especially conflicts with motor vehicles, for bicyclists, pedestrians and people with disabilities.

•

Objective 3.2: Promote collaboration among law enforcement and other county and local agencies to
develop and administer effective safety, education and enforcement strategies related to active
transportation.

•

Objective 3.3: Provide support for programs that educate drivers, bicyclists and pedestrians about their
rights and responsibilities, as well as traffic education and safety programs for adults and youth.

•

Objective 3.4: Follow a systemic approach to improving bicycle and pedestrian safety and encourage
local jurisdictions to do the same.

•

Objective 3.5: Support local jurisdictions with Vision Zero and systemic safety resources and guidance.

•

Objective 3.6: Encourage local jurisdictions to develop a consistent set of design recommendations and
traffic calming treatments to better manage vehicular volumes and speeds along designated bikeways
and streets with high pedestrian activity based on local standards and national best practices.

•

Objective 3.7: Collaborate with local jurisdictions to identify quick-build projects or temporary pilot
projects. Explore feasibility of implementing temporary pilot projects on state-owned roadways.
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•

Objective 3.8: Support multi-jurisdictional efforts and collaborations with state and regional agencies,
including Caltrans, to improve safety for people walking and bicycling.

G O AL 4 : AD V AN C E C O M P L E T E S T R E E T S P R I N C I P L E S AN D
T H E AC C O M MO D AT I O N O F AL L R O AD WA Y U S E R S
•

Objective 4.1: Comply with the Complete Streets policy requirements of Caltrans and the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission concerning safe and convenient access for bicyclists and pedestrians, and
assist local implementing agencies in meeting their responsibilities under the policy.

•

Objective 4.2: For local transportation projects funded by county or regional agencies, ensure that local
implementing agencies incorporate Complete Streets principles as appropriate; that they provide at least
equally safe and convenient alternatives if they result in the degradation of bicycle or pedestrian access;
and that they provide temporary accommodations for pedestrians and bicyclists during construction.

•

Objective 4.3: Monitor countywide transportation projects to ensure that the needs of bicyclists and
pedestrians are considered in programming, planning, design, construction, operation and maintenance,
and encourage local agencies to do the same for their projects.

•

Objective 4.4: Provide support to local agencies in adopting policies, guidelines and standards for
Complete Streets and for routine accommodation of bicyclists and pedestrians in all new transportation
projects.

•

Objective 4.5: Encourage local agencies to adopt policies, guidelines, standards and regulations that
result in truly bicycle-friendly and pedestrian-friendly land use developments, and provide them technical
assistance and support in this area such as through transportation demand management strategies.

•

Objective 4.6: Discourage local agencies from removing, degrading or blocking access to bicycle and
pedestrian facilities without providing a safe and convenient alternative, especially in construction zones.

•

Objective 4.7: Encourage local jurisdictions to install facilities that accommodate bicyclists and
pedestrians at crossings by adjusting signal timing, enhancing crossing treatments, and installing bicycle
signal detection along major bikeways.

G O AL 5 : D E V E L O P , P R I O R I T IZ E , AN D F UN D P R O J E C T S
E Q U I T AB L Y
•

Objective 5.1: Encourage local agencies to provide safe and convenient bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure for underserved communities.

•

Objective 5.2: Involve the public and local agencies meaningfully in making decisions about the planning,
design and funding of bicycle and pedestrian projects, and maintain an open and accessible process for
providing input and influencing decisions.

•

Objective 5.3: Encourage all local jurisdictions to designate bicycle and pedestrian coordinators that are
responsible for promoting bicycling and walking, and ensuring the inclusion of disadvantaged populations
in all facets of project planning and development. Establish local bicycle and pedestrian advisory
committees or provide other meaningful opportunities for public input on issues related to non-motorized
transportation.

•

Objective 5.4: Encourage local jurisdictions to integrate equity-based best practices into active
transportation planning and implementation efforts.
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•

Objective 5.5: Coordinate with regional and local partners to promote equitable distribution of funding to
underserved areas of the County.

G O AL 6 : P R O M O T E C O L L AB O R AT I O N AN D TE C H N I C AL
SUPPORT
•

Objective 6.1: Encourage all local jurisdictions to develop comprehensive bicycle and pedestrian plans,
and provide assistance and support in this area as appropriate.

•

Objective 6.2: Provide timely information to local jurisdictions on funding programs and sources not
administered by C/CAG that may be used to implement bicycle and pedestrian facilities, and encourage
them to submit applications for project funding.

•

Objective 6.3: Encourage and collaborate with local and regional agencies to identify and implement
regionally significant facilities within their jurisdiction. In particular, encourage Caltrans to provide safe
bicycle and pedestrian crossings of state highways and local agencies to include bicycle and pedestrian
projects in their capital improvement programs. Encourage local jurisdictions to use the Caltrans District 4
bicycle and pedestrian plans to support their efforts to improve walking and bicycling conditions in their
communities.

•

Objective 6.4: Encourage local agencies and transit operators, such as SamTrans, Caltrain and BART, to
work cooperatively to promote bicycling and walking to transit by improving access to and through
stations and stops, installing bicycle parking, maximizing opportunities for on-board bicycle access, and
providing safe at-grade rail crossing improvements.

•

Objective 6.5: Collaborate with San Mateo Public Health, San Mateo Police Department, and other
County departments to implement programs, policies, and projects identified in this plan.

•

Objective 6.6: Provide tools, technical assistance, and other resources to local jurisdiction staff to plan,
prioritize, and implement active transportation programs and projects.

•

Objective 6.7: Encourage collaboration between local jurisdictions to support seamless bicycle and
pedestrian travel between jurisdictions within and adjacent to San Mateo County.

•

Objective 6.8: Support local jurisdiction efforts to apply for competitive funding sources and help them
become more competitive.
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This chapter summarizes existing CBPP programs and uses the key findings from this report to identify the
recommended programs to be shown in addition to the existing programs.

EXISTING BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN
PROGRAMS
Increasingly, public agencies are realizing the importance of providing programs and activities to support and
promote walking and biking. These programs go beyond the typical public agency role of planning, designing,
funding, and constructing bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. Several local, regional, state and federal funding
sources can be used for program implementation. The CBPP‘s companion document, A Resource Guide for the
Education, Promotion, Funding, and Design of Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities, describes programs local
jurisdictions may wish to implement.
Several existing programs within San Mateo County complement and support walking and bicycling. Only one of
these programs is managed by C/CAG and the others are managed by outside agencies.

C / C AG R E C O M M E N D E D P R O G R AM S
County Employees Commute Alternatives
San Mateo County Commute Alternatives Program (CAP) is dedicated to reducing traffic congestion and
associated air pollution emissions, conserving energy, and improving the quality of life for employees and the
community by offering commute incentives to its employees that promote the use of alternate transportation
modes. This program is managed by Commute.org. CAP features a transit pass; vanpool, carpool, bike, and walk
subsidies; a rideshare match service; a Guaranteed Ride Home Program; carpool-only parking facilities; and a
bike locker program.

Bike to Work Day
Bike to Work Day is an annual Bay Area event managed by Commute.org in which people are
encouraged to leave their car at home for a day and bicycle to work. Volunteers at Energizer Stations
hand out snacks and beverages to commuting bicyclists, and companies are encouraged to participate in
mileage contests such as the Team Bike Challenge. In 2004, the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC) awarded the Bay Area Bicycle Coalition (BABC) with a contract to coordinate the
regional Bike to Work Day event for the nine counties in the San Francisco Bay Area. Within San Mateo
County, Energizer Stations are coordinated by the Commute.org in partnership with the Silicon Valley
Bicycle Coalition.

Regional Rideshare 511 Program
Regional rideshare programs can help encourage walking and bicycling by providing incentives for people who
ride transit or participate in carpools and encouraging people to try alternatives to single occupancy vehicle trips.
Participants in rideshare programs may not receive door-to-door service and instead may need to walk, bike, or
ride transit to get to a central pick-up or drop-off location. The 511 Regional Rideshare Program is managed by
511 SF Bay and is funded by grants from the FHWA, U.S. DOT, MTC, the BAAQMD and county congestion
management agencies. The 511 Rideshare program seeks to reduce traffic congestion and auto emissions by
encouraging the use of carpools and vanpools and employer transportation demand management programs.
Participants may receive tax benefits, free transit passes, discounted bridge tolls, and cash by carpooling. The
San Mateo County CAP is linked with the 511 Ridematch Service and can assist commuters traveling into or out
of San Mateo County.
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C / C AG M AN A G E D P R O G R AM S
San Mateo County Safe Routes to School Program
In 2011, C/CAG received funding from MTC to establish a countywide Safe Routes to School Program focusing
on education, encouragement, and enforcement strategies to promote walking and bicycling to school. As of
August 2011, the San Mateo County Office of Education began development of the program and operates it.
C/CAG continues to provide funding for the program.

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS
L O C AL J U R I S DI C T I O N T R AI N IN G AN D G R AN T S U P P O R T
C/CAG should continue to provide technical assistance and training to local jurisdiction staff to increase their
capacity to apply for funding and implement bicycle and pedestrian projects. C/CAG should increase the program
visibility to ensure jurisdictions are aware and able to utilize it. C/CAG can provide additional resources to help
increase local jurisdiction staff capacity and expertise and provide guidance on which grants communities should
focus on to improve the efficiency of their efforts. As part of this effort C/CAG could develop an on-call contract to
have consulting firms available to help provide guidance, resources, and technical support to local agencies
pursuing grants.
C/CAG could coordinate best practice technical trainings for jurisdiction staff. A few suggested topics include
NACTO design guidance, bicycle education from the League of American Bicyclists, and key topics such as
Vision Zero and integrating equity into planning processes. Set up guidance to focus on a few grants

M I C R O M O B I L ITY S T R AT E G Y
Micromobility refers to rental programs like
bikeshare that provide transportation
devices, such as electric scooters, bicycles,
or electric-bicycles to users on a per-trip
basis. These programs are typically pay-per
use and often have monthly or annual
membership options and low-income
assistance programs to increase accessibility
to devices. C/CAG should provide
micromobility policy and implementation
guidance and develop a policy framework
that local jurisdictions can easily adopt. This
guidance should include actions such as:
•

•
•

Encouraging local programs to
include requirements for vehicle
type, distribution, cash payment
Figure 1. Bikeshare Station in O’ ahu, HI
options, and accessible/adaptive
vehicles to ensure that micromobility programs are equitable distributed and inclusive.
Designating micromobility vehicle parking areas and increasing bicycle parking to reduce occurrences of
parked vehicles blocking walkways.
Encouraging communities to clearly communicate where e-scooters, and other new mobility devices can
be operated (if at all) to reduce conflicts and increase safety.
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•

Coordinating cross-jurisdictional policies that clearly outline authority, data standards, and small vehicle
standards.

C/CAG can help local jurisdictions and unincorporated areas in San Mateo County to maintain communication
and coordinate with each other to understand and promote cross-over opportunities. It can also encourage local
jurisdictions to develop micromobility feasibility studies on their own or in collaboration with one another to identify
where micromobility might have increased potential (typically higher density areas), what form it could take, what
would be required to bring it, and providing implementation tools for those areas interested in it (e.g., developing
template policies and permits). C/CAG could also coordinate research to better understand which jurisdictions are
well suited to first- and last-mile transportation solutions like micromobility and then identify the different options
available to jurisdictions to pursue (e.g., on-demand transit, feeder services, subsidized TNC, etc.).

H I G H I N J U R Y N E T W O R K AN D S Y S T E M I C SA F E T Y AP P R O A C H
Systemic safety’s central tenet is that traffic fatalities and serious injuries are preventable and unacceptable. The
Safe System approach is a holistic, systems-based strategy that accounts for all roadway users, anticipates that
humans will makes mistakes, and shares responsibility for
safety between individual road users, and system designers
What is a High Injury Network?
(i.e. planners and engineers). This approach to traffic safety is
fundamentally different from business as usual.
A High Injury Network is a systemic safety tool that
communities can use to help prioritize roadway improvements
to ensure that treatments are installed where they are likely to
be most effective. This approach can result in a more efficient
use of limited resources. A high injury network is typically
developed by identifying the roadways with the highest crash
densities and weighting crashes by severity. Crashes that
result in a fatal or life-altering injury typically receive a higher
weight than other injury or non-injury crashes. High injury
networks can be develop for specific modes, such as bicyclists
or pedestrians, or for crashes involving all road users. A
Countywide High Injury Network and local jurisdiction High
Injury Networks could be developed to assess where overlaps
may occur.
As part of this programmatic effort, C/CAG should:
•
•

•

Several jurisdictions across the United
States have analyzed their crash data to
determine whether there are particular
roadways and corridors where fatal and
serious injury crashes are concentrated.
This helps to prioritize corridor
improvements as well as highlight the
types of roadways and roadway design
elements that are contributing to serious
traffic safety problems, especially among
vulnerable road users like people
walking and bicycling. The Vision Zero
Network recommends creating a HIN as
way to, “focus limited resources on the
most problematic areas, while also
building greater public and political buyin for changes.”

Develop a countywide High Injury Network.
https://visionzeronetwork.org/hin-for-theProvide technical assistance, funding, and data to help
win/
local jurisdictions develop transportation plans and
projects that emphasize safety improvements along the
local or county high injury network.
Direct more funding to high-risk corridors and communities.

First- and Last-Mile Connections
First- and last-mile connections fill the gap between a person’s transit stop and their origin or destination. Firstand last-mile solutions include walking, bicycling, micromobility devices, or ride-hailing services. C.CAG should
partner with the San Mateo County Transportation Authority to assess access the regional and local transit stops
or stations. Unsafe or uncomfortable conditions for bicycling and walking may deter active transportation or transit
use or prevent it altogether. The Federal Transit Administration states that infrastructure improvements around
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transit stations should be considered within a half-mile for pedestrians and within three miles for bicyclists. Transit
stations should provide secure, long-term bike parking for personal bicycles and designated parking areas for
micromobility devices such as bikeshare and e-scooters. To assist local communities in planning for first- and
last-mile connectivity, C/CAG could set aside funding for safe routes to transit projects or studies, include transit
access in project funding prioritization processes, and provide other funding or technical resources to help local
jurisdictions to fill first- and last-mile connection gaps.
Resources for first- and last-mile connections include the Federal Transit Administration’s “Manual on Pedestrian
and Bicycle Connections to Transit,” the Regional Transportation District’s “First and Last Mile Strategic Plan” and
the American Public Transportation Association’s “First/Last Mile Solutions.”
Safe Routes to Transit programs can help local and regional jurisdictions improve walking and bicycling
connections to regional transit stations. As an example, Transform and Bike East Bay developed a partnership to
implement a Safe Routes to Transit Program funded from Regional Measure 2 in Alameda County. Transform has
since worked with the Sacramento and San Diego regions to establish Safe Routes to Transit programs. C/CAG
should consider partnering with Transform or exploring other opportunities to fund and prioritize active
transportation projects that increase connections to transit. The Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission
also has a Safe Routes to Transit Program which does not provide funding for bicycle and pedestrian
improvements near transit stations and instead provides technical assistance to help local jurisdiction staff
navigate the complex process of implementing these types of projects and supports them in finding their own
funding sources. In Atlanta, Georgia, a Safe Routes to Transit Taskforce received funding from Kaiser
Permanente to develop regional guidelines to help local jurisdictions implement their own bicycle and pedestrian
improvements near transit stops. The Solano Transportation Authority also created resources to support local
efforts to improve access to transit with their Safe Routes to Transit Plan (2011).
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1 Project Introduction
2
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Project Overview

Project Schedule/Key Dates

 CBPP will:

 November 20th: TAG kick-off meeting
 December 2019: Goals/vision survey to jurisdictions

 Outline a shared regional vision and
goals for active transportation

 January/February 2020: Meetings with local jurisdictions about local networks

 Create a countywide, low-stress
active transportation network

 April 2020: Develop design/typology toolkit and count strategy

 Reflect best practices in innovative
bicycle and pedestrian planning

 June 2020: Update network and project list

 Consolidate local bicycle networks
and pedestrian projects

 August/September 2020: Draft plan

5
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Main Tasks
Phase 1
 Plan Review (Nov-Dec 2019)
 Review local jurisdiction plans and policies
 Identify goals, visions, objectives
 Review and update 2011 CBPP vision
statement, goals, objectives, and policies


Include new active transportation mobility
options such as bikeshare and scooters

 Update strategy memo (Dec-Feb 2020)
 Create policy framework

Phase 2
 Inventory facilities (Jan-Feb 2020)


Interviews with local jurisdictions

 Update network (Feb-June 2020)


Project list



Cost estimates



Typology/Design toolkit

 Engagement (Late Spring-Summer 2020)


TAG meetings



Pop-up events



Public workshops

2 Survey Results

 Draft Plan (Aug-Sept 2020)
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Survey Overview

Plan Utility

 19 survey responses received

How useful was the
2011 plan and what
aspirations exist for the
new plan?

 Thank you!

 Atherton, Belmont, Brisbane, Burlingame, Colma, Daly City, East Palo
Alto, Foster City, Half Moon Bay, Menlo Park, Millbrae, Pacifica, Portola
Valley, Redwood City, San Bruno, San Mateo, San Mateo County, South
San Francisco, Woodside
 Results from the survey will:
 Help feed into goals and policy strategy update
 Inform additional questions for jurisdictional interviews
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Survey Sections

Previous and Future Plan
Previous Plan

 Plan Utility

What elements of the previous plan were useful for
your jurisdiction

 Connected Network
 State of Practice

Maps – Network maps, project maps, etc.
Project lists

 Staff Capacity/Training

Bike/ped demand data

 Other
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Future Plan
What resources would you like to get out of the
new plan?

4/17/2020

Collaboration

Connected Network

Survey Response

How does your jurisdiction
define barriers and gaps?

How does your jurisdiction plan and collaborate
with other jurisdictions?
Through the City Bike/Ped Master Plan efforts
Contact appropriate agencies as needed

How do you work with
neighboring jurisdictions
and/or transit agencies?

Communication done at director/department head
level
Work with school district
Proactive analysis to identify other jurisdiction
facilities to connect to

Mentimeter Question

1. Name a project where
you’ve had success
collaborating with other
jurisdictions?
2. Do you feel like you have the
resources to contact other
agencies?

PM’s or engineers contact their counterpart at other
jurisdiction

13
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What are the major gaps and barriers in/near your jurisdiction or between
jurisdictions?
Railroad crossings

Highway Crossings

Plan Utility

Caltrain at-grade crossings

State of Practice
What innovations, best
practices, policies, and
programs define your
jurisdiction?
Do you think the active
transportation focus in your
community has changed in
the last eight years?

Network Gaps around Transit

How have priorities changed
with time?

14
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What new methods for assessing, planning, and designing bike/ped
facilities has your city incorporated?

Does your jurisdiction utilize national best practice documents?
Guide

% Response

CA MUTCD

94.4%

NACTO Urban Street Design Guide

72.2%

Caltrans HDM

66.7%

NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide

55.6%

Caltrans Design Information Bulletin Number 89-01 - Class IV Bikeway Guidance

50%

AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities

27.8%

Update of AASHTO Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities

22.2%

FHWA STEP Guide

22%

NACTO Transit Street Design Guide

11.1%

Internal Jurisdiction Design Guides

11.1%

NACTO Don't Give Up at the Intersection Bicycle Crossing Guidance

5.6%

MassDOT Separated Bikeway Design Guide

5.6%

APBP Guidance Materials

5.6%

AASHTO Green Book

5.6%

Most Helpful
CA MUTCD
NACTO
AASHTO
Caltrans
* These could be better
0%

tailored to rural/suburban
communities
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What programs/policies does your jurisdiction have in place to support
biking/walking?

Changes in priorities and active transportation focus areas
Survey Responses
How have your jurisdiction’s bicycle and pedestrian
priorities or focus areas shifted since the last plan
as adopted?
Not much change
More intentional focus on bike/ped projects
Shift from more bike focus to more ped focus
More community support, especially to relieve
congestion

0%
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Staff
Capacity/Training

Micromobility
Survey Response

Mentimeter Question

 What are the limitations within
each jurisdiction on staff
knowledge and training?

Have you considered integrating micro mobility (bike
share, scooter share, etc.) into your jurisdiction?

How interested are you in
creating a countywide micro
mobility policy statement?
(1 – low 5 – high)
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Equity

Staff Challenges for Implementation

How does your jurisdiction address equity at both
planning and implementation levels?

What challenges has your jurisdiction faced
with staff knowledge and availability to
implement projects?

Equity is not considered (or left blank) – 12 responses
Addressed at planning level when seeking grant funding – 1 response

Staff size/availability

Staff considers disadvantaged residents when prioritizing improvements and
gathers input through the Complete Streets Safety Committee (citizen advisory
committee) - 1 responses

Grant requirements/lack of funding
Lack of expertise

Develop projects that are spread out geographically - 1 responses
Mindful of language barriers, outreach through variety of channels Some equity language in a specific plan
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Other
C/CAG Technical Assistance Grant Writing Program
Survey Response
Do you know about it?

Safety, stakeholders and
other recommendations

Survey Response
Do you have interest in utilizing it?

Other
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Key Focus Areas in Active Transportation
Future Key Areas
What are the key focus areas for active
transportation over the next 5-10 years?

Safety/Vision Zero

C/CAG Role
What role can C/CAG play to move key ideas
forward?

Funding

Funding (assistance with grants, information
about funding)

Implement Ped/Bike Plan projects/update
facilities

Regional plan with regionally significant projects

SRTS
Safety for road users/Vision Zero
First/last mile connections
Gaps in network

Incorporating Safety
How has your jurisdiction incorporated systemic
safety and Vision Zero principles in your current
planning or design practices?

How interested are you in exploring a countywide
Vision Zero or similar safety program?

Crash statistics/locations inform project
development

Leader for multi-jurisdictional projects

Overcoming resistance to impacting
parking/vehicular travel is a challenge

Communications/outreach to educate the public
about the need for mode shift

SSAR, Vision Zero Action Plan

Interjurisdictional working group for
PM’s/designers
County-wide traffic count program

26

Countywide Program

Not interested

28

Very interested
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Mentimeter Questions
 Send us YOUR questions!

3 Next Steps
29
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Next Steps

Thank You!

 Interviewing jurisdiction, updating network files and learn more
about specific projects

 Mikaela Hiatt

 Update Strategy Memo
 Updating goals and policies
 Confirming analytical tools meet the needs of the plan
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 Laura Krull

C/CAG Project Manager

Toole Design Project Manager

 Ph: (650) 599-1453

 Ph: (510) 298-0740 x609

 Email: mhiatt@smcgov.org

 Email: lkrull@tooledesign.com

APPENDIX B
JURISDICTION STAFF
APPENDIX A
INFRASTRUCTURE AND
JURISDICTION
POLICIES
AND
IMPLEMENTATION
INTERVIEW
PRACTICES
SURVEY RESPONSE
RESPONSE SUMMARY
WEBINAR

What are the most critical gaps in the bike network that would otherwise connect to adjacent
jurisdictions and major transit hubs?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

a. Ralston Corridor Project – east/west – will add Class II bike lanes in multiple
phases from Christian Drive to 101 ped/bike bridge
b. ECR and Old County Rd are north/south gaps – parking removal would be required
to provide
c. Alameda Corridor project in coordination with San Carlos has an MOU and is in
joint with two school districts – plans for roundabouts.
d. 101 interchange at Ralston has no facilities but there is the new Children’s Bridge
as an alternative route. They would like to have at least Class II on the overpass for
people wishing to continue along the corridor.
e. Coordination with County needed at the east end of Ralston with the County to get
continuous facilities all the way to San Mateo.
f. Caltrain access is decent but there are some access improvements – Ralston
project, parallel bike boulevard access with upcoming Hawk to access south side of
the station
g. Gap from Hiller Ave (?) to San Carlos Bike Lanes to the south – potential to
continue the bike route on Hiller

Brisbane

a. The biggest challenge is Brisbane’s isolation from other cities, Bayshore Blvd
connects to South City but there isn’t a lot of activated uses along it and is not
comfortable for the average cyclists
b. Bike/Ped access to Caltrain staff is useful but is not comfortable
c. Bay Trail gap through Brisbane to SF, not an easy way to get to the marina to the
Bay Trail
d. Railroad tracks on Tunnel where the spur lines run in many directions (all are
inactive)

Colma

Junipero Serra to Daly City, El Camino Real, BART Access Plan improvements on
McClellan. Hillside Blvd to South SF is good. Bicycling east-west is biggest challenge.

Daly City

a. Two bart stations – one in Colma and Daly City - Access by bike to Daly City isn’t
the easiest
b. Improved ped access to Bart stations but bike access is definitely lacking
c. In general biking in Daly City is a challenge – not a lot of people are biking and
some of that could be the facilities but a lot is the environment (weather, topography
etc.) - Have been doing a lot of bike improvements to work with schools etc. to
encourage bike
d. Connections to SF, Skyline - Caltrans designated it as a bike route but you’d have
to be pretty confident (really just recreational folks)

East Palo
Alto

a. Gaps - Humza will share map with us, In City’s general plan
b. Connecting with adjacent jurisdictions
c. Just finished the overpass 101 on Clark Ave - Connected North side to south side,
key connection to the main shopping center
d. Also a lot of people from PA who ride over to Target/Home Depot
e. Connecting PA and EPA on University Ave
f. Proposed class I facility, pedestrian/bike overcrossing
g. New bridge planned Class II connect Menlo Park to EPA

Foster City

a. Three main access points to the city: Bay Trail, Hillsdale Blvd, and a fire access
road
b. Connection to Belmont overcrossing from the levee
2

Jurisdiction

Half Moon
Bay

Millbrae

Response
a. Connection to low-income Moon Ridge affordable housing – priority trail connection
extension toward the community. No good access currently along Highway 1.
b. Miramonte Class II should be extended all the way up through the County portion,
currently proposed
c. Between North Main St and Kelly crossing highway 1 near the creek
d. Connection from East Side Parallel extension to the north to the County segment
currently under construction
e. Main bus stop at Moonridge, downtown on Main Street (near a school and senior
center) – maintenance issues with overgrown weeds. There will be a highway project
that will improve the transit stops but currently SamTrans wouldn’t upgrade the stops
due to low ridership. Would like assistance from Caltrans upgrading the stops. This is
the main issue they get push back on. The weather is a big reason they would like
transit shelters.
f. Alternatives to Hwy 92 - Tanitas Creek from Bayview is a nice ride and less traffic Shark Park in Pacifica
g. County wants to connect Devils Slide to the new trail section, Pacifica also talked
about this segment. HMB residents likely to ride to Monterra but less likely to ride all
the way to San Francisco.
a. Closing the gap between major cities and transit stations
b. Before last year the bike routes in Millbrae were pretty lacking
c. Connect Bay trail on Bayshore to the Bart station/intermodal station
d. Bike bridge across the freeway, multiple hotels and connecting to Burlingame and
the Bay Trail there
e. ECR has a class 3 currently, in place of the Bay Trail but there’s no one really
using it because of the high speed, want to have a bike route on the other side of the
train track to connect Burlingame, Millbrae and san Bruno and connecting everyone to
the train station
f. Gap between agencies is the one of the east side of ECR
g. Close spur trail gap within the city

Pacifica

a. Highway 1
b. Terrain
c. Lack of interconnection between neighborhoods
d. Bunch of old railroad stops that only connect via highway 1
e. Highway 1 crossings are main priority projects
f. A lot of folks are having issue giving access to the class 1 trail
g. Sharp Park and Manor and Hickey are both very hilly2.
h. Old devil side trail and no way to get to the beach
i. Lots of bike boulevards because the width simply isn’t there
j. Many of the lower stress facilities require road diets so they’ll take a lot more effort

Redwood
City

a. The barriers are the state highways - 101, Woodside Rd/84, Holly, ECR
b. Creeks – Cuts off access between RWC and San Carlos
c. East-west connection, Bay Trail Gap Closures
d. Warwick – Northern barrier to San Carlos
e. Wayfinding on routes of regional importance – Trouble coordinating with Atherton
f. Gap to Caltrain not really identified in the Transit Access study – Highlighted a need
for bike racks and bike parking.
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Jurisdiction

Response

San Mateo

a. Regionally significant projects – N-S and E-W connections (that was the primary
focus coming into plan, connecting to the eastern portion of the plan); ECR barrier
and 92 barrier
b. Hillsdale connection over 101 connecting to Foster City
c. Burlingame
d. San Mateo Drive (they’re going into construction)
e. Focused in on three Caltrain stations, and getting access EW and NW
f. Bay Trail – improvements for connectivity N/S
g. Separation from 101 and 92 - need overcrossings
h. ECR

South San
Francisco

Woodside

San Mateo
County

a. Transit hubs and jurisdictions - Caltrain BART and san Bruno BART (very close to
city border), Pacifica/San Bruno, Daly City
b. Class IIIs for a lot of residents only trails/separated facilities are what folks would
actually use
c. Bike facilities are not accessible to most people because of the high number of
Class III
d. Bay trail - folks will get into car to use
f. No E-W connection
g. Not many of existing facilities match up with jurisdictions
h. Mission in SS is a Class III but Daly City did a great road diet
i. San Bruno Centennial Trail stops trying to work with them to connect that to Bart
station
j. Over by the Ferry, Caltrans/101 is a huge barrier, Lots of development all around
there, Plan is just Class II, not sure if there’s the ROW to do much better
a. When you look at bike route map, lots of class 2 W of 280 but Class 3 E of 280
b. No bike lane to RWC on Alameda, they put in a new dedicate lane on Alameda
from fernside
c. We are bisected by 280, from 280 to Alameda you have highway 84 and the bike
facilities are inadequate and dangerous - Someone was killed in the on ramp where
the bike was merging over, its also a school route
a. Middlefield – Upcoming plan between Atherton (5th to Burlingame) will include bike
lanes – 5th to 9th was undergrounded earlier – but will connect to Atherton. Road diet
and streetscape project. This is most called out gap
b. Santa Cruz and Alameda – Two year process with Task Force to consider
improvements in the corridor. There is a current survey to ask the community about
the design. Based on the survey results they will develop an improvement plan
c. Alameda de las Pulgas – West Menlo and Sequoia Tract areas – currently we have
some parking lanes, bike lanes, and sharrows on this road
d. Polhemus Road- San Mateo Highlands area – need updating
e. Crystal Springs Road – San Mateo Highlands area – need updating. (connections
to Downtown San Mateo – requires coordination with the City of San Mateo)
f. Westborough Blvd – existing but needs updating from red color to green colored
bike lanes
g. Edgewood Road – existing but needs updating from red color to green across from
Scenic Drive
h. Hillside Boulevard - existing but needs updating
i. North Fair Oaks – rail crossings
j. Highway 1
k. Coleman Avenue in Menlo Oaks
4

Jurisdiction

Response
l. Marsh Road
m. Broadmoor/ Daly City/ Colma connections to Bay Trail – Guadalupe Canyon Road
n. Broadmoor to Colma BART
o. See Phase I ATP outreach map: https://smcbikeways.org/#/

What are major physical barriers that would require coordination with outside partners/agencies?
For example, freeways and interchanges, railroad tracks, waterways, etc.

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

a. Interchanges
b. Caltrain station

Brisbane
Colma

Daly City

East Palo
Alto

Foster City

Half Moon
Bay

a. Railways less of a barrier given where land-uses are located
BART, Caltrans, SSF, Daly City, SMC. Serramonte Blvd has a plan and El Camino
Real is being covered by a study
a. No rail crossings
b. Major freeway 280 + Skyline
c. Topography
d. Lack of ROW to put in comfortable facilities
e. BART itself is a little challenging
a. Freeways, interchanges, railroads
b. Connecting to PA major barrier is University Ave
c. Dumbarton (midpen project will cover that)
d. Constructing a street improvement project that will add class 2 facility along bay
road to university
a. Levee project along the waterfront will rebuild the Bay Trail in that segment. BCDC
permit requires half a dozen bike racks and amenities like picnic tables and fix-it
stations
b. Belmont connection – Oracle owns the lands
c. San Mateo will be putting in an overcrossing adjacent to Hillsdale, lots of Foster
City residents use this
d. Hwy 92 is not much of a barrier but Hwy 101 connections are need.
a. Highway 1 – Work well Caltrans
b. Highway 92 – Multijurisdictional project and the City asked the County to take over
but they said no. HMB would like to make it safer with improved shoulders and better
crossings. Especially near the dump at Ox Mountain. Any improvements to 92 are
seen as growth inducing so it receives push back from residents, all projects need to
be promoted as safety improvements. Not a lot of current ridership given then limited
shoulders.
c. Coastal Commission – Normally easy to work with on transportation projects that
are not traffic inducing.
d. Multiple creek crossings – Pilarcitos Creek on the Main Street Bridge and at Hwy
1 (just south of Hwy 92). Frenchman's Creek crossing.
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Jurisdiction

Response

Millbrae

a. Quite a bit
b. Minimize crossings of train tracks
c. Neighborhood streets are pretty narrow so difficult to have Class 2 so for now
they’re just proposing Class 3 facilities

Pacifica

a. Railroads
b. Highway 1 crossings

Redwood
City

a. 6 at-grade Caltrain crossings b. Crossings over 101 and coordination with
Caltrans - Whipple is the most uncomfortable – Tried to install delineators but
Caltrans said no. An alternative undercrossing will be built under 101. Long term
plan to look at the design on the overcrossing. Maple is a narrow, low volume road
but pavement conditions are bad (no ped access either), likely a parallel bridge in the
futurec. Design guidance for making tracks safer would be appreciated. Complaints
about the crossing on Chestnutd. Creek crossings – Phelps Slough at Redwood
Shores Parkway/ Twin Dolphins connection at the Pico Gate to bypass Holly St
(State Lands or Fish and Wildlife)e. Many collisions on ECR and Woodside Rd –
Caltrans has been difficult to work with and neighborhood has been requesting
changes

San Mateo

a. Railroad tracks - Grade separation projects going on
b. Hills
c. Waterways haven’t been a big issue

South San
Francisco

a. 280/80/101 and rail crossings
b. Graded by stress level for crossing
c. Most difficult connection - Otto: Connection east 101 between downtown, Oyster
Point Crossing
d. Centennial trail to Bay Trail
e. Neighborhood W of 280 (W Borough) is really cut off
f. Potentially include any overcrossing recommendations

Woodside

San Mateo
County

a. Expanded class 2 widths by reducing travel lines; woodside road, Canada road
(when repaved the road they reduced travel lane widths), whiskey road
b. Only 3 ways to get up to 35
c. Extensive network of trails - Off road trails that people want to keep gravel
because of the rural aesthetics - they get used by equestrians and pedestrians,
bicyclists cant ride next to horses so need to keep those user groups on separate
trails which means bicyclists end up on the roads
a. Some railroad tracks but not many
b. Hillside Dr in Burlingame – Requests for bike lanes but the ROW is very narrow
c. Kings Mountain – Steep terrain with narrow roadway and little opportunities to add
shoulder
d. Major barriers are limited width of existing pavement, adjacent geometry and
funding. For example: Hillside Drive- Burlingame Hills – no space for additional bike
lanes. Cars parking on limited shoulder areas.
e. Crossing 280 – from Bunker Hill to Crystal Springs Regional Trail in the Highlands
f. North Fair Oaks – crossings of the rail ROW
g. Pretty much all crossings of highways
h. El Camino for peds and cyclists
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Are there any missing existing or programed bike facilities in your jurisdiction that should be
added to this map (including end of trip facilities such as bike racks, Fix-It stations etc.)?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

a. Caltrain will be closing down the Hillsdale station and trying to push people to the
Belmont station – some bike improvements may be included
b. No existing fix it stations
c. Cipriani is a Class III with some signage
d. Sharrows on Hallmark Drive – Exis Class III

Brisbane

a. Desire to include bike racks at the park n ride lot, the bus stop at
Bayshore/Geneva could use bike racks, and other city facilities
b. See Bike and Ped Master Plan on website

Colma
Daly City

East Palo
Alto

Foster City
Half Moon
Bay

Existing bike lane on Mission Rd, Safe Routes grant on Mission Rd for crosswalks
and sidewalks, existing bike lanes on hill top and bike repair station, Lawndale has
existing Class II
a. Connections to neighborhoods
a. No end of trip facilities
b. Maybe an opportunity to put in some bike racks at parks but it hasn’t really been
explored yet - Might be part of parks plan, and it could be established in that
c. Doing a lot of bike routes and sharrows
d. Goal is that all of arterials and collectors have some sort of bike facility, but most
of the areas don’t have space so will have to be Class III, Addison Ave project later
this year. Have a little class 4 facility just connecting the project on Clarke Ave, 400500ft of class IV where wanted to connect the bridge to the school safely
e. ROW is the biggest concern
a. Bike racks are provided at city facilities
a. New coastal trail/east side parallel sections
b. 3 fix-it stations in the City
c. Bike rack parking program is integrated in Zoning Code and Local Coastal
Program

Millbrae

a. Bike racks - One near downtown – hillcrest and Broadway and at the bart stations,
Future rec center will have them
b. One items they’ll be working on is adding more end of trip facilities

Pacifica

a. It’s not a put together program putting bike racks in but most want area near
beach
1. Grant for bike parking from Bay Area doesn’t cover costs for stainless steel which
is what they need due to the coastal climate

Redwood
City

a. Peninsula Bikeway parallel to ECR – Existing conditions study right now through
Mountain View, Alta is working on this. Each city identified the route and came up
with shared signage. Peninsulabikeway.com this was a city manager’s joint venture
b. Better east/west connection – limited routes due to an abnormal street grid. There
are relatively high traffic volumes on the main east/west arterials

San Mateo

a. See updated network
b. New Bike lanes added recently to our system:
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Jurisdiction

Response
a) Altschul Avenue from Avy to Valparaiso and Sharrows from Valparaiso to
Camino a Lago, West Menlo Park
b) Industrial Road, section just south of Harbor to city limit
c) Sand Hill Road – upgrade existing bike lane enhancements
c. Bike Fix it stations being purchased for four locations (three schools and the Siena
Youth Center)
d. North Fair Oaks new zoning districts have bike parking standards for new
development

South San
Francisco

a. More programmatic efforts
b. End of trip facilities - Parks and rec installs bike rack (they fall into maintain trails) ,
4 or 5 fix-it stations (already been vandalized/destroyed)

Woodside

See Q1

San Mateo
County

a. Alshelll Avenue – Camino Al Lago. North portion is sharrow and the south portion
has contra flow bike lanesb. Updating the Sand Hill Bike Lanes but they’re existingc.
Proposal on Industrial to extend the bike lanes into the County area to connect to
Harbor Blvd

Are the any proposed bike facilities that should be added? Are GIS files available?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

-

Brisbane

a. Completed the Bike and Pedestrian Master Plan update in 2017, they will check
with CAD tech to see if they could produce.
b. Bi-directional cycle track or shared-use path on Sierra Point Parkway to get out to
the Marina
c. Guadalupe Canyon Parkway
d. Commuter trail through business park – old spur line that the city bought which is
currently gravel, they received a federal grant to make it paved

Colma

Proposed Class I on ECR not likely, bike racks have been less incorporated

Daly City

a. Will get GIS map end of February

East Palo Alto

-

Foster City

a. Vivian will send an updated map and check if they can get AutoCAD or GIS files

Half Moon Bay

a. Will reach out to Alta for the files

Millbrae

CAD map?

Pacifica

a. Can share GIS files

Redwood City

a. Redwood City has GIS files they can share for the bikeway network. Check
Alameda for sharrows, Class III

San Mateo

a. See updated network
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Jurisdiction

Response

South San
Francisco

a. Yes will send over GIS files
b. Vision for traffic alleviation for a new bridge
c. City is talking with properties owners E of 101 to create a community district in
order to build some of these improvements

Woodside

San Mateo
County

a. Toole has GIS files
b. Most get requested as part of Safe Routes to School projects
c. We rely on the C/CAG bike map for suggestions when we develop improvement
plans on specific streets
d. We also consider road improvements identified in Safe Routes to School studies
or corridor studies, community plans and input from the County BPAC
e. The best opportunity to include bike facilities is often when we develop project
proposals for road improvement/surfacing projects

Where are the most difficult crossings?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

a. ECR crossing is the most difficult but will have a HAWK signal soon
b. Hallmark and Ralston to get across on the Class III
c. Ralston and Alameda

Brisbane
Colma

a. Bayshore near freeway off-ramps where existing bikeway crosses over high
speed
El Camino Real

Daly City

a. Consultant targeted hotspots
b. Finding from outreach
c. Ped access is higher importance than bikes

East Palo Alto

a. University is one of the biggest challenges
b. When you get off the Dumbarton you have to get onto University and it’s not very
safe, no sidewalk on the west side so you have to get into the street

Foster City

Half Moon Bay

a. Hillsdale (in San Mateo) and getting to the Belmont overcrossing
a. Creek crossings and Hwy 1
b. School crossing near Kelly/Hwy 1 – number 1 priority for intersection
improvements (accidents for all modes), 3 schools right next to each other with high
density and access to state park campgrounds by the beach. The County SRTS
program does work here
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Jurisdiction

Response

Millbrae

a. ECR
b. Skyline Boulevard - Go through Millbrae ave instead 280-101 connectivity
c. Trail - people have difficulty getting there
d. Millbrae Ave
e. It would be good to have a ped and bike bridge
f. Have a lot of people walking over from the hotel and it’s not very safe

Pacifica

a. Stressful intersections/key intersections are marked out…
i. Mapped collisions
ii. Mapped LTS
iii. Mapped key stressful intersections

Redwood City

a. Woodside Rd intersections, crossings over 101, ECR crossings, east-west gaps

San Mateo

a. Any east-west travel of ECR
b. Fashion island/Norfolks
c. Pacific over Hillsdale
d. 3rd ave over crossing is difficult from both sides

South San
Francisco

a. Anytime there's a bike crossing (where two different facilities cross)
b. LTS map that breaks down major street network

Woodside

See Q1
a. Alameda and Santa Cruz
b. Middlefield Rd
c. Sand Hill at I-280
d. Alameda de las Pulgas and Santa Cruz Avenue – currently under review by
county and task force
e. Middlefield Road in North Fair Oaks
f. North Fair Oaks Rail Crossings
g. El Camino Real
h. Highway 1
i. See phase 1 ATP outreach map: https://smcbikeways.org/#/

San Mateo
County

Where are the most challenging corridors to implement low-stress bike facilities, due to
competing ROW demands, or political/ feasibility concerns?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

a. Old County Rd – Most difficult segment but it is on the county bike route, when
they repave in 5-ish years they will add sharrows. Outside agencies and cyclists
want to see something happen. Limited ROW and parking constraints which
prevent bike lanes.
b. ECR
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Jurisdiction

Response

Brisbane

a. Narrow streets and steep grades in parts of town make access difficult, e-bikes
could change that in the future.
b. Tunnel Ave
c. Samford Park

Colma

El Camino Real, Serramonte Blvd; haven't considered Colma Blvd

Daly City

a. John Daly from SR 30-Bart Station; that would be a huge win
b. SR-30, EC; state has a resurfacing project coming down the line and that could
be a good time to do bike work
c. Caltrans ROW; we borrowed whatever they had on the D4 plan
d. Getting to some of the commercial centers could be important
i. Serramonte shopping center, west lake shopping center
1. Some of those connections can be improved
2. And end of trip facilities is important too

East Palo Alto

1. ROW demands
2. Newall Bridge Project
3. Provides better connection between low income and high income area

Foster City

a. Upgrading Class III with sharrows when resurfacing
b. Foster City Blvd is a good example of a narrow corridor that would require
removing parking. For political reasons, it would not be possible.

Half Moon Bay

a. Tight ROW for the southern trail segment to Moonridge, the ditch is owned by
Caltrans

Millbrae

a. Broadway added class 2 while doing street improvements to connect the
schools
b. Need to evaluate if can have bike lane on Spur…and it’s steep so need to make
it a class 2 and not enough width, Might do merchant instead since it’s a little wider
so would have more space to do a class 2 facility
c. Existing spur trail
d. Still working to close the gap between the two through the spur trail but that’s
going to be difficult because of the terrain and the space available is limited but
eventually the BPAC subcommittee is to provide the safest route for those
connections
General bike comments;
● Rec Center rebuild may have some bike facilities…will eventually help connect t
● Green dot next to central park will be the future rec center
● On going development projects encouraging them to connect to the trails or bike
routes
● Connect all the schools via pedestrian and bicycle facilities
● Received a grant for the spur trail gap closure but everywhere they touched had
to upgrade to ADA ramps so that was a huge cost

Pacifica

a. ROW difficultiesb. Highway 1c. Political feasibility - Political support is there but
the political will to fund is not there yet

Redwood City

a. Woodside Rd, ECR, Middlefield south of woodside (cycle track coming between
Main and Woodside as part of a utility undergrounding project)
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Jurisdiction

Response

San Mateo

a. Anywhere that we need to remove parking
i. City isn’t putting bike facilities as priorities yet
ii. Anywhere we have to remove parking or travel lane is a hard sell
b. Are there good corridors that rise to the top when you eliminate the constraints?
i. Delaware and Bay Meadows Park area and Saratoga Park
ii. Alameda will take lane reduction or go down to one lane and likely won’t cause
heartache
1. Benefit of having that as an easy N/S connection for park and school access
would be huge
c. Already in progress for design on 28th and San Mateo Dr (contract award)
d. Connections to Bay Trail is a big thing Most people drive to the access point and
would much rather just bike there

South San
Francisco

a. Recs that would require travel lane tradeoff

Woodside

San Mateo
County

See Q2
a. Varies based on ROW and active projects
b. Bay Rd – Stanford just installed some improvements include edge lines, bulb
outs, crosswalks, the County section could connect with this section
c. Again, best to identify proposed locations on bike maps, advocacy group input,
various studies and community plans, then discuss with bike groups when we
prepare project plans.
d. El Camino Real
e. Highway 1

What are the most important pedestrian connections to adjacent jurisdictions and major transit
hubs?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

i. Downtown streets/Caltrain – ECR crossings to Caltrain
ii. School access – Ralston crossings

Brisbane

a. Bayshore Blvd
b. Park N Ride Lot
c. Recent improvements at Geneva

Colma

Sidewalk gaps in Existing Conditions Report for General Plan Update, Colma
Blvd, Daly City; ECR not pleasant to walk on

Daly City

a. Connection to SH
b. Two Bart stations
c. Mission Street (in Daly City) - PM Peak is all buss traffic
1. SamTrans most used corridor
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Jurisdiction

Response

East Palo Alto

a. University Ave is a major one - Overcrossing will be for peds too
b. Internally have issues with sidewalks
c. Do want to connect to PA on university ave but wants to provide ped access to
bus paths, residences, A lot of neighborhoods don’t have sidewalks at all, Some
neighborhoods don’t want sidewalks (want that rural feel)
d. Limited ROW; rolled curbs, where people part on sidewalk
e. S East section of city (Garden)
f. EPA is v small but it gets a heavy amount of traffic because of the geographic
area
g. University Ave majority is EPA street (only portion is Caltrans), It carries
REGIONAL traffic but it’s right in the middle of the city, Get a lot of cut through
traffic, so residents are complaining
h. Did a mobility study to be a catch all (including speeding, cut throughs, parking
on sidewalks, speed humps) - Leaning toward part time restrictions (trying to
prioritize access to sidewalks)

Foster City

a. Connection to Belmont overcrossing to get to Caltrain.
b. Some large local employers have shuttles, Foster City Express FCX Bus
(SamTrams) goes directly to SF does a loop around the City.

Half Moon Bay

a. Moonridge connection with the East Side Parallel Trail
b. Extending Naomi Patridge trail to connect with the County trail segment
c. Church St at Kelly Ave crossing improvements
d. Upper Terrace High School connection – cut through for the neighborhood to
the get to the high school

Millbrae

a. Millbrae
b. ECR - Installed HAWK but people are still confused, trying to install more signs
so it’s a little more clear
c. Connections to Bart/Caltrain station - Most used intersection ECR and Millbrae
d.Want peds to be able to safely cross 101
e. Millbrae Ave bridge is very narrow (3 ft) so not the safest connection

Pacifica

a. Bus routes are along Palmetto and Cabrillio, so eliminating sidewalk gaps to
get to bus stops is biggest barrierb. Plan focuses on high demand areas/high use
centers with residential areas

Redwood City

a. Redwood City Transit Center (some sidewalk gaps and circuitous travel –
James/ECR intersection recent ped fatality with plans to add split phasing to
protect peds), Woodside Rd at Alameda de las Pulgas and Massachusetts

San Mateo

a. People might walk to Burlingame from downtown
b. Generally connections to other jurisdictions is more about bikes
c. Sidewalk missing by Aragon near Hillsborough
d. Access to school, the sidewalk ends and the road is Hillsborough
ROW/jurisdiction
e. Lighting is a big thing though, most lighting is more traditional
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Jurisdiction

Response

South San
Francisco

a. Lots of similar places as bikes
b. San Bruno Bart
c. Hickey – it’s hard to tell if it was built if anyone would use it
d. people don't really walk to Colma

Woodside

a. Roberts Market
b. The glens dense hilly so everyone walks on the street - So a lot of families with
children – highest density of children
c. Canada Road has great trails on both sides (asphalt on one side and gravel
path on the other used by pedestrian and equestrian
d. Mountain Home Road put a crosswalk at Cedar Lane because path ends on
one side and starts at the other
e. Recently there have been some community shifts and people are more
interested in bike/ped improvements than in the past

San Mateo
County

a. Not too many routes that are heavily traveled – El Camino Real
b. Around schools – Wider sidewalks and bulb outs and crosswalks. The Safe
Routes to School program identifies projects through walk audits and get
reviewed by the County then added to their list of projects
c. Use SamTrans Bus route maps – best to coordinate with ridership to determine
where specific needs are
d. Near schools – through Safe Routes to School reports
e. See outreach map re: ped comments https://smcbikeways.org/#/step-one
f. Coleman Avenue in Menlo Oaks

Where are there gaps or barriers in the pedestrian network that would require coordination with
outside partners/agencies?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

a. Not too many on the pedestrian side – The Alameda Corridor project with San
Carlos around the schools
b. Not too many gaps in the network

Brisbane

-

Colma

ECR to BART gap is top priority

Daly City

a. Overcrossing of 280 could be improved b. Sidewalks only on one side
c. Requests for Skyline crossing John Daly to get to thorton beach overlook (for
recreational use)
e. Sidewalk coverage is probably better than most places everywhere
f. Skyline fix, Caltrans, still a lot of improvements at the intersections- Families
crossing skyline to get to school

East Palo Alto

a. East side there’s the Bay (midpen)
b. Nothing where coordination is needed

Foster City

a. Bay Trail, Hillsdale, and Belmont connection are the most important
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Jurisdiction

Response

Half Moon Bay

a. Sea Haven and Grandview community have no bike or pedestrian access –
Signal at Terrace will help people cross to the trail. May require coordination with
Caltrans
b. East/west connections of Hwy 1 to connect to the beaches

Millbrae

a. Spur trail needs to be continuous
b. Have Frontage road next to ECR and it’s a dry, blocked by some barriers with
ECR but it’s not necessarily safe for peds

Pacifica

a. Highway 1 is really the biggest barrier for folks
b. New overcrossing got positive feedback but all the other ones are at grade
crossings, there’s an underground crossing that connects two communities (up
north toward Daly City)
c. Fire roads/trails? - Informal networks are definitely there but it’s not exactly city
can endorse them so can’t include on a map
i. Palmetto sidewalk that goes to West Line (biggest sidewalk gap closure project)
1. Westline - No sidewalk and the ridge trail comes through there; But Pacifica will
never really have a need to put in a sidewalk since it’s serving Daly City people
rather than Pacificans going into Daly City

Redwood City

a. 6 at-grade crossings of Caltrain, Woodside, ECR, crossings over 101, Alameda
de las Pulgas

San Mateo

a. Anything over ECR but there are ped crossings
b. Bay Trail (lighting, paved, potholes etc.)

South San
Francisco
Woodside

San Mateo
County

a. Have missing sidewalk map (just missing)
a. Roberts Market
a. La Honda Elementary school crosses Hwy 84 – would love a new ped crossing
b. Alameda at Harding – steep slope where kids need to cross and coordination
needed with RWC
c. La Honda Elementary School – need ped crossing across Highway 84
d. Alameda de las Pulgas at Harding Avenue in Redwood City – sight distance
and speeding
d. Highway 1
e. El Camino Real
f. Pescadero – beach access along Stage Road

What type of pedestrian projects have you implemented in the last 5-10 years?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

a. Marked crosswalks
b. Sidewalk gap closure
c. Curb ramp installations or ADA retrofits
d. Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHBs) - Upcoming
e. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs) - Upcoming
f. Curb extensions
h. Mid-block crossing upgrades – Ralston III
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Jurisdiction

Response
i. Pedestrian crossing island – El Camino and Almira
j. Pedestrian signal installation - yes
k. School access related improvements
l. Pedestrian amenities (benches, lighting etc.)

Brisbane

Colma

Daly City

a. Marked crosswalks
b. Sidewalk gap closure
c. Curb ramp installations or ADA retrofits
e. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs)
f. Curb extensions
h. Mid-block crossing upgrades
i. Pedestrian crossing island
j. Pedestrian signal installation – upgraded countdown signals
k. School access related improvements
l. Pedestrian amenities (benches, lighting etc.) – focused around bus stops
a. Marked crosswalks
b. sidewalk gap closure
c. curb ramp installations or ADA retrofits
d. RRFBs (Hillside, upcoming on Mission Rd and Serramonte Blvd)
a. Marked crosswalks – slurry streets (every 7 years)i. Lots of residential
neighborhoods where they don’t want to mark crosswalksb.
b. Sidewalk gap closurei. ECR working with countyii. Putting in a missing
sidewalk that will connect to Colma (private development not working with
Colma) Serramontec.
c. Curb ramp installations or ADA retrofitsi. Any time they do a paving project
they look at that
d. Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHBs) – Caltrans has in Daly City but the city
hasn’ti. Along Missione
e. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs)
f. Curb extensionsg. Raised crossings or intersectionsh. Mid-block crossing
upgrades – around the shopping center added RRFBs there (West Lake)
g. Pedestrian crossing island – working on one on Mission Street
j. Pedestrian signal installation – leading pedestrian intervals isn’t common
practice but have done it; no formal policy around left turn signalsk. School
access related improvementsl. Pedestrian amenities (benches, lighting etc.).
John Daly streetscape project (ped lighting and benches)ii. Mission street project
will add some ped lighting toom. General challenges with this stuffi. Parking is a
big deal. Even more so with regulations coming down (from state level trying to
create more housing). Improvements that may impact parking it’s a big
discussion. Anything that takes away parking it gets pushback.
Amenities. have issues with benches then have homeless people sleeping there
and residents get upseta. So sometimes it’s not applicable in certain locations
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Jurisdiction

East Palo Alto

Foster City

Response
a. Marked crosswalks
b. Sidewalk gap closure
c. Curb ramp installations or ADA retrofits – lot of curb ramps (street
improvement projects try to do it at the same time)
d. Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHBs) – leaning more towards RRFBS
e. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs)
f. Curb extensions
g. Raised crossings or intersections – have one in the city, seems to be working
fine
h. Mid-block crossing upgrades
i. Pedestrian crossing island
j. Pedestrian signal installation – installing some on bayroad but none existing
k. School access related improvements - mostly related to SRTS, ADA and
ASIP funding goal is to increase access/sidewalks around schools
l. Pedestrian amenities (benches, lighting etc.) – with ASIC funding have a
section in there just for improvements at bus stops $1mil don’t have a lot of bus
stops so will be updating all the furniture at the bus stops and lighting and trash
a. Marked crosswalksb.
b. Sidewalk gap closurec.
c. Curb ramp installations or ADA retrofitse.
d. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs)
e. Curb extensions – school related projects
f. Raised crossings or intersections
g. Pedestrian signal installation – LPI installed at 5 out of the 23 signalized
intersections
h. School access related improvements
i. Pedestrian amenities (benches, lighting etc.)

Half Moon Bay

a. Marked crosswalks
b. Sidewalk gap closure – includes some concrete grinding and infill fixes
c. Curb ramp installations or ADA retrofits
e. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs)
f. Curb extensions
h. Mid-block crossing upgrades
j. Pedestrian signal installation – Poplar/Hwy 1
k. School access related improvements
l. Pedestrian amenities (benches, lighting etc.) – some private projects include

Millbrae

a. Marked crosswalks
b. Sidewalk gap closure
c. Curb ramp installations or ADA retrofits
d. Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHBs)
e. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs)
f. Curb extensions
h. Mid-block crossing upgrades
i. Hillcrest that will be a mid-block bulb out
k. School access related improvements
l. Pedestrian amenities (benches, lighting etc.)
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Jurisdiction

Pacifica

Redwood City

Response
a. Marked crosswalks
b. Sidewalk gap closure
c. Curb ramp installations or ADA retrofits
e. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs)
f. Curb extensions
h. Mid-block crossing upgrades
i. Pedestrian crossing island
k. School access related improvements
l. Pedestrian amenities (benches, lighting etc.)
a. Marked crosswalksb.
b. Sidewalk gap closurec.
c. Curb ramp installations or ADA retrofitsd.
d. Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHBs)
e. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs)
f. Curb extensions
g. Raised crossings or intersections
h. Mid-block crossing upgrades
i. Pedestrian crossing island
j. Pedestrian signal installation
k. School access related improvements
l. Pedestrian amenities (benches, lighting etc.)

San Mateo

a. Marked crosswalks
c. Curb ramp installations or ADA retrofits
d. Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHBs)
e. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs)
f. Curb extensions
g. Raised crossings or intersections (planed on 28th ave bike boulevard, but not
in yet)
h. Mid-block crossing upgrades
i. Pedestrian crossing island
j. Pedestrian signal installation
k. School access related improvements
l. Pedestrian amenities (benches, lighting etc.)
● What about education - need to think about resources and what we can
provide
● Ecology code; trash cans can be placed in the bike lane…due to automated
arm stuff

South San
Francisco

b. Sidewalk gap closure
c. Curb ramp installations or ADA retrofits – have a good funding source
e. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs) - residents love them
f. Curb extensions – as part of traffic calming
h. Mid-block crossing upgrades
i. Pedestrian crossing island – GBI project is including some of those
k. School access related improvements
l. Pedestrian amenities (benches, lighting etc.) – Trail has some and will get
more with development
i. Grand avenue streetscape that would include a lot of that stuff
m. Biggest constraint is funding related
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Jurisdiction

Response

Woodside

a. Marked crosswalks
b. Sidewalk gap closure c. RRFBs

San Mateo County

a. Marked crosswalks – and shark’s teeth
b. Sidewalk gap closure
c. Curb ramp installations or ADA retrofits
e. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs)
f. Curb extensions
h. Mid-block crossing upgrades
k. School access related improvements

Do you have any upcoming planned pedestrian projects that should be noted?
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Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

a. Ralston Segment III – Summer 2021

Brisbane

a. Central Alleyway – requested funds previously but hasn’t been funded
b. Pathways on city-owned properties
c. Crocker Trail Resurfacing
d. Complete Streets to upgrade shuttle stops with some sidewalk improvements

Colma

-

Daly City

a. Mission Street
i. Combine construction valuation 4.5mil focused specifically on bike/ped
improvements
b. Central corridor project
i. Class 3 or Class 2 routes on JS from city’s northern limit
ii. EW from Eastmore to Guadalupe canyon
iii. Through design process were able to fit in Class 2 where able, but many
sections are not going to be comfortable
c. Mission street streetscape
d. Serramonte project (green streets)
e. John Daly that was wrapped up a couple years ago

East Palo Alto

a. Addison Ave is the one under construction
i. Full street improvement/complete streets project (green infrastructure and
SRTS)

Foster City

a. Bay Trail Levee

Half Moon Bay

a. Hwy 1 South/Main – Two ped crossings
b. Hwy 1 North/Terrace – Two ped crossings
c. North Wave Crest Trail
d. See priorities figure in Ped/Bike Plan Figure 4-1

Millbrae

a. Don’t have a SRTS program but apply for projects through CCAG
b. TDA Article 3
c. Repaving program
i. Updating all of the ramps
d. Did update ADA stuff around City Hall two years ago
i. Some of the schools too
e. Broadway will have a pavement project so will add curb ramps

Pacifica

a. Palmetto

Redwood City

a. Traffic calming projects, Jefferson/Cleveland and Jefferson/Clinton
intersections, Red Morton Park traffic calming project, Stanford improvements,
Sobrato improvements, Middlefield Rd streetscape and separated bikeway project
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San Mateo

a. North SM Drive includes complete streets
b. Future looking to combine bike master plan, ped master plan, green
infrastructure plan and former work of the sustainable streets plan into a
comprehensive complete streets plan (probably 4-5 years outs)

South San
Francisco

a. See list in ppt

Woodside

a. Doing a transition plan now Finished an initial assessment (done that) and plan
will be done this year. Will include town facilities as well as trails and paths

San Mateo
County

a. Middlefield Road Improvement Project
b. Alameda de las Pulgas and Santa Cruz Projects
c. Various safe routes to school projects
d. Midcoast Multimodal/Parallel Trail
e. Connect the Coast Plan

Do you have an ADA Transition Plan and/or what are is your practice for assessing ADA
compliance?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

a. Yes, was adopted about one year ago
b. Upgrades curb ramps with new development projects and repaving projects

Brisbane

a. No existing ADA transition plan, things are assessed on a case by case basis
and as projects come through

Colma

-

Daly City

a. Yes, improvements are needed; wrapped up all the site work for it, so probably
around mid year it will be wrapped up

East Palo Alto

a. Through DacTrack
b. Go once a year and update it

Foster City

a. Systematically addressed schools and civic center areas. Occasionally they
get requests from the general public and will work with them to upgrade paths
within reason. No formal ADA Transition Plan but it tied into paving.

Half Moon Bay

a. Yes, ADA Transition Plan was just adopted July 2019.

Millbrae

a. Yes, but unsure how comprehensive it is
b. Do have some complaints that crossings near schools won’t have ramps

Pacifica

a. Yes

Redwood City

a. Yes, just updated

San Mateo

a. Working on that right now – have a consultant on board

South San
Francisco

a. When new development comes in we do it,
b. Done part of street rehab or as part of other traffic calming but not actively
going out and looking for impediments and funding that

Woodside
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Jurisdiction

Response

San Mateo
County

a. Whenever we do reconstruction we assess this and sidewalk maintenance
b. No formal plan that addresses comprehensive needs
c. They do keep a record of ADA ramps in GIS
d. DPW installs ADA ramps whenever we resurface or reconstruct a street or
place microsurfacing or cape seals. Maintenance crews will install new ADA
ramps in neighborhoods that have old sidewalk in need of repair. Private
developers are required to install new ramps whenever they add new sidewalks
on intersections.

In more suburban and rural areas, how do you provide dedicated pedestrian infrastructure and
what challenges do you face?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

a. Lots of areas where rolled curbs have parked cars blocking the sidewalk
(Elmer is an example)

Brisbane

a. The topography and narrowness is often the limiting factor along with political
difficulty to remove parking

Colma

-

Daly City

a. Limited ROW and narrow sidewalks (4.5 feet) recently updated standards so
minimum is 5.5ft
b. A few exceptions but generally result of difficulty finding space, or steep terrain
but for the most part sidewalks everywhere

East Palo Alto

a. Curb roll ups
b. Most of the requests I get are sidewalk requests
i. ‘We don’t want bike lanes we want sidewalks’
ii. A lot of streets don’t have any infrastructure so it is more than just putting in a
sidewalk, it involves sewer etc. not as simple

Foster City

a. Not an issue in Foster City

Half Moon Bay

a. Have two sets of folks – Poplar Completes Street plan people were opposed to
sidewalks and were ok with meandering path but other people near downtown
wanted dedicated sidewalks.
b. Incomplete Streets – developments that didn’t improve the street, sidewalk,
gutter improvements.
c. Funding is an issue – limited funding for sidewalk gap improvements.

Millbrae

a. Don’t have a lot of complaints about rolled curbs
b. But do want to eliminate all the rolled curbs so that cars don’t park into the
sidewalk
i. Definitely need to do their outreach but expect that people will be receptive
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Jurisdiction

Response

Pacifica

a. Rolled curbs has always been an issue, people coming up onto sidewalks
i. Neighborhoods where this is an issue marked on the map
ii. More complaints, hear that want road paved and feel safe so they don’t get hit
iii. DGI sidewalks allowed in those areas to keep with the aesthetic
b. Unimproved roads
i. County roll over roads that don’t have any sidewalks
c. Orange Avenue
i. Two way to one way so that people could park off the sidewalks

Redwood City

a. Lighting and sight lines

San Mateo

a. Have the sidewalks but the city is still very vehicular focused/prioritized so it
doesn’t necessary feel great
i. Neighborhoods feel good but crossings and connections don’t feel good

South San
Francisco

a. Areas of the county that in long term we’d like to annex, if that’s the case how
would we get the infrastructure before they accept themb. E 101
i. 30% of street network in E 101 area doesn’t have sidewalk and some industrial
areas W 101
ii. Historically just used for trucking so challenging as they transition to more
campus feeliii. Primarily thinking of sidewalk1. Lot of paths/sidewalks that just
STOP2. Mostly just been doing renegotiating development plans/master plans as
they come through

Woodside

San Mateo County

a. Not a lot of sidewalks in rural areas, sidewalks requested mostly near schools
b. Not a lot of alternative treatment use – they do use base rock for areas without
sidewalks so cars can park and people can walk on it
c. Rural areas have very few sidewalks or walkway areas. Some Residents want
to keep the rural appearance of their roads and don’t want to have the urban
appearance which includes sidewalks.
d. We have need for ped access near schools, post office, and commercial areas.
We work with the developers and public as needed to improve facilities as new
developments are built in the adjoining lots. We rely heavily on Safe Routes to
School outreach and reports to evaluate the feasibility of introducing sidewalks or
walkways to these communities.

Where are the most difficult pedestrian crossings? e.g. freeway interchanges and major
intersections

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

a. Priority intersections – see countywide issues #1
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Jurisdiction

Response

Brisbane

a. Bayshore to access the Park N Ride lot at Old Country Rd – kids and elderly feel
uncomfortable
b. Downtown on Visitation Ave – residents have requested stop signs to help
crossing the street but many may not warrant it

Colma

-

Daly City

a. Crossing 280 is not pleasant and breaks the city up, Lot of on ramp/off ramps
that are a barrier

East Palo Alto

a. University - Lots of traffic and pedestrian activity

Foster City

a. Same as bikes – Fashion Island Blvd, Hillsdale, and Levee to Belmont
b. Connection to Redwood Shores at the extension of Edgewater Blvd is a potential
project – would be private development funded if water needs had to connect to
Redwood Shores water facility

Half Moon Bay

-

Millbrae

a. ECR
b. Millbrae Ave - Highly used Bart and Caltrain station
c. Crossing 101 - Don’t hear as much about it because people using it don’t live
here (hotels)
d. ECR
e. Magnolia and Millbrae - Turn pockets at all intersections but only have left turn
arrow on Millbrae Ave not Magnolia; Traveling magnolia and make left on Millbrae,
may not notice people walking/crossing, So looking to update the signal to add a
left turn around, submitted to CCAG for signal improvements
f. Larkspur and Skyline - Coming up larkspur and doesn’t connect o skyline for
what ever reason and it’s pretty far to connect to the sidewalk on the other side and
that’s one area they’d like to close that gap
g. Near San Bruno, Park Boulevard - Traffic calming study had a lot of complaints
that it’s pretty wide - Putting in a traffic circle
h. Categorize into three tiers (maybe 4) for traffic calming projects: 1 = signage, 2
= bulb outs, Do a striping first to stripe out the location and see how well it works
and how well it’s being accepted and then upgrade it during a street project etc.

Pacifica

a. Highway 1, (page 86 of plan)
b. School project
c. County Park
d. Crossing on Highway 1 with West Port where there’s no signal - Where two bus
stops are there an uncontrolled crossing, People still don’t feel safe using under
crossing because lighting etc.

Redwood City

a. ECR and Woodside Rd Intersections
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Jurisdiction

Response

San Mateo

a. ECR
c. Crosswalk outside of City Hall
d. Not many crossings on 20th - Senior center etc.
e. Hillsdale Abbot and Laurel elementary schools all in the same area - Alameda
and 36th – doesn’t feel safe
f. Alameda and 26th doesn’t feel safe but hopefully bike improvements will help
with ped safety too
g. Alameda and Barneson as well doesn’t feel too safe
h. Downtown try to focus on ped activity, Accessing Caltrain station is pretty good,
Hillsdale is the same access across ECR that doesn’t feel good
i. Northern side of 28th across ECR struggling to get a crossing with Caltrans
j. Pedestrian access from W to new Hillsdale station the ped access is lacking
k. Hayward Park area is industrial
l. CCAG gave TDA article 3 for TOD access study

South San
Francisco

a. Coded every intersection using LTS and collision history
b. Getting from downtown to the Caltrain station is horrible, but all of that’s getting
fixed with new Caltrain station
c. E 101 and Oyster Point - Horrible for the cyclists in particular as you try and
navigate on and off ramps

Woodside

a. 84
b. Sand Hill (which is county)
c. E woodside is v suburban - Green bike lanes fit in, but in W woodside that
wouldn’t really be possible
d. Kings Mtn Rd - Provide more separation and if the county could continue it,
Class 2 bike lane the legal limit is not met, Will pave next year and add a little
pavement so that the bike lane hits the minimum
e. Will look at adding more crosswalks too
f. What about regional routes? Happy to take advice on how to improve those

San Mateo
County

a. Harbor/Elmer St, Belmont Area
b. Alameda de las Pulgas at Harding Ave, Emerald Lake Hills Area
c. Alameda de las Pulgas at Woodside High School, Sequsoia Tract Area
d. Santa Cruz Avenue at Palo Alto Way, West Menlo Area
e. Middlefield Rd, North Fair Oaks
f. La Honda Road Hwy 84 – ped crossing at Entrada Way – school crossing
g. Loma Mar and Pescadero Creek Rd, Business District
h. Highway 1 – There is a Highway 1 Mobility group in the Planning Department in
the County.
i. Colman/Ringwood – lots of old growth Oak Trees that would need to be removed
to add sidewalks.
j. Camino al Lago – Atherton is one side and the County is the other, the County
side has no sidewalks
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Where are the most challenging locations to address pedestrian safety and access issues?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

a. In the hilly areas of town the ROW/streets are so narrow that people have to walk in
the streets – Cipriani corridor is an example

Brisbane

a. SamTrans stops could be improved to attract pedestrians if improved, bus stops
could be better located at intersections to decrease the number of people running
across the Bayshore
b. Caltrain station is often too far to be able to walk, a commute shuttle isn’t always
available. This is a problem for people traveling south that don’t want to back track on
commute shuttle that goes to Balboa Park
c. Sidewalk gaps from the Bayshore trailer park to the center of the city is needed,
new development may install it
d. Streets in residential areas often don’t have sidewalks and are too narrow to
accommodate sidewalks much of the time. Cars parked often block ped access and
create visibility issues – City has considered the possibility of one-ways to be able to
add space internally with the Complete Streets Committee.
e. On North Hill Drive there are limited sidewalks
f. Valley Drive also only has sidewalks on one side – road diet was assessed
previously and will eventually apply for a grant for a Complete Streets study
g. Access to neighboring jurisdictions lack sidewalks

Colma

-

Daly City

a.Access to schools - Schools are on the HIN for a large part, A lot of schools are
right at an arterial or collector, a lot of which are Caltrans facilities

East Palo Alto

a. University - 2 lanes each direction in EPA + left turn pockets as you approach, ~80
feet (including center median island)

Foster City

a. Fashion Island Blvd, Hillsdale, and Levee to Belmont
b. Bike, Ped, SRTS Plan identified school-related improvements but they are
unfunded

Half Moon Bay

a. Kelly Ave – conflicting modes of transportation and very busy (Table 4-2 in BPMP
shows it at the top of priorities)
b. Hwy 92 – Would like help with the County especially near Ox Mountain

Millbrae

See Q7

Pacifica

Redwood City
San Mateo

a. Shared use coastal trail
b. Geographic inequality is an issue - Funding sources and where it’s going in the
county (always on the Bayside), we don't get a lot of funding, want more safe
connections to the beach to promote physical activity; Have limited staff capacity
since a small staff so they only have so much they can go after
a. ECR and Woodside Rd Intersections
a. Would like to do more SRTS but funding issuesb. Hillsdale is one recently heard
about for ped safety for schools, were siting speeds
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Jurisdiction

Response

South San
Francisco

a. ECR
b. US 101
c. 280
d. Bay Trail connections
e. Centennial Trail
f. Neighborhood traffic calming
g. Neighborhood walking around is being impacted - that was the most common thing
that came up during outreach – biggest concern, cut-through traffic

Woodside

San Mateo
County

a. General trend will be building more paths
a. See Q7, the corridors generally match the intersection
b. Coleman Avenue and Ringwood Avenue in Menlo Oaks Area – schools want
sidewalks, residents want to keep rural appearance on their streets
c. Camino a Lago – West Menlo Park Area - schools want sidewalks, residents want
to keep rural appearance on their streets
d. Highway 1 crossings
e. Colma BART
f. ECR

Do you have any other bike/ped Complete Streets projects underway?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

a. Ralston – multiple phases under construction or in design
b. Alameda corridor – 35% design coming soon

Brisbane

a. Complete Streets Committee is assessing access to schools to make crossings
safer and check obstacles on sidewalks
b. Crocker Pathway

Colma

-

Daly City

a. Not now

East Palo Alto

a. Addison Ave
b. Clarke was recently completed to provide access to the bridge
c. Have a few in the capital program - they're future projects and we still need to
secure funding; University Ave is in capital program as a future vision as a
complete street, Bay Road is similar; Portion of Bay Road university to Clark
(phase 1) was done a handful of years ago and that is the vision, trying to
continue it out

Foster City

a. Complete Streets policy incorporated into the General Plan
b. No other active projects, some signal installations
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Jurisdiction

Response

Half Moon Bay

a. East Side Parallel Trail segments from Spindrift to Main – Goal is to have trail
on both sides
b. Circulation element does have Complete Streets policy to require improvements
from applicants
c. California Coastal Trail – currently being studied, include in Plan
d. Ohlone Portola Trail – Part of Coastal Trail, include in Plan
e. Class IV Main Street Bridge to Hwy 1 on Main St (no current project south of
the bridge, the Bike/Ped Plan does identify a facility over Purrisma with a new
bridge.
f. South Main Intersection crossing improvements – Summer 2020
g. Poplar

Millbrae

Traffic calming projects - Looking at all local neighborhoods where problems are1.
Some places its rolled curbs where blocking sidewalks2. Have some solutions on
where to eliminate parking on one side, restripe and make the length wide enough
so that can park next to the curb3. Public is concerned about parking so needed to
do more outreach to learn what the neighborhood wants and then go from thereb.
City Council was concerned about pedestrian lighting; Some of neighborhoods
don’t even have continuous sidewalks; A lot of people walk dogs at night so are
walking in street which is unsafec. Broadway paving project so upgrading ADA
curb ramps and parking spotsd. Water project on Broadway downtown and
repaving project and planting a lot of trees so will be redoing sidewalks thene.
Larkspur is OBAG

Pacifica

a. Cabrillo school pedestrian crossing has a stormwater component to it
b. Palmetto phase two has some Complete Streets aspects

Redwood City

Vera Bike Boulevard, Chestnut Cycle Track, Middlefield cycle track

San Mateo

28th and N San Mateo Drive

South San
Francisco

a. GBI project is biggest one
b. Centennial way and civic campus will (gap connecting San Bruno bart and SSF
Bart) - Class I crossing, would be great if it could continue the connection to
Millbrae (as a regional connection)

Woodside

-

San Mateo County

Middlefield

Do you install traffic calming devices? If so, what types of treatments have been successful?
Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

In the process of updating the 2009 traffic calming program; Process – Once a
request comes in to the Parking, Traffic, and Safety Committee, the city does a
field survey with speed survey or counts. If speed humps, the entire block
needs to sign off on it, and then outreach meetings. Pilot installations for six
months can happen. Projects have to be approved by City Council.
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Jurisdiction
Brisbane
Colma

Daly City

East Palo Alto

Foster City

Half Moon Bay

Millbrae

Pacifica

Redwood City

San Mateo

Response
No adopted Traffic Calming Program currently, they like San Francisco’s model
– Informal process; Do not install speed humps on streets with over 5% grade,
many streets in the City; Experimenting with polymer rumble strips to alert
drivers
Don’t have a traffic calming program but there is a supporting action that’s
mentioned in the bike plan; A lot of traffic calming is complaint driven; With lack
of formal program it is hard to come up with the best solution in specific areas;
Get a lot of complaints/suggestions for speed reduction etc. from residents,
Trying to come up with scenarios where it would be applicable - Talking more
with fire and police folks about that; sneak in traffic calming by By narrowing
travel lanes Making the lanes 10.5 with a resurfacing efforts; One of the stated
goals of vision zero plan is slow down traffic; Doing a lot of tree planting along
roads (to slow down traffic)
Continuing theme on Bay Road with bulb outs and RRFBS, so they raise a lot
of attention to vehicles; RRFBS are successful; When we have issues of
speeding we try to approach it with the toolbox we have - Rather than physical
improvements they start with signage, striping Then if it comes down to RRFBS
or speed humps those are what they do; Currently not a formal program but
trying to adopt one; Mobility study goal is to have a policy adopted to address
traffic related complaints
Some median islands to channelize vehicles; No formal traffic calming program,
they will do targeted enforcement with speed trailers
In the process of creating one, it is controversial in HMB. Conflicting
requirements from residents, fire, police. Traffic Safety meeting that meets once
a month is where they bring complaints to. Mostly speed radar feedbacks are
used. Curb extensions seem to work
Early stages of traffic calming study, Did some tier 1 signs and curbing near
schools (meadows elementary), Had a lot of complaints around school pick up
drop off so did some signage for 15 MPH signage zone and additional red
curbing, Parked cars blocked vision and kids are shorter so the sight lines were
blocked So limited parking at those locations to improve sight lines; Complaint
driven approach; also looked at crosswalk visibility projects
Palmetto, use bulb outs; Speed feedback signs where people let us put them
in; Countywide standard for speed bumps or a standard detail so all the
contractors would know that details, would get buy off from all of the fire etc.
Council has said they don’t want speed bumps until that’s sorted out - Instead
do choke points and signs
Office traffic calming guidelines and there is scoring system to evaluate priority
corridors – Installs speed humps, stop signs, raised crosswalks, traffic circle,
median, signage
Each neighborhood decides their top 20 locations and best action is chosen
based on conditions; Have neighborhood schools and magnet schools (so
people are typically driving there) and kids in the neighborhood are getting
bussed elsewhere; Around Barneson some delineators and paint for bulb outs
which has been helpful; Speed is usually the concern in terms of crossing the
street, pedestrian ROW and people stopping at stop signs; No comprehensive
discussions about speed reduction at the City
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Jurisdiction

Response

South San Francisco

We do it based on listening to community outreach and hire a consultant and
then include it in a pavement management plan; we go to the neighborhood that
complains the most; Developed a program through one of the consultants
(what triggers/allows it, and what you would implement etc.)but it doesn't
actually get used, City would love to have that plan/program but haven’t
adopted it because they realize that the political side won’t work

Woodside

San Mateo County

Depends
a. Formal traffic calming program – primarily for speed humps, speeds need to
be over 32 mph and volume of 500 vpd; Speed humps, radars, speed
enforcement, speed dips
b. Yes. Speed humps, dips, radar feedback signs, ped yield signs, vegetation
trimming, speed enforcement
c. It takes various approaches to slow traffic. Speed humps are the most
successful for a particular street, but traffic moves to another street creating a
speeding issue there
d. Note that we have a fairly restrictive traffic calming implementation policy that
the Office of Sustainability would like to see revised

Do you coordinate with your repaving program to make bike and pedestrian improvements?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

Yes, opportunistically

Brisbane

Yes, they are the same people who create the repaving program

Colma

Yes but could do better; Have delayed or sped up projects due to upcoming bike
lanes etc.
Yes, Paving program is getting kicked off in 2019 after a few years and now
doing it annually. Follow the bike plan to see if any streets they are going to be
paving and then anything with a bike path will be striped, Striped Dauphnee
using that; ADA ramps and bike lanes are both looked at

Daly City

East Palo Alto

Foster City

Yes, recently added sharrows for Class III and upgrades of Class II to include
buffers and/or green paint for conflicts zone

Half Moon Bay

Yes, upcoming repaving of Main St will include the Class IV facility that they
received funding for from BAAQMD

Millbrae

Yes, wherever we can

Pacifica

Yes, Now trying to do slurries and rehab every year, Not doing full lengths of
bike segments, segmenting them out into a network that’s useable; Trying to link
up road diets with slurry seals and rehab

Redwood City

Yes

San Mateo

Yes, Priority projects for paving drive what bike projects that get put in rather
than the other way around - That means we’ve implemented the lower priority
projects; Made a lot of headway in being involved in the design meetings etc.
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Jurisdiction

Response

South San Francisco

Payment management plan helps prioritize which streets to tackle, Opportunistic
approach, Have a lot of utilities going in and tearing up the road so it would be
great to combine; Looking at Daly City (broke up their city into 7 zones and then
slurry one zone each year) that type of organization helps with coordination

Woodside

Yes
Always. Existing pavement management system gets looked at first for
maintenance and then they evaluate additional benefits like bike/ped facilities
that can be added

San Mateo County

Are you interested in micro mobility policies? If yes, are there any barriers that you’ve had in
implementing policies/projects?

Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

Not currently a priority because as a small residential community it may be more
applicable on the major corridors

Brisbane

Yes, interested but have not looked at anything at a City policy level. Would be
interested in countywide policy statement (people requested bike share program
between central Brisbane and Caltrain)

Colma

-

Daly City

E-bikes/scooters touched on earlier
Barriers on local, political, community?
Haven’t heard much noise about that
Definitely some concerns if some of the programs come in, around the common
issues (Access and Who takes care of them/picks them up if left etc.)
Public outreach general from plan there was comments on obstruction, need to
follow the rules (bicyclists included)

East Palo Alto

Not that they know of, but there is a lot of big commercial development coming
into the city (Amazon, Facebook, Bay Road major commercial development
project), Especially with more downtown feel and then it could gain some traction
but not there yet; Interested in exploring and understanding

Foster City

Lime tested in Foster City but then left, leaving many of the bikes behind; In
favor of C/CAG adopting a countywide statement

Half Moon Bay

Bike shop in town does bike rentals, the Ritz Carlton also provides bikes for use;
No real push for it in HMB, they would be supportive of C/CAG taking the lead
for uniformity in the county

Millbrae

Yes and no, Almost got into contract with Lime bike, Reluctant based on people
leaving them everywhere, Would be very useful because they have the Bart
station but need to think about where they put the bikes/scooters, Find a location
to develop a better program
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Jurisdiction

Response

Pacifica

Haven’t really got that far in terms of thinking about policy;
Regional framework would be really helpful

Redwood City

Yes, staff time. Currently working on an ordinance, updating the municipal code
to include scooters and to allow kids under 12 to ride bikes on sidewalks.
Preparing permit process.
Peninsula scooter/e-bike check-in call coordinated by Caltrans

San Mateo

E-scooters are banned currently (commercial); Have shard mobility permit
program that was approved by city council; Need permit to operateIssued one
permit for bike share but none for e-scootersInterested in a countywide policy.
When doing research on how to create policy, everyone has different regulations
so it makes it difficult for operators/vendors; Met with Burlingame and Foster City
to see what they’re doing; Might need to go back to CC and say hey folks aren’t
really doing bikes anymore, scooters are where it's at

South San
Francisco

Did dockless bikes for a while, One went out of business and Lime switched
models, City isn’t interested in scooters based on the perceptions, Lots of
businesses and high school kids using it
Companies weren’t doing their part; Would encourage the city to do it Thinking
with some political turnover it could be useful; Would love guidance What are the
various policies?? Sidewalk? Where do they belong etc.; Countywide guidance
would be great because companies are having issues with small markets and it
would be one giant region and we all had consistent rules then the public would
have consistent messaging; We love to have the cover to do stuff, when we as a
city are trying to invent a policy all eyes are on us

Woodside

No, community is pretty spread out so most people drive, also very hilly terrain,
no transit center besides the park and ride; Shifting in priorities to bike/ped but
not necessarily alternative mobility

San Mateo County

Interested in general guidance and policies
We have had bike share in the county but it was not sustainable. Issues we
have heard about from other jurisdictions included the removal of scooters and
bikes left on the sidewalks, stolen, or left in ditches for maintenance crews to
retrieve.

Are there any grants you are applying for or expect to be applying for? If so, what stage are you at
in your application?
Jurisdiction

Response

Belmont

No major projects currently planned to be applied for; Ralston Segment 3 is a
federal grant from OBAG, Segment 1 and 2 are San Mateo County bike/ped
grants

Brisbane
Colma

HSIP grant received for Guadalupe; TDA Article 3; Bike/Ped SMCTA grants;
OBAG – Potential interest to apply for lighting along Crocker Trail
-
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Jurisdiction

Daly City

East Palo Alto

Foster City
Half Moon Bay

Millbrae

Pacifica
Redwood City
San Mateo

Response
Apply for as much as we can, been pretty successful so far; can be challenging to
find capacity to implement grants; Hoping that some of the studies etc. will position
them well for some of the grants
Would be helpful for other agencies to make things a little easier – Caltrans/Bart
not necessarily seeing themselves as a partner rather than just another part of the
bureaucracy; try to collaborate as much as possible, but need more support from
the top
ASIC Affordable Housing grant, $5 is transportation, applying again now; Addison
Ave project and some sidewalk improvements adjacent to schools; get grant
funding pretty easily because disadvantaged community; Have a lot of money
coming into the city and a lot of opportunity so just trying to keep up; Clark Ave
was ATP funded ($10mil); ATP Cycle 5; Do hire consultants so would definitely
use CCAG grant writing assistance program
No current bike/ped grants – Council is frustrated that they don’t qualify well for
grants; Managing the grant is also a big difficulty in addition to applying for the
grant
TDA Article 3 grant to extend north side trail; ATP grant ; Received OBAG 2 grant
for Poplar
Would be really interested in traffic calming projects which would really help the
community in terms of safety;
Affordable Housing AASC grant but it won’t happen until around year 3 from them;
Bart got 3 mil and Millbrae got 3 mil to improve connectivity around Bart station,
Bike routes, pavement repair, ped upgrades
, Half of it goes to connectivity Bay Trail, Could provide some implementation or
design/planning for pay trail but haven’t figured out exactly how that will work, All
together – planning, design and construction
; Trail grant, Rec director took lead to apply for three different grants, Land water
conservation fund, Trail development fund, One for the upper spur trail (upper
section) it is shown as existing bike facility on map but it’s only a dirt trail so
wanted to get money to turn it into a class 1 but it only goes one way, and we want
it to go both ways and full connectivity; Facility on the lower spur trail, adding a
fitness center; Bridge for the spur trail, TDA article 3 grant is supposed to fund
that bridge but it wont be enough so had to detour it to go around it, would like to
reconstruct the bridge Bridge over the creek;
No sidewalks on Millbrae from Ashton up, No sidewalk the whole way and cars go
down pretty fast and the road is curvy so sight lines are great
TDA 3; ATP Cycle 5; Measure A M W, Transportation funds for green air; bay area
air quality; OBAG; TDA
Hopkins and Roosevelt traffic calming projects, hope to get funded through
Measure A&W
Will apply for grants once this plan is adopted; Going to go for some Cycle 5, quick
build; Sustainable communities grant

South San
Francisco

Cycle 5?; We can't afford the grants we have, but these types of planning efforts
help us prepare for grants

Woodside

Population based and Competitive grants; ATP and OBAG
AHSC – Burlingame, 5th Ave; Local Road Safety Plan – Just received a grant for
FY 2020-2021; ATP Grant – Looking to pull into a larger Safe Routes to School
OBAG grant – One Bay Area Grant federal funding in process for construction in
2021
BAAQMD grant
Clean Mobility Options grant

San Mateo County
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CHAPTER 1: COUNTYWIDE
DEMOGRAPHICS AND TRAVEL
TRENDS
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INTRODUCTION
This Existing Conditions Report is part of the City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County
(C/CAG) Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (CBPP) update. The updated CBPP will set new goals,
assess existing conditions and changes since the last plan, and identify opportunities to improve mobility options for
people walking and bicycling. This Existing Conditions Report provides an understanding of who is already walking
and bicycling in San Mateo County and how existing infrastructure supports active transportation options across the
county for people walking, biking, or using other forms of active transportation. This report will support the next
phase of the CBPP development, including the identification of the pedestrian focus areas and creation of the
countywide bicycle backbone network.

CONTEXT AND CITIES
Located in the center of the San Francisco Bay Area just south of San Francisco County, San Mateo County is
uniquely situated between the Pacific Ocean and San Francisco Bay. The county encompasses a total land area of
approximately 455 square miles. Several major interstate routes and state highways run through it, including I-280,
U.S. Route 101, CA-1, CA-35, and CA-82 (El Camino Real) which run north-south, and CA-84 and CA-92
(including the San Mateo Bridge) running east-west. Other major highways include I-380, CA-9, CA-109, and CA114.
The county’s growing population and economy, and varying landscapes of redwood forests, rolling hills, farmland,
tidal marshes, beaches, along with its mild climate, make it an ideal place for walking and bicycling. There are also
numerous regional recreation areas in San Mateo County, including the San Bruno Mountain State & County Park,
Crystal Springs Reservoir, the Santa Cruz Mountains, several forest and marine protection areas, the ocean
beaches, and many well-used trails.
San Mateo County has a variety of transit options for local and regional travel, including rail options like BART and
Caltrain along with an extensive bus and shuttle system operated largely by SamTrans. These transit operations
have hubs throughout the county – if coupled with improved walking and bicycling connections, the existing
transportation network will provide a solid foundation for increasing the active transportation mode share.
There are 20 incorporated cities and towns within San Mateo County, most of which are located along state
highways (see Figure 2). The United States Census American Community Survey (2014-2018, five-year estimates)
estimates that San Mateo County has a population of 769,545, an increase of seven percent from 2010. The
largest city in the county is Daly City, which has a population of approximately 106,638. Other cities in the county
range in population from 1,450 in Colma to 104,035 in San Mateo County. 1 The population of the county is also
very racially and ethnically diverse, with 62 percent of the population identifying as a person of color.1
Figure 1. San Mateo County Facts

20
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91
Recreation trails

455
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60
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3
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People
1

US Census American Community Survey, 2018
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Figure 2. San Mateo County Jurisdictions and Populations (2014-2018)

Local Jurisdictions of San Mateo County
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PLANNING CONTEXT
OVERVIEW
There are several state and regional plans that support and provide important context for active transportation
planning in San Mateo County. Caltrans’ Toward an Active California (2017), is California’s first statewide active
transportation plan and presents policies and actions to help Caltrans and its partner agencies achieve the goal of
doubling walking and bicycling trips by 2020. Caltrans’ District Four Bike Plan (2018) and the forthcoming
Pedestrian Plan provide an assessment of bicycle and pedestrian needs and identifies specific projects along the
State Transportation Network in District Four which includes many roadways that serve countywide needs in San
Mateo County. Overall, the policy frameworks for California, C/CAG, and local jurisdictions strongly support active
transportation. These plans include policies to support the construction of active transportation facilities, integrate
Complete Streets principles, Americans with Disabilities Act accountability, roadway safety improvements, and in
some cases, traffic calming programs.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Table 1 presents a summary of the bicycle and pedestrian plans in each jurisdiction in San Mateo County. Some
jurisdictions do not have bicycle- or pedestrian-specific plans, however, all of the jurisdictions have general plans
that provide support for active transportation. Below are examples of local and county bicycle and pedestrian
policies.
City of Belmont General Plan (2017)
•

Make Complete Streets practices a part of Belmont’s planning, design, and operation of its circulation
network, acknowledging that a flexible and context-sensitive approach to design will result in each roadway
serving most users and the roadway network as a whole serving all users.

City of East Palo Alto General Plan (2017)
•

Implement traffic-calming and traffic-slowing measures on roads and at intersections with a high level of
existing or planned pedestrian and non-motorized vehicle activity and/or collisions.

During interviews with local jurisdiction staff, Toole Design determined that several jurisdictions have ADA transition
plans. ADA transition plans typically include a public involvement process, an evaluation of pedestrian facilities in
the public right of way to determine facility compliance with ADA guidelines, and an implementation strategy to
inform the public which facilities will be upgraded and when. Belmont, Daly City, Half Moon Bay, Millbrae, Pacifica,
and Redwood City have formal ADA transition plans; San Mateo is the process of developing a plan, and Foster
City doesn’t have a plan but systematically addresses issues near schools and civic centers.

APPLICATION
The goals and policies reviewed as part of this plan will provide the baseline for future program and policy
recommendations and the updated policy framework.
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Table 1. Jurisdiction Active Transportation Plan Summary

Jurisdiction

General Plan

San Mateo County

Bicycle
Plan

Pedestrian
Plan

X

Active
Transportation
Plan

ADA
Transition
Plan

X

Unincorporated San
Mateo County

X**

Atherton

X

X

Belmont

X

X

Brisbane

X

X

Burlingame

X

X**

Colma

X

Daly City

X

East Palo Alto

X

Foster City

X

Half Moon Bay

X

Hillsborough

X

Menlo Park

X

Millbrae

X

X

Pacifica

X

X

Portola Valley

X

Redwood City

X

X*

San Bruno

X

X

San Carlos

X

X**

San Mateo

X

X

X

South San Francisco

X

X

X

Woodside

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

*Transportation plan for all modes
** In Progress
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X

X**

ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
DEMOGRAPHICS
OVERVIEW
There are a variety of data sources that can be used to better understand the size and characteristics of the
population who use, or are more likely to use, active transportation options in San Mateo County. These datasets
can also highlight the share of the population who may be most dependent on active transportation and would
derive the greatest benefit from improved access to additional mobility options or network safety improvements.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
According to the most recent data from the U.S. Census’ American Community Survey (2014-2018, five-year
estimates), a substantial share of the population in San Mateo County may be dependent on, or interested in,
active transportation.
•
•
•
•

36 percent of the population is under 18 or over 65 and may be unable to drive or feel less comfortable
driving.
7 percent of the population lives below the federal poverty level and may not be able to afford or regularly
maintain access to a vehicle or transit pass.
29 percent of households own only one car and 5 percent of households do not own a car at all.
15 percent of the population ages 16 or older are already walking, bicycling, or riding public transit to work.

Figure 3 presents a demographic summary of the people who are already walking, bicycling, and riding public
transit to work in San Mateo County.
Race/Ethnicity: Compared to the distribution of the total commuter population by race/ethnicity, white (alone)
populations are overrepresented among bicyclists, Asian populations are overrepresented among transit riders, and
people of Hispanic or Latin descent are overrepresented among pedestrians. The term ‘alone’ indicates that a
person only declared one race or ethnicity in the American Community survey. For example, white (alone) indicates
that a person is white and not white and of Hispanic or Latinx descent.
Gender: Men and women are proportionately represented among pedestrians. Women are slightly
overrepresented among transit riders. Men are significantly overrepresented among people who bike. This trend is
true in many communities across the nation and may indicate that existing bikeways are uncomfortable for riders
due to a lack of physical separation from motor vehicle traffic.
Age: A disproportionately high share of young adults (age 16-24) walk or bike to work. People age 45 and older are
slightly underrepresented among active transportation users.
Income: The income distributions are relatively similar among people who bike or ride transit to work, compared to
the overall commuting population. Among people who walk, a much smaller share of people has an annual
household income over $75,000 and a much larger share earn less than $25,000, compared to the general
commuting population.

APPLICATION
The information presented in this section is for informational purposes only. It is presented only to indicate that it is
useful to think about the different populations who may use, or want to use, active transportation. This specific data
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will not be used again in this planning effort, but it can be used to evaluate future public involvement efforts to
determine whether different demographic groups have been engaged in the planning process.

Figure 3. Active Transportation Demographic Profile
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DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES &
COMMUNITIES OF CONCERN
OVERVIEW
This section highlights areas in San Mateo County that have been identified as disadvantaged communities using
the California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment’s CalEnviroScreen 3.0 tool and the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission’s (MTC) Communities of Concern. The CalEnviroScreen tool uses socioeconomic and
environmental health data to map disadvantaged areas. Specifically, it uses pollution exposure, environmental
impact, sensitive population, and socioeconomic indicators to produce an overall score for every census tract in
California and compares the results as percentiles across all of California. Communities within the top 25th
percentile statewide are considered disadvantaged communities. MTC’s approach also uses a set of thresholds
and demographic and socioeconomic data from the Census to categorize census tracts into tiers to show varying
levels of concentration of different factors. These communities can be viewed in three tiers, highest, higher, and
high. MTC’s approach was developed as part of Plan Bay Area 2040; details about the methodology can be viewed
here.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Only a few locations within San Mateo County fall within the highest 25th percentile statewide for CalEnviroScreen
(see Figure 4). This is likely because the CalEnviroScreen methodology compares conditions in San Mateo County
to those across the state and does not account for cost of living differences such as increased housing and
transportation costs like those experienced by San Mateo County residents. The disadvantaged communities
identified by the CalEnviroscreen methodology in San Mateo County are located in South San Francisco, East Palo
Alto, northern Menlo Park, and North Fair Oaks. Among the MTC’s Communities of Concern, there is one
community that falls within the “highest” level and it is in Redwood City. Several locations in the county fall within
the “higher” category, these are located in:
•
•
•

Redwood City,
North Fair Oaks,
East Palo Alto,

•
•
•

Northern Menlo Park,
Daly City, and
Downtown San Mateo.

Discussions with local agency staff and members of the Technical Advisory Group highlighted the fact that local
agencies do not have a consistent methodology to incorporate equity into their projects because the statewide
methodology is not relevant at the local scale. Due to the small number of statewide equity focus areas in San
Mateo County, the Plan Development Team developed an additional methodology for identifying equity focus areas
that will be more applicable to jurisdictions in San Mateo County.

APPLICATION
The statewide criteria can be used for selecting projects that may be well suited for competitive grant applications
based on the criteria from the Caltrans Active Transportation Planning (ATP) Grant Program statewide
competition 2. The MTC Communities of Concern are used to at the regional level to compete for funding from
programs like Caltrans ATP Grant Program regional allocations or the MTC One Bay Area Grants.

2

catc.ca.gov/-/media/ctc-media/documents/programs/atp/workshops/cycle-5/2020325-adopted-2021-atp-guidelines-a11y.pdf
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Figure 4. San Mateo County Disadvantaged Communities and Communities of Concern
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SAN MATEO COUNTY EQUITY FOCUS
AREAS
OVERVIEW
This section presents the San Mateo County equity focus areas methodology and results developed by the Plan
Development Team as part of the Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan Update. The San Mateo County
equity focus areas were identified using Census Block Group data for the three socio-economic indicators listed
below:
o

Median Household Income (Source: US Census)

o

Race – Block Groups where the population of people of color is greater than the countywide
average 3. (source: US Census)

o

Housing and Transportation Affordability Index – (source: https://htaindex.cnt.org/download/)

For each of the above metrics, the data was divided into percentiles (e.g., 20th percentile, 40th percentile) and the
values across all three variablse were combined into a composite list of percentiles. The Block Groups that fell into
the top 20th percentile were selected as equity focus areas. The three metrics received equal weight in the analysis.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Figure 5 shows the results of the equity focus area analysis developed specifically for this Plan. The equity focus
areas are primarily clustered throughout the urban communities in the northern end of the county and along the
San Francisco Bay. These clusters are located in:
•
•
•
•
•
•

South San Francisco,
Daly City,
Millbrae,
San Mateo,
East Palo Alto, and
North Fair Oaks.

There is also one Block Group which includes the small, rural communities south of Half Moon Bay and a small
community southwest of Pacifica.

APPLICATION
The San Mateo County criteria could be used to help identify additional areas within San Mateo County that C/CAG
can prioritize for different types of funding sources, including state and regional grant opportunities. This
methodology could also be used by local jurisdictions to help local staff prioritize locations for active transportation
improvements within their communities.

3

The exact percentage will be adjusted based on how the data is distributed.
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Figure 5. San Mateo County Equity Focus Areas
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GENERAL COUNTYWIDE TRAVEL
TRENDS
OVERVIEW
This section evaluates general and active transportation travel trends using data from the California Household
Travel Survey (2017). Data from the California Household Travel Survey (CHTS) was used instead of data from the
American Community Survey because CHTS data provides information on all trips, not just commute to work or
school trips like the American Community Survey. In an active transportation plan at the county scale, it is important
to examine different trip purposes and distances for all trips, not just commute trips because it can provide a more
realistic way to set and track mode shift goals. Note that the data presented in this section is based on a sample of
travelers in the county and should be evaluated further before being use for purposes beyond understanding broad
travel trends. Figure 6 presents a summary of travel trends in San Mateo County.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
TRIP PURPOSE
About 11 percent of all trips completed by survey respondents were commute trips to work. Trips for social or
recreational purposes make up 12 percent of trips, and 20 percent of trips were for shopping. An additional 57
percent of trips are completed for other purposes, such as non-shopping errands or trips categorized as “other” like
traveling to school, entertainment, or friends. Additional information about trips in the “other category” cannot be
determined due to data limitations, however, we do know that those trips originated at a person’s home.

T R I P D I S T AN C E S
Almost half (49 percent) of trips taken in San Mateo County by any mode of transportation are less than three miles
in length which is generally considered an easy bicycling distance. One-fifth of all trips (21 percent) are less than
one mile in length, which is considered a reasonable walking distance for most trip types. This indicates that almost
half of all trips made within San Mateo County have the potential to be converted to walking or biking trips under
the right conditions.

M O D E S H AR E
Although a majority of trips in San Mateo County are short distance and non-work-related, the preferred mode of
choice for all trip types is the car (87 percent). Transit, paratransit, and school bus trips represent nearly five
percent of trips, while walking and bicycling represent six percent and one percent of trips, respectively. Other
modes, including motorcycle and private shuttles represent less than one percent of trips. Note that data from the
American Community Survey (2018, one-year estimates) indicates that 1.6 percent of San Mateo County’s working
population bicycles, 2.3 percent walks, and 10.6 percent rides transit to work.

APPLICATION
The information presented in this section is for informational purposes only. While aggregated to the county level,
some of the mode share data is considered unreliable due to small sample sizes. This data is presented to
demonstrate that when developing active transportation programs and infrastructure improvements, it is important
to consider the types of trips that people take and the distances that they travel depending on their trip purpose or
travel mode. Although the specific statistics presented in this section will not be used in this planning process,
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future recommendations will consider the residents’ unique needs dictated by where and how they are planning to
travel.

Figure 6. General Travel Trends
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UPCOMING OR PLANNED BICYCLE
AND PEDESTRIAN PROJECTS
OVERVIEW
Local jurisdictions across San Mateo County have recently installed, or are planning to install, a variety of bicycle
and pedestrian projects. Some of these projects are the result of previous active transportation plans and others
are part of Complete Streets or Safe Routes to School projects. Many of these projects are funded by C/CAG,
Caltrans, grants, or local capital improvement programs. Figure 8 shows a map of the recent and planned (funded)
bicycle and pedestrian projects throughout San Mateo County. Note that the projects listed in this section may not
provide a comprehensive list of all upcoming or planned bicycle and pedestrian projects; additional bicycle and
pedestrian projects may be planned throughout the county.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Jurisdictions are implementing a selection of bicycle and pedestrian projects throughout the county. Projects
include crossings and corridor improvements. The majority of projects have been funded by C/CAG through TDA
Article 3 or Measure W and Measure A funding, however a significant number of projects have also been funded
through One Bay Area Grant.
A few projects include:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 7. Recently Completed Separated Bike
Lane and Intersection Improvements in East
Palo Alto.

Ralston Ave in Belmont (bicycle and pedestrian
improvements)
Addison Ave (pedestrian improvements) and Clarke Ave
(bicycle and pedestrian improvements) in East Palo Alto
Main Street Bridge to Highway 1 and the California
Coastal Trail in Half Moon Bay (bicycle and pedestrian
improvements)
Broadway Ave repaving in Millbrae (pedestrian
improvements)
Middlefield Rd in Redwood City (bicycle and pedestrian
improvements)
28th Ave in San Mateo (bicycle improvements)
Hoover School in Burlingame (bicycle and pedestrian
improvements)
Crocker Trail in Brisbane (Complete Streets)
El Camino High School in Colma (Complete Streets)
San Bruno Huntington Transit Corridor (Complete Streets)
Highway 101 and Holly Street Interchange in San Carlos (bicycle and pedestrian improvements)

APPLICATION
The recently installed or planned bicycle and pedestrian projects will be included in the existing conditions maps so
that project recommendations can take these soon-to-be installed projects into consideration. This will ensure that
the ultimately recommended projects identified in the CBPP Update build upon a comprehensive list of planned
projects and enhance those that will soon be underway.
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Figure 8. Upcoming and Planned Bicycle and Pedestrian Projects
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CHAPTER 2: COUNTYWIDE
BICYCLE NETWORK
OVERVIEW
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TYPES OF BIKEWAY FACILITIES
OVERVIEW
California has four primary bikeway classifications as defined by the California Manual of Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (CA MUTCD) Chapter 9 and shown in Figures 9 – 12. In general, facilities with a greater amount of
separation between motor vehicles and bicyclists (e.g., Class I and Class IV) are better suited for areas with larger
traffic volumes, higher vehicle speeds, and/or where anticipated riders are families or people who may not feel
comfortable riding in shared traffic lanes. Examples of these facilities are shown in
Figure 13.

Multi-Use Paths or Shared-Use Paths (Class I)
Multi-use paths and shared-use paths provide robust separation from motor
vehicles and are often located within fully separate rights-of-way. They are shared
with pedestrians. Interactions between bicyclists and vehicles are limited to roadway
crossings. Due to their separation from vehicle traffic, these facilities are typically
attractive to most bicyclists and are considered the least stressful type of facility to
Figure 9. Shared-Use Path
the average rider.

On-Street Bicycle Lanes (Class II)
On-street bike lanes are striped adjacent to vehicle travel lanes, delineated either by
a solid white line or by a larger hatched buffer space. The latter case is known as a
buffered bike lane. The relative comfort of bicycle lanes depends on adjacent motor
vehicle speeds and volumes, given the lanes’ lack of separation from traffic.

Bicycle Routes and Bicycle Boulevards (Class III)
On-street bike routes designate certain roadways as preferred bicycle roads. They
typically include wayfinding signage for bicyclists as well as additional signage to
increase driver awareness to the potential presence of bicyclists (e.g., Share the
Road signage). Since users often must share travel lanes with motor vehicle traffic,
bike routes can vary in comfort depending on traffic volume and vehicle speed.

Figure 10. Bicycle Lane

Bicycle boulevards are a specific type of bike route. They are often found on lowspeed, low-volume neighborhood streets with traffic calming enhancements and are
often used as parallel options when high-speed and high-volume roadways cannot
accommodate a designated space for cyclists. Rural bike routes are another type of
bike route, and usually feature wide shoulders, striping, and intermittent rumble
Figure 11. Bicycle Route or
strips to provide space for cyclists to ride on rural roads or highways.
Shared Lane
Rural bike routes are often not considered comfortable because cyclists ride
alongside vehicle traffic traveling at high speeds with little separation.

Separated Bicycle Lanes (Class IV)
Separated bike lanes (SBLs) are located on the roadway, adjacent to vehicular
traffic. However, SBLs provide more robust physical separation between bicyclists
and motor vehicles than Class II facilities. Separation always includes both vertical
separation (parked vehicles, raised concrete curbs, planters, bollards, etc.) and
horizontal separation (striped buffer, landscaped areas, etc.). SBLs are often
considered to be a more comfortable facility than traditional bike lanes or bike routes.
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Figure 12. Separated Bicycle
Lane

Figure 13. Examples of Different Types of Bikeways in Urban and Rural Areas
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EXISTING BICYCLE NETWORK
OVERVIEW
San Mateo County is home to many types of bikeways, ranging from on-street signed bike routes to off-street
shared-use paths. The variety of bikeway types reflects the many needs present in San Mateo County’s diverse
communities, which range from small municipalities like Colma and Pacifica to larger, more urban areas like Daly
City and San Mateo. For the Active Transportation Plan, the comfort level of existing bicycle facilities for the
“interested but concerned” cyclist will be analyzed to identify opportunities for network improvements.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
San Mateo County has a variety of bikeways already built. Of the existing bikeways, there are nearly 116 miles of
multi-use paths, 165 miles of bike lanes, 172 miles of bike routes, and nearly two miles of separated bikeways
(Table 2). The largest share of bikeways is Class III Bicycle Routes. These routes are often used to create
neighborhood or local street bikeways and do not provide separation between road users. San Mateo County has a
notable share of Class 1 Multi-use Paths – these are also great recreational riding facilities and, if well-maintained
and providing well-designed roadway crossings, are comfortable for people of all ages and abilities. The majority of
roadways in the county do not have any designated bikeways but cyclists are often still permitted to ride on them.
Many of the roads with bikeways are found in the larger urban areas where there are dense street networks (Figure
14). Refer to Appendix A for bikeway facility maps for each city in San Mateo County.
In general, the existing bicycle network within each incorporated jurisdiction serves some destinations and
residential areas, but not all. The city of San Mateo and Redwood City have the most designated bikeways, but the
networks are missing several key connections. There is very limited bicycle network connectivity between
incorporated areas. Where there is connectivity, it is primarily on bike routes and bike lanes on roadways that are
unlikely to be comfortable for people of all ages and abilities. There are no complete cross-county bikeways but
many agencies are working together to complete gaps in the San Francisco Bay Trail and Peninsula Bikeway.

APPLICATION
The existing bikeway data will be used throughout this report and the plan development process. Existing bikeways
will be evaluated based on land-use context and appropriateness for use by people of all ages and abilities using
roadway speed and traffic volume data or other proxy analyses such as level of traffic stress. The existing bicycle
network will also be examined to identify strategic locations for new bikeway recommendations that provide access
to key destinations, such as transit stops, employment centers, recreational areas, and schools.
Table 2. Bikeway Mileage by Classification

Bikeway Class

Mileage*

Share of Mileage*

Class I Multi-use Path

116

25%

Class II Bicycle Lane

157

34%

8

2%

172

38%

2

<1%

455

100%

Class IIb Buffered Bicycle Lane
Class III Bicycle Route
Class IV Separated Bicycle Lane
Total
*Mileages are rounded to the nearest whole number.
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Figure 14. Existing Bikeways by Classification
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EXISTING BICYCLE NETWORK
COMFORT
TYPES OF BICYCLISTS
OVERVIEW
When planning and designing bikeways, it is important to recognize that not all bicyclists feel comfortable on every
type of bikeway. An all-ages-and-abilities bicycle network is comprised of low-stress bikeways that are connected,
comfortable, and appealing to both new and experienced riders. The countywide bikeway network should include
bikeways suitable for all types of bicyclists.

FOUR TYPES OF BICYCLISTS
No two bicyclists are alike. National research indicates that bicyclists are better understood along a spectrum (see
Figure 15). 4 On one end of the spectrum are people who are comfortable riding with traffic in almost any condition.
These types of riders are considered “highly confident” bicyclists (e.g., adults who regularly commute by bicycle)
and are willing to ride on roads with little to no dedicated bicycle infrastructure. The largest segment of the
population is generally willing to ride a bicycle but does not feel comfortable sharing the lane with motor vehicles or
riding adjacent to high-speed and high-volume traffic (e.g., children, the elderly, and non-regular adult bicyclists).
These types of riders are known as the “interested but concerned,” and they prefer off-street bicycle facilities or
bicycling on low-speed, low-volume streets. This group has the largest potential to increase bicycle mode share if
facilities are designed to address their comfort, safety, and security but they may not bike at all if bicycle facilities do
not design facilities for their comfort needs.

Figure 15. Share of Population by Bicyclist Category for Typical U.S. Community4

Figure 16 shows the level of traffic stress (LTS) experienced by the “interested but concerned” rider on different
types of bicycle facilities from most comfortable (LTS 1) to least (LTS 4). LTS 1 scores indicate little or no traffic
stress, and facilities with this score are generally suitable for most of the population. LTS 2 scores mean the user
experiences some minimal traffic stress, but facilities are suitable for many less-confident bicyclists. LTS 3 scores
describe facilities with moderate traffic stress that are generally uncomfortable or unappealing for a large portion of
bicyclists but may be suitable for somewhat experienced or confident bicyclists. LTS 4 scores include facilities with
high traffic stress that are primarily only suitable for very confident bicyclists.

4

Dill, Jennifer and Nathan McNeil. Revisiting the Four Types of Cyclists: Findings from a National Survey. In Transportation Research Record:
Journal of the Transportation Research Board, Issue 2587, Washington, DC, 2016.
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*Dutch-style intersections provide physical separation between bicyclists and motor vehicles to protect bicyclists from motor vehicles going straight or
turning. The separation is typically provided using concrete islands, with one island placed at each corner of the intersection between the bike lane and the
motor vehicle travel lane.

Source: Toole Design

Figure 16. Level of Traffic Stress of Different Types of Bikeways

LEVEL OF TRAFFIC STRESS ANALYSIS
OVERVIEW
It is important to analyze the existing bicycle network’s level of comfort, as it can indicate how many people may
choose to ride a bike for commuting, errands, and recreational trips. Comfort is typically determined by the speed
and volume characteristics of vehicular traffic on segments within the network as well as the level of separation
provided by a bike facility between the bicyclist and adjacent vehicular traffic. A level of traffic stress (LTS) analysis
provides a rating for on- and off-street bikeways, roadways that do not have a designated bicycle facility, and
crossings to indicate the vehicular traffic stress experienced by the “interested but concerned” cyclist.
The analysis uses the Mineta Transportation Institute’s (MTI) nationally recognized research on low-stress bicycling
and network connectivity. It is based on the premise that a person’s level of comfort on a bicycle increases as
separation from vehicular traffic increases and as traffic volumes and/or speeds decrease. The MTI methodology
was adapted based on data availability and local context. For example, different assumptions were used to
establish the motor vehicle volume estimates for cities along the bay compared to those along the coast because
the populations traveling along bayside roadways are much higher than those along coastside roadways. The level
of traffic stress analysis used in this Plan follows the same approach as that of the Unincorporated San Mateo
County Active Transportation Plan.
Exact speed and volume data for each street segment were unavailable for this analysis. Instead, roadway
classification and an estimate of vehicular traffic volume were used to calculate the level of comfort of existing
roadways. Vehicular traffic volume estimates were derived using an average of a sample urban and rural roadways
with known vehicular traffic volumes. Figure 17 shows the results of the level of traffic stress analysis, but only the
higher stress routes. Refer to Appendix B for level of traffic stress analysis maps for each city in San Mateo County.

K E Y T AK E AW AY S
LTS scores range from 1 to 4. Figure 16 provided examples of the types of bicycle facilities and roadway
environments that meet each LTS stress score. Throughout the county, residential local roads scored LTS 1, while
collectors and major arterials scored LTS 3 or 4. In many communities in San Mateo County, the residential streets
do not form a complete network, and arterials and collectors are needed to travel across town and access many
destinations, so though a majority of roadway miles are low stress, they would not enable people to comfortably
bike to destinations. Each jurisdiction has at least one LTS 4 roadway.
A more detailed examination of traffic volume and speed is needed for arterials, but it is likely that many of the LTS
3 and 4 streets will require the addition of Class I, Class II, or Class IV bikeways to be considered comfortable for
the “interested but concerned” rider.
Table 3. Countywide Roadway Mileage by Level of Traffic Stress Score

Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) Score

Mileage*

Share of Mileage*

LTS 1

1,597

54%

LTS 2

631

21%

LTS 3

134

4%

LTS 4**

610

21%

2,972

100%

Total

*Mileages are rounded to the nearest whole number.
**Mileage estimates for LTS 4 are slight over-estimates due to dual carriageways in the spatial data.
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APPLICATION
This information will be used to analyze the existing and proposed bicycle network in greater detail. This
assessment indicates that in most places, residential streets are suitable for Class III Bicycle Boulevards, but
arterials need to be examined in closer detail to determine which type of bikeway is most suitable.
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Figure 17. Existing Bikeway Level of Traffic Stress Analysis
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BICYCLE-INVOLVED COLLISIONS
OVERVIEW
Enhancing safety for people bicycling is a key part of improving bicycling conditions and encouraging more people
to bike. As part of this planning process, the project team analyzed bicycle-involved collision data from the
Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System (SWITRS) dataset for a five-year period (2014 to 2018). Figure 19
shows the distribution of bicycle-involved collisions throughout San Mateo County. Note that this data does not
include collisions that did not result in an injury and therefore likely underrepresents the total number of bicycle
collisions. Note also that this dataset only includes police-reported collisions. These two facts mean that the
analysis may not be representative of all bicycle collision trends.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
During the analysis period, there were 1,187 collisions involving bicyclists.
The collisions resulted in nine deaths and 1,218 injured victims. Figure 18
show the distribution of bicycle collisions by injury severity. Approximately
10 percent of bicycle collisions resulted in a fatal or life-changing injury.
Among the victims involved in the collisions, the majority were male (82
percent) and 24 percent of victims were under 20 and six percent were 65
years old or older.

1% Fatal Injury
9% Severe Injury
58% Other Visible
Injury
32% Complaint of
Pain

The top three categories of violations associated with bicyclist collisions
were automobile right of way, improper turning (among drivers and
bicyclists), and unsafe speed. These three categories were associated with
approximately 57 percent of bicycle-involved collisions. Automobile right of way Figure 18. Bicycle Collisions by
refers to situations where the driver failed to yield right of way to a bicyclist.
Injury Severity
A notable share of crashes with motor vehicles were broadside (20 percent) or sideswipe (9 percent) crashes.
These two crash types suggest there may not be sufficient separation or visibility between road users.
The majority of crashes occurred in daylight, but 13 percent of crashes occurred under dark conditions with
streetlights and four percent of collisions occurred either during dawn, dusk, or dark conditions without streetlights.
Approximately 55 percent of crashes did not occur at an intersection, 27 percent of crashes occurred at a controlled
intersection and 17 percent occurred at an uncontrolled intersection (one percent of collisions did not include
intersection location information). These trends suggest that a high percentage of crashes likely occur in more rural
areas, possibly during recreational rides. Approximately 17 percent of collisions occurred on state highways.

APPLICATION
The key trends presented above will inform the development of program and policy recommendations and may be
used in combination with future analyses to identify locations where bicycle improvements are needed. C/CAG may
also use collision data or the development of high injury networks as criteria in during project prioritization.
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Figure 19. Bicycle-involved Collisions, 2014 - 2018
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BIKEWAY GAPS TO TRANSIT AND
BETWEEN JURISDICTIONS
OVERVIEW
When planning for bicycles at the regional scale, it is important to examine infrastructure and facility gaps near
transit stations and between jurisdictions as these connections are key for local and inter-jurisdiction travel. Active
transportation network gaps near transit stations was also a key barrier mentioned in both the local jurisdiction staff
surveys and interviews. Figure 21 uses information gathered during the interviews to show specific bicycle network
gaps and barriers near transit stations and between jurisdictions in San Mateo County.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
County and local jurisdiction staff identified gaps to
regional transit stations in every jurisdiction with a regional
transit station. Staff identified gaps based on issues they
were familiar with through an informal assessment; staff in
different jurisdictions did not necessarily follow a
consistent methodology when identifying gaps. County
and local jurisdiction staff identified more than 30 gaps
near transit. Examples of theses gaps include Tunnel
Avenue in Brisbane, Huntington Avenue in San Bruno,
and South Delaware Street in San Mateo.
There are also many areas throughout San Mateo County Figure 20. Bicyclist in San Mateo (city) rides by transit
station
that do not provide facilities for bicyclists to travel safely
and comfortably between jurisdictions. County and local jurisdiction staff identified more than 30 gaps between
jurisdictions. Examples of these gaps include El Camino Real, Woodside Road, and Bayshore Boulevard.
Table 4 shows a list of all of the bicycle network gaps that staff identified near transit stations and between
jurisdictions. The list of gaps presented in Table 4 provides examples of bikeway gaps, it is not a comprehensive
list of all gaps.

APPLICATION
The barriers identified in this section may be reviewed in greater detail in the gaps and barriers identification phase
of the project to identify whether specific projects or recommendations are needed to help mitigate them. The
project team will also determine whether addressing network barriers such gaps near transit stations and between
jurisdictions should be part of the project prioritization process. Reducing the network gaps near transit stations and
between jurisdictions will require collaboration between local jurisdictions and regional planning and transit
agencies. Additional network gaps will be identified during the development of the countywide backbone network.
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Table 4. Bicycle Network Gaps to adjacent Jurisdictions and near Transit

Gaps to Adjacent Jurisdictions

Gaps to Transit

Skyline Blvd (Multiple Jurisdictions)

Millbrae Ave (Millbrae)

El Camino Real (Multiple Jurisdictions)

A St (Daly City)

Old County Rd (Multiple Jurisdictions)

Hillside Blvd (Daly City)

Bayshore Blvd (Brisbane)

San Jose Ave (Daly City)

Holly St (San Carlos)

Tunnel Ave (Brisbane)

Warwick St (Redwood City)

Grand Ave (South San Francisco)

Whipple Ave (Redwood City)

Oyster Point Blvd (South San Francisco)

Highway 1 (Pacifica)

Huntington Ave/Centennial Trail (San Bruno)

Alameda de las Pulgas (Menlo Park)

Sneath Ln (San Bruno)

Middlefield Rd (Redwood City)

Euclid Ave/Bayhill Dr/ Walnut St (San Bruno)

Southgate Ave (Daly City)

Spur Trail Gap (Millbrae)

Junipero Serra Blvd (Daly City)

Carmelita Ave/Broadway (Burlingame)

Bay Trail (Multiple Jurisdictions)

Howard Ave (Burlingame)

Huntington Ave (San Bruno)

Carolan Ave (Burlingame)

Linden Ave (Millbrae)

Delaware St (San Mateo)

Magnolia Ave (Millbrae)

19th St/Fashion Island Blvd (San Mateo)

Floribunda Ave (Burlingame)

3rd Ave (San Mateo)

Howard Ave/Borroilhet Ave (Burlingame)

4th Ave (San Mateo)

Hillsdale Blvd (San Mateo)

B St (San Mateo)

San Mateo Dr (San Mateo)

28th Ave (San Mateo)

Ralston Ave/Marine Pkwy (Belmont)

Delaware St/Pacific Blvd (San Mateo)

Polhemus Ave (San Mateo County)

Ralston Ave (Belmont)

Bay Rd (Multiple Jurisdictions)

O'Neil Slough Trail (Foster City)

University Ave (East Palo Alto)

Middlefield Rd (Redwood City)

Newbridge St (East Palo Alto)

Vera Ave/Maple St (Redwood City)

Verbena Dr (East Palo Alto)

Marshall St/Seaport Blvd/Chestnut St
(Redwood City)

San Francisquito Creek Trail West (East Palo
Alto)

John Daly Blvd (Daly City)

Santa Cruz Ave (Menlo Park)

Middle Ave (Menlo Park)

Woodside Rd (Woodside)

Kelly Ave (Half Moon Bay)

Highway 92 (Multiple Jurisdictions)

Bayshore Station (Brisbane)

Trail connections between unincorporated areas
and coastal communities (Multiple Jurisdictions)
Note: Locations in parentheses include locations where projects were identified, this does not necessarily indicate that a staff member from the
location listed identified the project.
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Figure 21. Bicycle Network Gaps
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BARRIERS TO BICYCLE
ACCESSIBILITY
OVERVIEW
Many different types of barriers can discourage people from bicycling. Linear facilities such as freeways, railways,
and arterial roads represent major barriers to bicycling because they interrupt the street network and sometimes
separate neighborhoods or jurisdictions and require circuitous routing and backtracking. Other physical barriers
include interchanges and natural barriers (e.g. steep grade changes and creeks waterways). These barriers
negatively affect bicycling more than driving because a detour of more than a quarter or half of a mile has a larger
impact on travel time for someone walking or bicycling compared to someone driving. In many cases, a roadway
crossing of the barrier may exist, but lacks bike lanes and/or sidewalks. This section examines potential
infrastructure and natural barriers along the existing bicycle network. Figure 22 uses information gathered during
the interviews to show specific bicycle network gaps in San Mateo County.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
County and local jurisdiction staff identified several linear barriers to bicycling in the region, including freeway
corridors and interchanges, railroad tracks, waterways, and major intersections. In many cases, the same major
arterial, railway, or highway acts as a barrier in multiple jurisdictions. The majority of the barriers identified were
railroad track crossings in the eastern side of the county and major intersection crossings on both sides of the
county. Two of the waterways mentioned include Frenchmans Creek and Pilarcitos Creek. Table 5 presents the
number and type of bikeway network barriers identified by county and local jurisdiction staff.
Table 5. Linear Barriers and Difficult Crossings Identified by County and Local Jurisdiction Staff

Barrier Type

Number of Locations

Major Intersection

34

Railroad Track Crossings

18

Freeway Corridors

6

Freeway Interchanges

6

Waterways

6

Midblock Street Crossing

5

APPLICATION
The barriers identified in this section may be reviewed in greater detail in the gaps and barriers identification phase
of the project to identify whether specific projects or recommendations are needed to help mitigate them. The
Caltrans District Four Bicycle Plan (2018) provides a review of state highway barriers and can be used to help
identify recommendations to address state-highway barriers to bicycling. The Plan Development Team will also
determine whether addressing these network barriers should be part of the project prioritization process. Reducing
the network gaps near transit stations and between jurisdictions will require collaboration between local jurisdictions
and regional planning and transit agencies.
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Figure 22. Bicycle Network Barriers
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CONSTRAINED CORRIDORS
OVERVIEW
Along some streets, it can be difficult to install bicycle and pedestrian improvements due to a limited amount of
right-of-way serving multiple transportation demands, the need to add width to existing pavement within existing
right-of-way, or topographical constraints. These areas are referred to as constrained corridors. This section
presents constrained corridors identified by county and local jurisdiction staff. Figure 23 presents a map of the
constrained corridors in San Mateo County.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
County and local jurisdiction staff identified approximately 20 constrained corridors. The majority of these corridors
are located on the western side of the county, but sections of Highway 1 and Highway 92 are constrained corridors
for coastal communities like Pacifica and Half Moon Bay. These areas are often along coastal bluffs as two-lane
roadways with limited shoulder space. Notable constrained corridors on the Bay side of the county include Highway
84, El Camino Real, Foster City Boulevard, and John Daly Boulevard where traffic volumes may limit how space
could be reallocated.

APPLICATION
When considering approaches to bicycle and pedestrian network improvements along these constrained corridors,
the Plan Development Team will need to determine whether road re-allocation projects (i.e., road diets) are
possible or whether alternative, parallel routes will be needed. In some locations, widening projects may require
higher levels of investments to install shoulder along the coast bluff or mountainous areas.
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Figure 23. Constrained Corridors
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CHAPTER 3: COUNTYWIDE
PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES
OVERVIEW
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TYPES OF PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES
A functional and safe pedestrian network generally consists of well-connected sidewalks, trails, and crossing
treatments. Sidewalks and trails in the public right of way must follow the Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”)
guidelines. There are a multitude of crossing treatments which can be used to improve pedestrian safety and
comfort depending on the conditions. In general, pedestrian-specific crossing treatments are important in areas
where high volumes of pedestrians are expected, such as in downtown districts or near parks, schools, and transit
stops. Sidewalks are not always suitable in rural areas; advisory or paved shoulders and side paths may be
preferred. Note that there is currently no comprehensive countywide sidewalk inventory.
WithinSan Mateo County, the pedestrian network consists largely of sidewalk infrastructure supported by crossing
treatments, multi-use paths, and unpaved recreational trails. Table 6 and Figure 24 identify the variety of pedestrian
facilities that County staff can use to build and improve the pedestrian network.
Table 6. Pedestrian Facilities Applicable in Urban and Rural Areas

Treatment
Median
Crossing
Islands

Rectangular
Rapid Flashing
Beacons

Pedestrian
Hybrid Beacon

Description
• Allows pedestrians to cross a street in two stages
• Visually and physically narrows the roadway which helps reduce vehicle speeds
• Used on multi-lane roadways or roadways with high traffic volume
• Combines a crossing warning sign with a bright flashing beacon that is activated on
demand when a pedestrian or bicyclist is present
• Increases drivers’ yielding compliance and pedestrian visibility
• Often used at midblock crossings or unsignalized intersections of lower speed, two-lane
roadways.
• Traffic signal for major street activated on demand when a pedestrian or bicyclist is
present
• Increases drivers’ yielding compliance and pedestrian visibility
• Often used at midblock crossings on higher speed, multi-lane roadways

Signals

• Pedestrian Signal Timing – Signal head displays “Walk”, countdown, and “Don’t Walk”;
crossing time accommodates a normal walking pace
• Accessible Pedestrian Signals – Communicates information aurally to accommodate
the visually impaired
• Leading Pedestrian Interval – Walk phase begins three to seven seconds before drivers
are given the green light which increases pedestrian visibility and reduces conflicts

ADA-compliant
Sidewalk

• Provides a continuous clear path designated for pedestrians of all ages and abilities
• A firm, stable, and slip-resistant surface, typically concrete

High-visibility
Crosswalk
Markings

• Improves visibility of crossing with bold, reflective striping which can increase yielding
rates at intersections and midblock
• ADA-accessible curb ramps provide access and detectable warning for the physically and
visually impaired (respectively), and are useful to people pushing strollers or baskets

Curb
Extensions

• Reduces pedestrian crossing distances at intersections or midblock crossings
• Visually and physically narrows the roadway which helps to reduce vehicle speeds and
turning speeds

Raised
Crosswalk

• Reduces vehicle speeds at intersection or midblock crossings
• Increases visibility of pedestrians
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Figure 24. Types of Pedestrian Facilities
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PEDESTRIAN PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION PAST 5-10 YEARS
OVERVIEW
Over the last few years, there have been many improvements to the pedestrian network in San Mateo County. Staff
from the County and local jurisdictions have been implementing a variety of pedestrian projects throughout the
region either as standalone projects or as part of Complete Streets projects. 5

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Figure 25 summarizes key data related to pedestrian project implementation in San Mateo County over the last
decade, based on results from fourteen jurisdiction staff interviews completed in early 2020 (six jurisdictions did not
participate in interviews). All jurisdictions have closed sidewalk gaps, installed curb ramps (or other ADA retrofits),
and installed pedestrian-activated beacons (e.g., rectangular rapid flashing beacons). Most jurisdictions have also
been marking crosswalks, installing curb extensions, and adding mid-block crossing opportunities. Several
communities have also completed major crossing improvements by implementing curb extensions, pedestrian
crossing islands, and raised crossings. Table 7 presents a complete list of recently installed pedestrian projects.

All 14 jurisdictions
interviewed
have closed sidewalk
gaps to help provide a
more continuous
sidewalk network.

10 out of 14
jurisdictions have
completed school
access improvements
to enhance conditions
for children walking to
school.

10 out of 14
jurisdictions have
increased crossing
opportunities for
pedestrians by adding
mid-block crossings.

11 out of 14
jurisdictions have
installed curb
extensions to reduce
crossing distances and
increase visibility of
pedestrians.

Figure 25. Pedestrian Project Implementation Highlights

APPLICATION
Moving forward, this information can help local agencies identify opportunity areas to continue to make these types
of improvements throughout their jurisdictions, including completing more sidewalks, installing more pedestrianactivated beacons, marking crosswalks, improving curb ramps, and adding mid-block crossings where they are
needed. The information presented in this section will inform the project recommendations for the pedestrian focus
areas and the content of the design toolkit.

5

Complete Streets are streets that are designed to promote safe access for all roadway users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, and motor
vehicle drivers of all ages and abilities.
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Table 7. Pedestrian Projects Implemented or Designed in the last 5 to 10 Years*

Pedestrian
-activated
Beacon

Crossing
Island

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sidewalk
Infill

Marked
Crosswalk

Belmont

X

X

X

X

Brisbane

X

X

X

X

Colma

X

X

X

X

Daly City

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

East Palo
Alto

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Foster City

X

X

X

X

X

X

Half Moon
Bay

X

X

X

X

X

X

Millbrae

X

X

X

X

X

X

Pacifica

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Redwood
City

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

San Mateo

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

South San
Francisco

X

X

X

X

X

X

Woodside

X

X

San Mateo
County

X

X

X

X

Raised
Crossing

X

X

School Access
Improvements

Mid-block
Crossing

Jurisdiction

Curb
Extension

Pedestrian
Amenities
(e.g.,
benches,
lighting)

Pedestrian
Signal
Installation
or Retrofit

Curb Ramp
Installation
or Retrofit

X
X

X
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PEDESTRIAN-INVOLVED COLLISIONS
OVERVIEW
Enhancing safety for people walking is a key part of improving conditions for pedestrians and encouraging more
people to walk. As part of this planning process, the project team analyzed pedestrian-involved collision data from
the Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System (SWITRS) dataset for a five-year period (2014 to 2018). Figure 27
shows the distribution of pedestrian-involved collisions throughout San Mateo County. Note that this data does not
include collisions that did not result in an injury nor does it include collisions that were not reported to the police and
therefore likely underrepresents the total number of pedestrian collisions and the analysis may not be
representative of all pedestrian collision trends.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
During the analysis period, there were 1,242 collisions involving pedestrians.
The collisions resulted in 52 deaths and 1,297 injured victims. Figure 26 shows
the distribution of pedestrian collisions by injury severity. Nearly 20 percent of
pedestrian-involved collisions resulted in a fatal or life-changing injury, this
distribution is very similar to that of bicycle-involved collisions.
Among the victims involved in the collisions, a slight majority were male (54
percent); approximately 21 percent of victims were under 20 years old and 17
percent were age 65 or older.

4% Fatal Injury
15% Severe Injury
43% Other Visible
Injury
38% Complaint of
Pain

The top three categories of violations associated with pedestrian collisions
Figure 26. Pedestrian Collisions
were pedestrian right of way, pedestrian violation, and unsafe speed. These
by Injury Severity
three categories were associated with 78 percent of pedestrian collisions;
however, pedestrian right of way and pedestrian violations were much more common than unsafe speed violations.
Approximately 48 percent of crashes did not occur at an intersection, 34 percent of crashes occurred at a controlled
intersection and 17 percent occurred at an uncontrolled intersection (approximately one percent did not include a
location). Approximately 20 percent of collisions occurred on state highways.
The majority of crashes occurred in daylight, but 32 percent of crashes occurred under dark conditions with
streetlights and nearly eight percent of crashes occurred either at dawn, dusk, or under dark conditions without
streetlights.
Approximately 53 percent of crashes occurred while a pedestrian was crossing in a crosswalk at an intersection, 21
percent occurred while the pedestrian was crossing outside of a designated crosswalk, 14 percent occurred while
the pedestrian was walking along the road (including shoulders), and the remaining 12 percent involved a
combination of other scenarios.

APPLICATION
The pedestrian collision data will not undergo any additional analysist. However, the key trends presented above
will inform the development of program and policy recommendations and may be used in combination with future
analyses to identify locations where pedestrian improvements are needed. In addition, C/CAG may decide to use
safety as a criterion for prioritizing projects and could use pedestrian collision data as one of the metrics for safety.
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Figure 27. Pedestrian Collisions in San Mateo, 2014 - 2018
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PEDESTRIAN GAPS TO TRANSIT AND
BETWEEN JURISDICTIONS
OVERVIEW
When planning for pedestrians at the regional scale, it is important to examine infrastructure and facility gaps near
transit stations and between jurisdictions as these connections are key for local and inter-jurisdiction travel. Active
transportation network gaps near transit stations was also a key barrier mentioned in both the local jurisdiction staff
surveys and interviews. Figure 29 uses information gathered during the interviews to show specific pedestrian
network gaps and barriers near transit stations and between jurisdictions in San Mateo County.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
County and local jurisdiction staff identified 16 major gaps
to regional transit stations in every jurisdiction with a
regional transit station. Examples of theses gaps include
University Avenue in East Palo Alto, the Redwood City
Transit Center, and Millbrae Avenue in Millbrae.
There are also many areas throughout San Mateo County
that do not provide facilities for pedestrians to travel safely
and comfortably between jurisdictions. County and local
jurisdiction staff identified more than 9 gaps between
jurisdictions. Examples of these gaps include Mission
Street, Geneva Avenue, and El Camino Real.
Table 9 presents all of the pedestrian network gaps
identified near transit stations and between jurisdictions.

Figure 28. People Walking and Bicycling Use BART to
travel throughout San Mateo County

APPLICATION
The barriers identified in this section may be reviewed in greater detail in the gaps and barriers identification phase
of the project to identify whether specific projects or recommendations are needed to help mitigate them. The
project team will also determine whether addressing network barriers such gaps near transit stations and between
jurisdictions should be part of the project prioritization process. Reducing the network gaps near transit stations and
between jurisdictions will require collaboration between local jurisdictions and regional planning and transit
agencies.
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Table 8. Pedestrian Network Gaps to Adjacent Jurisdictions and near Transit

Gaps to Adjacent Jurisdictions*

Gaps to Transit*

Colma Blvd (Daly City)

University Ave (East Palo Alto)

El Camino Real (Multiple Jurisdictions)

Ralston Ave (Belmont)

Mission St (Daly City)

El Camino Real (Multiple Jurisdictions)

Geneva Ave (Daly City)

Bayshore Blvd (Brisbane)

Woodside Rd (Multiple Jurisdictions)

Belmont Overcrossing (Belmont)

Alameda de las Pulgas (Redwood City)

Redwood City Transit Center (Redwood City)
James St and El Camino Real (Redwood City)
Millbrae Ave (Millbrae)
Palmetto Ave (Pacifica)
Crespi Dr (Pacifica)
San Bruno BART Station (San Bruno)
Connection from Moonridge to Half Moon Bay (Half
Moon Bay)
Colma BART Station (Colma)
Daly City BART Station (Daly City)

*Some streets include multiple locations.
Note: Locations listed in parentheses include locations of gaps, and do not necessarily coincide with the jurisdiction staff
member who reported the gap.
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Figure 29. Pedestrian Network Gaps
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PEDESTRIAN NETWORK BARRIERS
OVERVIEW
Many different types of barriers can discourage people from walking. Linear facilities such as freeways, railways,
and arterial roads represent major barriers to walking because they interrupt the street network and sometimes
separate neighborhoods or jurisdictions and require circuitous routing and backtracking. Other physical barriers
include interchanges, and natural barriers (e.g. steep grade changes and creeks waterways). These barriers
negatively affect walking more than driving because a detour of more than a quarter or half of a mile has a larger
impact on travel time for someone walking or bicycling compared to someone driving. In many cases, a roadway
crossing of the barrier may exist, but lacks sidewalks or safe crossing opportunities. This section examines
potential infrastructure and natural barriers along the pedestrian network. Figure 30 uses information gathered
during the interviews to show specific pedestrian network barriers in San Mateo County.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
County and local jurisdiction staff identified several linear barriers to walking in the region, including freeway
corridors, railroad tracks, and major intersections. In many cases, the same major arterial, railway, or highway acts
as a barrier in multiple jurisdictions. The majority of the barriers identified are intersections. All of the railroad track
crossing barriers are located in Redwood City or Atherton. Table 9 presents the number and type of pedestrian
network barriers identified by county and local jurisdiction staff.
Table 9. Linear Barriers and Difficult Crossings Identified by County and Local Jurisdiction Staff

Barrier Type

Number of Locations

Intersection

36

Railroad Track Crossings

7

Freeway Corridors and Major Arterials

11

Freeway Interchanges

0

Waterways

0

Midblock Street Crossing

0

APPLICATION
The barriers identified in this section may be reviewed in greater detail in the gaps and barriers identification phase
of the project to identify whether specific projects or recommendations are needed to help mitigate them. The Plan
Development Team will also determine whether addressing these network barriers should be part of the project
prioritization process. Reducing the network gaps near transit stations and between jurisdictions will require
collaboration between local jurisdictions and regional planning and transit agencies. The forthcoming Caltrans
District Four Pedestrian Plan can be used to inform the recommendations to address pedestrian barriers along the
state highway network.
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Figure 30. Pedestrian Network Barriers
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APPENDIX A: EXISTING
BICYCLE FACILITIES BY
JURISDICTION
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APPENDIX B: LEVEL OF
TRAFFIC STRESS RESULTS
FOR EACH JURISDICTION
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MEMORANDUM
October 5, 2020
To: Mikaela Hiatt and Kaki Cheung, City/County Association of Governments San Mateo County (C/CAG)
From: Brooke DuBose, Belinda Judelman, and Jacob Nigro
Project: Countywide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
Task 6.2: Network Gap Analysis

Overview
The purpose of the network gap identification is to document where there are gaps along the countywide bicycle
and pedestrian networks in San Mateo County. This memo presents the results of the network gap identification
analysis. The gaps identified in this process are opportunities to add or improve walking and bicycling facilities
along active transportation routes and the countywide backbone network. These gaps will inform network
recommendations for improving pedestrian and bicycle accessibility and will help the County prioritize
investments in areas that will improve overall active transportation network connectivity.
The network gaps analysis is presented in three parts:
•
•
•

This methodological Memo (Word)
Network Gap Spreadsheet (Excel)
Network Gap Web Map (Online)

Approach
To maintain consistency with countywide planning efforts, Tool Design followed the same gap identification
methodology that was performed for the forthcoming Unincorporated San Mateo County Active Transportation
Plan.
The bicycle network gap analysis identifies:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Spot and segment gaps in the bicycle network, as identified in the local jurisdiction interviews
Existing high stress bicycle facilities, based on the Level of Traffic Stress Analysis 1
Areas with high bicycle trip potential that are not connected to the bicycle network (e.g., downtowns)
Gaps in bicycle access to key destinations, including transit stops and other countywide destinations

Items 2-4 were identified by examining existing facilities and facility gaps along the countywide backbone network.
The pedestrian network gap analysis identifies:

1

This analysis was completed as part of the Existing Conditions Report.
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1. Spot gaps and barriers in the pedestrian network, as identified in the county and local jurisdiction
interviews
2. Gaps and barriers in pedestrian access to key destinations, including transit stops and other countywide
destinations
Item 2 was determined by identifying gaps from item one that were located within a pedestrian focus area or
along the countywide backbone network.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Network Gaps
In total, there are approximately 248 miles of bicycle network gaps (or deficiencies) along the 313-mile
countywide backbone network. These gaps represent 79 percent of the total countywide backbone network
mileage. The majority of these gaps are along segments where there is no existing bikeway, but there are
proposed bike facility projects identified as part of other planning efforts (e.g., local active transportation plan).
Only 10 percent of segments along the backbone network lack an existing or recommended bikeway.
Error! Reference source not found. is a map of the bicycle network gaps along the backbone network. Three
types of gaps are identified, which are defined in Table 1. Table 1 also includes existing low stress facilities which
are not qualified as “gaps” to help show the full spectrum of segment types along the backbone network, as
identified in this analysis.

Table 1. Countywide Backbone Network Segment Categories and Gaps

Network
Segment
Categories
and Gaps

Criteria

No Existing
Facility

Percentage of
Backbone
Network

Mileage

No existing bikeway but there is a
recommended bikeway from a prior
planning process

46%

143

Existing Facility
and High
Stress

Existing bikeway and high-stress
roadway conditions based on Level of
Traffic Stress Analysis

23%

72

No Existing or
Recommended
Facility

No existing or recommended bikeway

10%

32

Existing Low
Stress

Existing Facility is low-stress (i.e., not
a network gap)

21%

66

100%

313

TOTAL

Error! Reference source not found. is a map of the bicycle network gaps identified by county and local
jurisdiction staff during the stakeholder interviews conducted in Winter 2020. County and local jurisdiction staff
identified 59 miles of bicycle network gaps; 58 miles of these gaps are located along the countywide backbone
network. Approximately 87 percent of the staff-identified gaps are gaps between adjacent jurisdictions and 13
percent are identified as gaps to transit. These gaps are presented for informational purposes and may inform the
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project recommendations, but only gaps located along the countywide backbone network will be included in the
project list developed for this plan.
Figure 3 is a map of the pedestrian network gaps and pedestrian focus areas throughout San Mateo County.
Pedestrian network gaps include segments without sidewalks, major corridors or barriers with an insufficient
number of comfortable crossings, intersections without adequate crossing treatments, transit stations that are not
easily accessible for pedestrians, and locations where additional pedestrian connections or grade-separated
crossings may be needed. County and local jurisdiction staff identified 37 miles of pedestrian network gaps.
Among the 37 miles of pedestrian network gaps, 27 miles are along the backbone network and 21 are in a
pedestrian focus area. The pedestrian network gaps will be further explored in the project development phase to
determine which gaps will become part of the pedestrian project list. Approximately 66 percent of the staffidentified gaps are between jurisdictions and 34 percent are gaps to transit.
A complete list of the bicycle and pedestrian network gaps is presented in the accompanying Excel document.
The bicycle and pedestrian network gaps can also be viewed on the project web map at
https://tooledesign.github.io/F0066-San-Mateo-CCAG/.

Next Steps for Network Recommendations
Low-stress recommendations will be developed along the countywide bicycle backbone network and pedestrian
focus areas based on the results of the bicycle and pedestrian network gap analyses. These will be projects of
countywide significance, designed for people of all ages and abilities.

Bicycle Network Recommendations
From the gap analysis, approximately one-fifth (21 percent) of the countywide backbone network is already
considered low-stress, and therefore no additional recommendations will be proposed on these corridors. The
majority (46%) of bicycle network gaps along the countywide backbone network are segments that do not have
existing facilities, but they do have recommended bikeways which have been identified in previous local and
county planning efforts. As part of project development, we will assess current project recommendations to
ensure that they provide low-stress bicycle facilities. Recommendations that are not considered low-stress will be
upgraded to new project recommendations (e.g., a standard bike lane to a separated bike lane) to ensure the
facility will be comfortable for people of all ages and abilities. Finally, facility recommendations will be developed
along segments of the countywide backbone network that do not have an existing or recommended facility (10
percent), or have an existing high-stress facility (23 percent).
Project recommendations will be flagged for potential feasibility considerations needed for implementation, such
as:
•
•
•
•

Travel lane removal
Parking lane removal
Curb reconstruction
Transit route (which may indicate a possible conflict to be resolved)

Project recommendations will be compiled into a project list, which will include the following information:
•
•
•
•

Project ID
Location
Lead jurisdiction or implementing agency
Corridor
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Limits
Length
Existing Conditions (i.e., corridor ADT, corridor posted speed, and existing bike facilities if applicable)
Facility Recommendation (based on forthcoming AASHTO Bike Guide and FHWA’s 2019 Bikeway
Selection Guide, Level of Traffic Stress analysis, and CBPP Design Toolkit)
Planning-Level Cost
Flagged for further feasibility considerations

The project list will be reviewed by C/CAG staff and TAG and BPAC members to ensure political and financial
feasibility, and it will be updated one time based on consolidated feedback. Once the project list is finalized,
project recommendations will be added to the web map and to a static PDF map. The maps will color code
projects to indicate whether they are being recommended as part of the Countywide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan,
or whether they are recommendations from another local plan.
Once the project list has been approved, all of the projects will be prioritized using the prioritization framework
developed as part of this Plan. Per the Project Prioritization Criteria Memo, the prioritization process will be run for
all projects in the county, but only the projects along the Countywide Backbone Network will be included in the
final Plan. The priority level for each project will be added to the project list.

Pedestrian Network Recommendations
The majority of pedestrian network gaps are locations where there are existing pedestrian facilities, but additional
treatments may be needed to make these locations more comfortable for pedestrians and to improve safety,
access, and connectivity to key destinations and between jurisdictions. In addition to the gap analysis, C/CAG and
local agency staff identified pedestrian gaps between jurisdictions (66 percent of staff-identified gaps) and to
transit stations (34 percent of staff-identified gaps). A list of pedestrian gaps will be included in the plan document.
The pedestrian focus areas are prime areas for investment in regionally significant destinations. We suggest
creating general typologies for the focus areas and designating contextually appropriate pedestrian
countermeasures from the Design Toolkit for each type of pedestrian focus area. A range of shorter- and longerterm pedestrian safety countermeasures will be considered. Shorter term projects that can be implemented
quickly using minimal funds include treatments such as high-visibility crosswalk striping, signal timing
adjustments, and additional signage at crossings. Longer term improvements that can be implemented on a
longer timeline and require more funding include treatments like new sidewalks and curb ramps, installation of
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons, and installation of street lighting.
Pedestrian projects identified in local plans that fall within the pedestrian focus areas will also be identified and
included as pedestrian projects in the plan document.
The prioritization criteria will be an important tool for future funding programs to evaluate how effectively proposed
pedestrian projects meet the Plan’s goals.
Like the proposed countywide backbone network, the pedestrian recommendations will be reviewed by C/CAG
staff and TAG and BPAC members to ensure feasibility, and they will be updated to reflect feedback. Once
finalized, recommendations will be added to the web map and to a static PDF map. The maps will color code
projects to indicate whether they are being recommended as part of the Countywide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan,
or whether they are recommendations from another plan.
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Figure 1. Bicycle Network Gaps along the Countywide Backbone Network
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Figure 2. Bicycle Network Gaps Identified by County and Local Jurisdiction Staff
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Figure 3. Pedestrian Network Gaps Identified by County and Local Jurisdiction Staff
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September 16, 2020
To: Mikaela Hiatt and Kaki Cheung
Organization: C/CAG San Mateo County
From: Patrick Gilster, AICP and Belinda Judelman
Project: Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan Update
Re: Project Prioritization Criteria

This document presents Toole Design’s recommended approach for prioritizing active transportation projects as
part of the C/CAG Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan Update (CBPP Update). The intent of the
prioritization task is to act primarily as a grant screening tool to help identify which projects may be most likely to
do well in competitive funding programs. The prioritization task is not intended to solely reflect the public’s
sentiment on which projects may be the most important; however, public support is an essential criterion in grant
applications and will be weighted accordingly. While each local jurisdiction and the County may have their own
Bicycle and/or Pedestrian Master Plans that prioritize projects within each area, this task will compare only the
recommended projects identified on the Countywide Backbone Bikeway Network or within Pedestrian Focus
Areas for projects of countywide significance within the Final CBPP Update document.
The prioritization task includes the following key phases:
1. Criteria: Select the prioritization criteria to be evaluated that align with competitive grant funding
sources.
2. Raw Score: Confirm the scoring for each criterion and calculate each criterion’s raw score for each
project.
3. Weighted Benefit Score: Use the weighting of each criterion that aligns with grant funding opportunities
to create a weighted score.
4. Cost-Benefit Analysis: Use the planning-level cost estimates for each project to normalize each project
by the anticipate costs to show which projects have the greatest benefits (based on the weighted score)
for the best investment.
5. Ranking: Sort projects into high, medium, or low buckets based on the cost-benefit analysis outcomes.
The sections below detail the recommended methodology for steps one through three above. Figure 1 illustrates
how steps one through three get combined to form a final benefit score for project ranking prior to the cost-benefit
analysis.

Figure 1. Example of Steps One, Two, and Three of the Project Prioritization Process

Prioritization Criteria
The prioritization categories need to include enough variety to allow for a range of local needs while still allowing
C/CAG to fund projects based on its top priorities for the region. The criteria are intended to align with state and
regional funding opportunities, priorities identified by Technical Advisory Group (TAG) and Bicycle and Pedestrian
Advisory Committee (BPAC) members during the polling activity completed as part of the May 2020 TAG and
BPAC meetings, and the jurisdiction staff survey and interviews held during the first phase of the CBPP Update.
Projects identified through this methodology should compete well in funding opportunities, while other projects
could be prioritized for non-competitive funding allocations. This will help local jurisdictions better determine
where to make investments for each type of funding source to help get projects built.
The Caltrans ATP Cycle 5, Sustainable Transportation Equity Project (STEP), and the San Mateo County
Transportation Authority‘s (SMCTA) Measure A funding programs were reviewed to align the proposed project
prioritization criteria with those from state, regional, and county active transportation funding sources. The
Caltrans ATP Cycle 5 provides active transportation project funding from Federal, State SB1, and State Highway
Account sources. The 2020 application cycle provides $440 million for active transportation projects. The
Metropolitan Transportation Commission ATP Cycle 5 criteria was also evaluated to provide a regional context.
The SMCTA 2017 Measure A Bicycle and Pedestrian Program funds active transportation projects in San Mateo
County through a voter-approved half-cent sales tax. The measure was adopted in 2004 and lasts for 25 years
and provides funding for project development, right of way acquisition, construction of bicycle and pedestrian
facilities. STEP is a pilot project of the California Climate Investments program. It provides $19.5 million for
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projects that increase transportation equity through planning and capacity building grants and implementation
grants that serve low-income and disadvantaged communities. STEP’s two grant programs provide funding for
bicycle or pedestrian facilities, bike parking, street crossing enhancements, active transportation plans, safe
routes to school plans, and capacity building programs (e.g., demonstration projects and campaigns).
Implementation grants are only suitable for communities that are mostly within a disadvantaged community.
Table 1 shows the alignment between the prioritization criteria for Caltrans ATP Cycle 5, STEP, SMCTA Measure
A Bicycle and Pedestrian Program, and the criteria recommended for the CBPP Update. SMCTA Measure A was
selected as an example for Table 1 since similar criteria are used for Measure A and Measure W. Measure W
prioritizes projects that reduce traffic congestion by safely connecting communities and neighborhoods with
schools, transit, and employment centers; fill gaps in the existing bicycle and pedestrian network; safely cross
barriers such as major roads, rail corridors, and highways; improve existing facilities to make them safer and more
accessible for cyclists and pedestrians; and make walking or biking a safer and more convenient option. SMCTA’s
Strategic Plan for 2020-2024 aligns the criteria and call for projects for Measure A and Measure W for bicycle and
pedestrian projects.
The recommended C/CAG CBPP Update grant screening prioritization categories are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Network Connectivity – Connection to Backbone Network or pedestrian focus area to show which
routes have the highest propensity to support walking and bicycling trips
School Access – Based on a specific distance threshold to schools
Transit Access – Based on distance to major transit centers or transfer stops
Safety and Comfort – Existing crash frequency and potential to improve safety
Equity – Location or usage by underserved or isolated communities as defined by equity focus areas
identified in the CBPP
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Table 1. State and County Funding Criteria Comparison

Caltrans ATP
Cycle 5

Sustainable
Transportation
Equity Project
(STEP)

SMCTA 2017
Measure A
Bicycle and
Pedestrian
Program

C/CAG
CBPP
Update*

Disadvantaged communities/Equity
focus

X

X

X

X

Increase active transportation trips

X

Safety

X

Criteria

Consistent with other plans/policies

X
X

X

X***

X

X

X**

Connection to transit

X

X

X

X

Public/Stakeholder Support

X

X

X

X**

Context sensitive/Innovation/Best
practices

X

X

Leveraging funds

X

Network gap closure

X

Connectivity to active transportation
network

X

X

X

Meets commuter and/or recreation
purpose

X

X**

Enhances connectivity to schools,
transit stations, and other activity
centers

X

X

Accommodates multiple transportation
modes (bicycle and pedestrian)

X

X**

High impact, low-cost project

X

X

Workforce Development

X

Displacement Avoidance

X

Affordable Housing and Land Use

X

Partnerships with Community-based
Organizations

X

Vision Zero or Safety Policy

X***
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Table 1. State and County Funding Criteria Comparison

Caltrans ATP
Cycle 5

Criteria

Project Readiness

Sustainable
Transportation
Equity Project
(STEP)

SMCTA 2017
Measure A
Bicycle and
Pedestrian
Program

C/CAG
CBPP
Update*

X***

Adopted & Certified Housing Element

X***

Adopted Complete Streets Policy

X***

Transit Agency Coordination

X***

Approved Environmental
Documentation

X***

*Due to differences in criteria naming schemes there is not a direct crossover between the criteria in Table 1 and
the criteria listed Table 2; some criteria in Table 1 apply to multiple criteria in Table 2 and vice versa.
**Indicates a category that is embedded in the development and selection of the recommended prioritization
categories but is not a distinct category on its own.
***Metropolitan Transportation Commission Active Transportation Program Cycle 5 addition criteria.

Prioritization Scoring Criteria
Each prioritization category has been given a recommended score and scoring methodology, as presented in the
following table. These categories and the scoring criteria are recommended to run the metrics in a GIS-format
using available data from the C/CAG CBPP Existing Conditions Report and other readily available sources/
analysis. Each project identified throughout the county will be given a raw score but only projects on the
Countywide Bicycle Backbone Network will be presented in the Final CBPP Update document. A raw score will
be produced by summing the resultant weighted points from each category and a final grant screening
prioritization score will be generated by taking a weighted average of the segment scores for each segment
within a project. This process will allow C/CAG staff to have an internal spreadsheet tool to compare projects
using the same metrics in the future for other efforts.
The raw scores in the table below have been weighted to reflect the priorities of C/CAG staff and members of the
Technical Advisory Group and Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee. The weighted maximum possible
scores for each category are also reflected in Figure 1, above. Projects may score up to ten possible
prioritization points, which includes up to one point for equity. Note that two subcategories were used to evaluate
equity: statewide disadvantaged communities and the CBPP equity focus areas. Projects that fall within
statewide disadvantaged communities received one full point, while projects that fall within CBPP equity focus
areas received 0.6 points.
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Criteria

Measure

Safety and Comfort

Points

Highest Number of Points Possible

4

Safety

Bicycle/Pedestrian collision history (last 5 years, Statewide Integrated
Traffic Records System)
Severity weighted1 count of collisions involving bicycles/pedestrian
along2 project corridor alignment, normalized by project corridor length.
Values normalized by percentiles, and score calculated as percentile *
maximum possible points3.

0-2

Comfort

All age and abilities facility (as determined by a combination of facility
type and local conditions, typically includes Class 1 Multi-use Path,
Class 4 Separated Bike Lane, Class 3 Bike Boulevard)

1 -2

All ages and abilities facility

2

Not an all ages and abilities facility

1

Connectivity
Connectivity

Transit Access
Transit Access

School Access

School Access
Equity

Highest Number of Points Possible

3
0-3

Type of gap4 that the project fills5
Fills a gap where there is no existing facility, or there is an existing
facility, but stress is still high

3

Fills a gap where there is no existing facility, and no recommended
facility

1

Does not fill a gap

0
Highest Number of Points Possible

Nearby transit stops
Mode weighted6 count of transit stops close7 to project corridor
alignment. Values normalized by percentiles, and score calculated as
percentile * maximum possible points.
Highest Number of Points Possible
Nearby schools
Count of schools8 close to9 the project corridor alignment. Values
normalized by percentiles, and score calculated as percentile *
maximum possible points
Highest Number of Points Possible

Statewide Equity
Measure10

Project is in11 one or more statewide eligible disadvantaged community:
• CalEnviroScreen 3.0: top 25th percentile
• Healthy Places Index: top 25th percentile
• Regional Definition: in an MTC Community of Concern

San Mateo CountySpecific Equity
Measure

Project is not in a statewide eligible disadvantaged community but is in11
a countywide equity focus area. The definition of which is a block group
that is within the top 25th percentile of each side of the county, as
determined by:
• Median household income
• Percent non-white population
• Housing & transportation index
• Percent zero car households
TOTAL POINTS POSSIBLE

1
0-1

1

0-1
1
1

0-0.6

10
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Step 4: Cost-Benefit Analysis
Based on feedback received from the Technical Advisory Group and Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee,
Toole Design will use planning-level costs to calculate a cost-benefit ratio for each project. The cost-benefit ratio
would be calculated by using the total weighted scores to represent a project’s benefits. The sum would then be
divided by the estimated project cost to create a cost-benefit ratio.

Step 5: Ranking
The resulting cost-benefit ratio would then be ranked in high, medium, and low buckets based on natural breaks
in the cost-benefit rations to show the final list of prioritized projects.

1

Fatalities and serios injuries weighted x3, other injuries and complaint of pain weighted x1, property damage only not included because it is
not available in the Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System.
2
Collisions were assigned to their closest street segment, within a 10m cutoff
3
Ex: a project at the 50% would get a score of 1 (0.5 * 2 = 1)
4
See Network Gap Analysis Memorandum in Appendix C.
5
‘Filling’ a gap is defined as containing an element of the project with the gap type listed.
6
Caltrain, BART, and SF Ferry stops weighted x5, all other transit (Samtrans, VTA, and SFMTA) weighted x1.
7
Search distance for Caltrain, BART, and SF Ferry was 0.5 mile, all other transit was 500 ft
8
Defined as all public and charter K-12 schools (the same schools that were analyzed as part of the equity analysis).
9
Search distance for schools was 1 mi.
10
If a project scores points for the Statewide Equity Measure, it is not awarded points for the County-specific Equity Measure. All statewide
metrics use data at the Census tract level except for National School Lunch Program which provides data for each school.
11
Being within an equity area is defined as having either 100m or 25% of project length (either will count) within the equity area. The equity
area itself has been buffered by 10m, in order to account of boundary edge issues, where often times the road with the project is boundary
line, and the project may or may not be picked up.
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COUNTYWIDE BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN PLAN
Per Mile Facility Cost Estimates (January 2021)
The proposed bike network contains twelve distinct permutations of recommended facility types, each of which
relates to a respective per mile cost. These permutations were derived by assessing existing roadway conditions
(including existing functional class, urban or rural location context, and existing facility type) and recommended
facility types. The table below highlights the twelve types and their associated costs.

Location Context

Facility Type

Per Mile Cost

Urban

Class 1: Multi-use Path

$2,200,000

Urban

Class 2: Bicycle Lane

$90,000

Urban

Class 2b: Buffered Bicycle Lane

$130,000

Urban

Class 3: Urban Bicycle Route

$70,000

Urban

Class 3b: Bicycle Boulevard

$240,000

Urban

Class 4: Separated Bike Lane

$3,270,000

Urban

Class 4: Vertical Buffer Elements1

$2,910,000

Rural

Class 1: Multi-use Path

$2,200,000

Rural

Class 2: Bicycle Lane

$60,000

Rural

Class 3: Rural Bicycle Route

$20,000

Rural

Class 3c: Bicycle Route with Wide
Shoulders

$1,690,000

Rural

Class 3c: Widened Shoulders2

$1,520,000

1

The vertical buffer unit cost is applied along roadway segments where a separated bicycle lane is recommended and there is already an
existing buffered bicycle lane.
2
This cost estimate is applied instead of the Bicycle Route with Wide Shoulders cost estimate along roadway segments with an existing
shoulder bike lane. This cost assumes there is already a 5-foot shoulder that would need to be widened to 10 feet and the roadway already
contains the necessary signs and striping.
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In addition, signal improvement unit costs were produced for Class 4 projects to capture potential signal
upgrades. The signal improvement costs are in units of per intersection and separated into “low” and “high” cost
categories to be assigned to projects at a future date.
Class

Location Context

Signal Improvement Level

Per Intersection Cost

4

Urban

Low

$20,000

4

Urban

High

$320,000

Per Mile Facility Cost Assumptions
The following cost assumptions pertain to the per mile facility costs.
▪

▪

Costs associated with retrofitting or replacing existing signal infrastructure (i.e., upgrades to signal
cabinets, poles, mast arms) to achieve desirable intersection phasing on roadways with Class 4
separated bike lane facilities are excluded from this per mile facility cost. Due to the variability of existing
signal infrastructure and information that is unknown regarding the age, structural capacity, signal
phasing capabilities, and style of mast arm, it is not feasible to accurately determine the potential costs
associated with these retrofits or the need for replacement of this equipment at this time. Further, costs
associated with design, permitting, and construction related to the retrofitting or replacement of existing
signal infrastructure are likewise excluded from this per mi facility cost. See below for per intersection
signal improvement cost assumptions.
Soft costs and contingencies captured within the per mile costs are shown in the table below and are
incorporated into the cost estimates presented in the project list. As applicable, contingencies for
construction, environmental impacts, drainage, utilities, and design are assumed. Contingencies that vary
facility type to facility type are based upon our experience with the complexities of implementing them.
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Soft Costs and
Contingencies

Class 1

Class 2 and 2b

Class 3, 3b, and 4
(Urban)

Class 3 and 3c
(Rural)

Engineering and
Design Costs

15%

15%

15%

15%

Mobilization

5%

5%

5%

5%

Traffic Control

5%

5%

5%

5%

Construction
Management

15%

15%

15%

15%

Construction Cost
Contingency

25%

25%

25%

25%

Utility Contingency

15%

0%

5%

5%

Drainage Contingency

15%

0%

5%

10%

Environmental
Contingency

15%

0%

5%

5%

Drainage and
Earthwork Contingency

15%

0%

0%

15%

▪

Right of way costs are not included in the per mile facility costs.

Per Intersection Signal Improvement Cost Assumptions
Low Level Signal Improvement
▪
▪
▪

Assume a simple adjustment of existing vehicle signal heads and/or signal timing changes.
Assume the adjustment does not subsequently require the upgrade of ADA ramps at the intersection.
Assume an average cost of $20,000 per intersection.

High Level Signal Improvement
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Assume for each intersection on a one-way Class 4 bicycle lane project there are two total approaches in
opposite directions. Assume a cost of $150,00 per intersection approach.
Assume ADA curb ramp upgrades at four corners at the intersection with two ramps per corner at $2,500
each.
Assume signal phase separation from left and right turning motorists is necessary due to high peak hour
volumes and is not currently supported by the existing signal cabinet equipment.
Assume that the number of traffic signals are insufficient to provide signal phase separation.
Assume the mast arm and pole are structurally insufficient to support new equipment needed for the
signal phase separation.
Assume the cost calculation is as follows:
▪ $2,500 per ADA curb ramp * 8 curb ramps + $150,000 per intersection approach * 2 approaches
= $320,000 per intersection
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Year Conversions
2018 cost data was used given the wider availability of example costs. Costs were adjusted to match 2020
dollars, using an annual escalation rate of 5% to account for inflation.
Disclaimer: Opinions of probable cost were developed by identifying major pay items and establishing rough
quantities to determine a rough order of magnitude cost. Contingencies are included to cover items that are
undefined or are typically unknown early in the planning phase of a project. Unit costs are based on 2020 dollars
and were assigned based on historical cost data from the Alameda CTC Cost Estimating Tool website and
Caltrans Contract Cost Data. Cost opinions do not include easement and right-of-way acquisition; permitting;
surveying, geotechnical investigation, environmental documentation, special site remediation, escalation, or the
cost for ongoing maintenance. A general cost has been assigned to certain general categories such as utility
relocations; however, these costs can vary widely depending on the exact details and nature of the work. The
overall cost opinions are intended to be general and used only for planning purposes. Toole Design Group, LLC
makes no guarantees or warranties regarding the cost estimate herein. Construction costs will vary based on the
ultimate project scope, actual site conditions and constraints, schedule, and economic conditions at the time of
construction.
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